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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Steffen Saifer for the Doctor
of Education in Educational Leadership: Postsecondary Education
presented August 16, 1995.
Title: Validity, Reliability, and utility of The Oregon
Assessment for 3-5 Year Olds in Developmentally
Appropriate Classrooms
An early childhood assessment tool was developed by the
author to fill a need for an observational, authentic, child
assessment instrument that would include the measurement of
social and emotional development, help guide teachers towards
best curriculum practices, and meet common criteria for
effective, appropriate, and equitable assessment. Theoretical
constructs of interactionalism, mUltiple intelligences,
dispositions, and developmentally appropriate practices were
used to inform the construction of the tool. In addition, the
author hoped to develop a tool that would be effective for use
as a Head Start program evaluation research instrument.
Research methods involved a representative random sample
of 200 children in four early childhood programs in two
northwest states and the use of two different surveys, one
completed by 15 early childhood experts and one by 114 users of
the assessment.
2The Oregon Assessment was found to be an instrument with
an acceptable degree of item, curricula, and construct validity;
a high level of test-retest, inter-rater, and internal
reliability (coefficient alpha = .879); and an acceptable degree
utility. Only one item out of 60 ~as found to have low item
validity, and three other items were rated lower than others
(although generally positive) on both item and curricula
validity. It was found to have significant but moderate
congruent validity with total scores on The McCarthy Scales for
Children and The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales. Users
throughout the U.S. found it generally useful -- nearly 87 of
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the results
accurately reflect the skills, behaviors, and abilities of their
children. The length of time it takes to administer emerged as
a concern from some users.
Recommendations were made to refine the instrument and
user manual and to develop a shorter version. It was found to
have great potential use as a research instrument for program
evaluation and for promoting best practices in early childhood
programs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation research seeks to provide the early
childhood education community with a criterion-refe~enced,
valid, reliable, useful, and developmentally appropriate child
assessment instrument that will guide teachers toward best
curriculum practices. The instr~~ent, The Oregon Assessment for
3-5 Year Olds in Developmentally Appropriate Classrooms (Early
Childhood Training Center, 1990) responds to the need for an
observational assessment tool that measures social skills, self-
concept, play behaviors, dispositions, and cognitive processing
skills. As a developmentally appropriate assessment tool it
guides teachers towards practices congruent with exemplary
practices as defined by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children (Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp &
Rosegrant, 1992; NAEYC, 1991). The instrument is directed to
the following purposes: (a) assessing current child functioning,
(b) assisting teachers in setting developmentally appropriate
goals and planning an individualized curriculum, (c) tracking
child progress, (d) providing a basis of dialogue with parents,
and (e) providing information for referrals. In addition, if
found valid, reliable and useful, it could provide the research
community, particularly Head Start, with a research tool for
effective program evaluation.
2Background of The Oregon Assessment
The assessment in its current form was conceived by the
author and developed with a team of Oregon Head Start Education
Coordinators under his direction. Its original target audience
was Head Start staff, but its use is not limited to that group.
It was field tested at three Head Start programs for one year
and revised to include feedback from teachers regarding its
utility, scoring, and wording of items. It is currently in its
fifth version, having been further revised in response to
feedback from users.
The impetus for its development came from a need expressed
by Head Start staff for a tool for teachers to assess children
globally, with an equal balance of social, emotional, and
cognitive indicators. This emphasis reflects the primary goals
these educators have for their children -- the development of
social competence and a healthy self-concept. Developing
children's social competence is also the primary goal of the
federal Head start program (Raven & Zigler, 1991; u.s.
Department of Health and Human Services, 1984). The instrument
includes items to assess social development, self-concept, play
skills, dispositions, and cognitive skills (particularly process
skills such as problem solving). The cognitive skills are
oriented toward dispositions and a developmentally appropriate
curriculum context (observed during play and typical classroom
routines). Rather than the more typical assessment strategy of
one-to-one direct questioning by a stranger using materials
unfamiliar to the child, all items are scored by observation in
3natural classroom settings. This method of authentic assessment
reflects guidelines and recommendations from early childhood
education professional organizations for appropriate assessment
of young children (NAEYC, 1988; NAEYC, 1991; NASP, 1991; SACUS,
1990)
The full version of The Oregon Assessment consists of 60
items in ten areas of development (see Appendix A). This was
the version used in this dissertation research project. It
contains some unique features not found on most assessment
tools. Among these features are an emphasis on social and
intrapersonal development and cognitive processing, an
assessment of play skills, ample space to encourage descriptive
comments, and a five point rating scale for each item. The
scoring is keyed to the frequency of the observed behavior as
well as the degree of assistance required from the teacher for
the child to perform the behavior at his or her highest level of
ability.
Many traditional assessments do not adequately examine the
social functioning of children or the interactivity between
teacher or parent and child and thus fail to provide important
information that can be used to optimize children's growth and
development. The Oregon Assessment contains seven specifically
social items and four of the six language items are related to
interactive communication. In addition there are two play items
related to social interaction and at least 13 other items in
various domains that have a clear social component. The social
interaction between teacher and child, an important element in
4children's educational development (Marcon, 1994; Vygotsky,
1978), is assessed by a number of items on the instrument as
well during the scoring process.
Theoretical constructs considered in the construction of
the tool were Vygotsky's (1978, 1981) theory of
interactionalism, Gardner's (1983) construct of multiple
intelligences, Katz's (1990, 1991) positive dispositions as
educational goals, and principles of developmentally appropriate
practices in early childhood education (Bredekamp, 1987;
Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992).
The Oregon Assessment is one part of a system to help
teachers assess children, set goals for them, plan
individualized curriculum, and track progress. Towards that end
a set of forms were developed (see Appendix B). These forms are
integral to the assessment in that they help teachers develop
responsive and flexible curriculum practices based on the needs
of the particular children they serve -- a process necessary for
quality education of young children (Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp
& Rosegrant, 1992; Katz, 1990, 1991; Saifer, 1990; u.s.
Department of Health and Human Services, 1984).
In addition, a user manual was developed to help teachers
use the instrument effectively by providing information about
its purpose, clarification of the meaning of items, and
assistance in scoring. It also served an important purpose in
this dissertation research by helping to increase inter-observer
reliability. The User Manual for the 60 item (full) version of
the Assessment can be found in Appendix c.
5rhe assessment is in use in many early childhood programs
throughout the:U.S. and Europe, although most heavily used in
the Northwest.; It has been translated into Russian, Spanish,
Hungarian, andla number of other languages. Appendix D includes
copies of the Spanish and Russian versions.
Purposes of The Oregon Assessment and The Study
~ very important purpose of The Oregon Assessment is to
promote socially oriented, developmentally appropriate curricula
practices. Ani axiom in education is that "assessment drives
curri~ulum" (B~icker & Littman, 1982; Shepard, 1991; Wiggins,
1989), Teaching to the test is a well documented and pervasive
conce+n in education, which can result in inappropriate
curri~ula practices damaging to children (Hill, 1987; NAEYC,
1988; Shepard, 1991; Shepard & Smith, 1986; Wiggins, 1989). An
asses~ment that has been developed from an examination of best
practices and :from educational goals as defined by educators,
rathe~ than f~om a list of decontextualized, cognitively
oriented skil~s, should have a positive impact on curricula.
Teachers teach to the test for good reason: they desire positive
outcomes for their children and wan~ measurements to show ~hac
they are effeytive educators. It is unlikely that teachers, on
a large scale; can be convinced not to ~each to the test as long
as t~sts carry so much weight in u.S. culture and test scores
are qsed to measure teacher and program effectiveness (Hanson,
1993; Meisels; 1987). A mo=e realistic approach is to change
the I)ature of the tests in use so that "teaching to the test"
6will mean utilizing appropriate practices and will promote the
development of children's social abilities, ~ntrapersonal
competence, positive dispositions, and cognitive processing
skills (Wiggins, 1989).
The inevitable link between assessment!and curricula can
be desirable when it leads to positive outcomes (Bagnato &
Neisworth, 1981; Bricker & Littman, 1982). The Oregon
Assessment is designed to intentionally make this link for
teachers through the wording of items, the nature of the items
selected, the nature of the scoring system and the
individualized planning forms that help teachers use assessment
information to write goals and then plan activities (Appendix
B). Utilizing The Oregon Assessment, with ~any items for
measuring social competence, will help teachers and parents more
effectively analyze interpersonal abilities and view them as
critical to the healthy growth and developm~nt of their
children. This, in turn, should lead to a greater emphasis on
this domain in the curriculum.
Early childhood educators have decried the lack of
assessment tools that meet the criteria for I appropriate,
effective and equitable assessment, that include social
functioning and a broad range of developmental skills, and that
are eminently useful to teachers (California State Department of
Education, 1988; Gammage, 1991; Kamii, 1990; Meade-Roberts,
1988; Meisels, 1987; NAEYC, 1988; NASBE, 1991; NASP, 1991; Raven
& Zigler, 1991; SACUS, 1990; Walton & Nuttall, 1992; Wexler-
Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman, 1988). If The'Oregon Assessment
7can meet these conditions and also prove to be a valid and
reliable tool, then it will fill a great need. In addition, it
could bE~ used for research purposes to ascertain program
effectiveness through a pre/post-test design. As The Oregon
AssessmE=nt is already widely used in many Head Start and early
childhood programs (and it can serve a particular, useful
function in any early childhood program), its use as a research
tool to ascertain program effectiveness would be a relatively
simple process, requiring no additional testing of children or
extensive staff training.
The Problem
This research project sought to determine if The Oregon
Assessment is a valid, reliable, and useful instrument so that
it can best fulfill its intended purposes. Towards that end the
research attempted to answer the following questions:
General Research Question
Is The Oregon Assessment for 3-5 Year Olds in
Developmentally AoprocriateClassrooms a valid, reliable, and
useful assessment tool?
Specific Research Questions
Research Question 1: Is The Oregon Assessment a valid tool
to assess the functioning of young children three to six years
of age in preschool classrooms?
Research Question 1a: Does The Oregon Assessment have
curricular validity -- does it match the objectives
8of developmentally appropriate curriculum pract~ces?
Research Question lb: Does The Oregon Assessment have
item validity is each item an important indicator
of the domain it is under?
Research Question lc: Does The Oregon Assessment have
construct validity -- does the test reflect the
guidelines for appropriate and effective
assessment of young children?
Research Question ld: Does The Oregon Assessmen~ have
congruent validity -- do children score similarly on
The Oregon Assessment as on other, more establiphed,
well-researched instruments that purport to meapure
similar areas of functioning?
Research Question 2: Is The Oregon Assessment a reliqble
tool to assess the functioning of young children thr~e to
six years of age in preschool classrooms?
Research Question 2a: Does The Oregon Assessment have
test-retest reliability?
Research Question 2b: Does The Oreaon Assessment have
inter-observer reliability?
Research Question 2c: Does The Oregon Assessment have
internal reliability?
Research Question 3: Is The Oregon Assessment a useful
tool for preschool teachers to effectively assess an0 plan
for children?
Research Question 3a: Do teachers and administrators
perceive The Oreaon Assessment to be accurate?
9Research Question 3b: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment provides them
with important information about children?
Research Question 3c: Do teachers and administrators
perceive The Oregon Assessment User Manual to be
clear and understandable?
Research Question 3d: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is effective in
helping to write goals?
Research Question 3e: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is effective for
curriculum planning and tracking children's progress?
Research Question 3f: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is more useful
than other assessment tools that they have used?
Research Question 3g: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that parents respond favorably to The Oregon
Assessment?
Research Question 3h: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is useful for
helping parents understand their children and set
appropriate goals for them?
Research Question 3i: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is responsive to
diversity?
Research Question 3j: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that the completed assessment provides a
10
rich and in-depth "picture" of a child?
Research Question 3k: How long does it take to
complete the a~sessment 0n each child?
Research Quest~on 31: Over how long a period of time
do teachers administer an assessment on a child?
Research Quest~on 3m: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment takes a
reasonable amo~nt of time to administer?
Research Quest~on 3n: Do. teachers and administrators
find the scoring system to be understandable?
Methodology
The answers to the research question were sought through a
multi-faceted research de~ign. To determine curricular, item,
and construct validity, a questionnaire was mailed to 30
carefully selected early ~hildhood education experts. A
representative, random sa~ple of 20P children was used to
determine congruent validtty and the three types of reliability:
test-retest, inter-observ~r, and internal. Congruent validity
I_as determined by correlating scores on The Oregon Assessment
with scores on McCarthy S~ales for Children (McCarthy, 1972) and
The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Classroom Edition)
(Sparrow, Ball, & Cicchetti, 1984). Test- retest reliability
was determined by the sam~ teacher ladministering the test twice
to the same child within three weeks. Inter-observer
reliability was determined by having two different people
familiar with the child and traineq on the assessment (typically
11
a teacher and a supervisor or assistant teacher) administer the
test to that child at about the same tim~. [nternal reliability
was determined statistically by obtainin9 Chronbach's alpha, the
split-half correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient and item
reliability for each item, domain, and the total score from all
useable scores on the assessment (N=199) 1 Ih addition, a 19
item survey was sent to 200 teachers and administers to
determine the utility of the assessment 9n a. variety of
dimensions.
Conclusion
Potentially, the results of the research undertaken for
this dissertation on the Oregon Assessment cpn have a
significant and positive impact on early childhood programs,
including Head Start, and on future rese~rch. It can provide a
measure for child functionillg specific t9 the theoretical
construct of interactionalism and the guidelines for
developmentally appropriate practices. ft can assess children's
progress in the areas of development ref+ective of teachers'
actual practices and goals for children ~s recommended by
national early childhood education leadership associations and
agencies.
Use of the Oregon Assessment has t~e potential to guide
programs toward effective educational pr~ctices by positively
influencing curriculum practices. The ipstrument contains
implicit but strong messages regarding d~velopmentally
12
appropriate teaching practices by the very nature of what it
measures and how it asks teachers to gather data.
The Oregon Assessment has the potential to be a valid,
reliable, useful, equitable, contextualized, observational
assessment tool that measures a wide range of abilities and
behaviors across many developmental domains, particularly social
functioning. Towards this end, research was conducted to
determine the validity, reliability, and utility of The Oregon
Assessment.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The following review of literature will begin with an
exploration of the construct of interactional ism, as it forms
the core theoretical basis for the development and design of The
Oregon Assessment. This is followed by a discussion of other
key influences on its development and design: the importance of
assessing and fostering social competence, the theory of
multiple intelligences, the construct of developmentally
appropriate practices, the concept of dispositions as
educational goals, the need for assessment tools that adhere to
the principles of appropriate, effective, and equitable
assessment, and issues of Head Start assessment and evaluation.
Taken together these issues, needs, and constructs are the
raison d'etre of The Oregon Assessment. They drove its
development, as practitioners sought an assessment tool that was
reflective of these constructs and responsive to the concerns
raised by these issues. That the needs and concerns of
practitioners drove its conception and development, provided a
good start for the creation of a valid and useful tool. It was
not developed in isolation from the field nor simply adapted
from existing models or instruments. However, demonstration of
14
the actual efficacy of The Oregon Assessment and its refinement
are the driving forces of this research study.
Interactionalism
Many of the unique features of The Oregon Assessment stem
from a theoretical construct based on the work of Lev Semenovich
Vygotsky (1981) who postulated that all higher mental functions
develop from early social interactions. According to Vygotsky,
development cannot be abstracted from a social, historical, and
cultural context. This context is reflected most clearly in the
social interactions between the child and others, hence
interactionalism. The Oregon Assessment measures the quality
and quantity of many social interaction phenomena across a
variety of domains, including child to child interactions, child
to adult interactions, non-verbal communication, the ability to
form and maintain friendships, and more.
Vygotsky was born in 1896 in Orsha, Belarus and died from
tuberculosis at the age of 37. In his short life he was a major
intellectual figure in the (then) Soviet Union. He lived during
the revolution and was influenced by the heady freedom of the
time to break new intellectual ground. He was a well rounded
person with a great love of poetry, literature, theater, and
art. Vygotsky kept informed of trends in psychology, the arts,
and philosophy throughout Europe and interpreted the writings of
Piaget and others. He wrote broadly on many subjects and became
interested in psychology in an attempt to understand human
development and the relationship between people and society.
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The task of the soviet Union at the time -- creating a new
social order and restructuring institutions (particularly the
education system) -- gave further impetus and a forum for
Vygotsky to pursue a new perspective on the individual in
relation to society.
He believed in a dialectical view of human development (a
dynamic process defined by relationships between phenomena and
their inherent contradictions) in which "All the higher
functions originate as actual relations between human in-
dividuals" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 57). Hence, Wertsch (1985)
described his cognitive theories as the "social formation of
mind." The interrelationship between the
biological/maturational forces of development (called "natural"
development by Vygotsky) and the social/cultural/ historical
forces, with the later considered the more important determinant
of human behavior, is primary to Vygotsky's theories.
Although best known for his essay, Thinking and Speech,
Vygotsky (1987) is not strictly a cognitive theorist.
We often describe a child's development as the
development of his intellectual functions; every
child stands before us as a theoretician who,
characterized by a higher or lower level of
intellectual development, moves from one stage to
another. But if we ignore the child's needs, and the
incentives which are effective in getting him to act,
we will never be able to understand his advance from
one developmental state to the next, because every
advance is connected with a marked change in motives,
inclinations, and incentives. (p. 92)
Clearly, Vygotsky takes a more holistic view of development.
Without social interaction many higher functions such as
deliberate attention, logical memory, verbal and conceptual
16
thought, and complex emotions could not emerge, according to
Vygotsky. Social communication from the earliest years is
internalized forming the basis for these higher functions.
It is necessary that everything internal in higher
forms was external, that is, for others it was what
it now is for oneself. Any higher mental function
necessarily goes through an external stage in its
development because it is initially a social
function. This is the center of the whole problem of
internal and external behavior ....When we speak of
a process, "external H means "social H • Any higher
mental function was external because it was social at
some point before becoming an internal, truly mental
function. (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 86)
This emphasis on the role of society and culture
(primarily mediated through language) in influencing development
is the most unique attribute of Vygotsky's theories and has
great implications for pedagogy, the role of the teacher, and
ultimately assessment practices. To influence early childhood
pedagogy towards a more interactive mode with an emphasis on
social functioning and attention to quality of the relationship
between teacher and learner, an assessment tool with such
emphases is needed. The proposed Oregon Assessment is designed
to help address that need. If the nature of the items and the
process of scoring reflect these values, then pedagogy will be
affected accordingly, as assessment tends to drive curriculum
(Shepard, 1991). If only a narrow band of cognitively oriented,
skill-based, and non-functional behaviors are assessed, then
curriculum practices will promote the development of similar
behaviors.
17
Pedagogical and Assessment Implications
Vygotsky's (1978) most significant contribution to
pedagogy and assessment is the concept of the zone of proximal
development. This is the difference between the performance of
a child left to him/herself and the performance of a child when
given assistance by an adult. Two children may score at the
five year old level on an item on a psychometric test, but with
assistance from an adult one may score at a six year old level
and the other at an eight year old level. The first child's zone
of proximal development is one year and the second child's is
three years. Teaching strategies which target the child at his
or her zone of proximal development are the most effective,
according to Vygotsky. The Oregon Assessment was designed to
assist teachers in doing this by asking them to consider the
degree of teacher assistance a child may need to achieve the
desired skill or behavior for each item. This is one of two
main criteria for scoring an item, the other being the frequency
of the behavior.
Teaching in the zone of proximal development does not
imply that the ass1stance should be directive. Vygotsky (1978,
pp. 88-89) deplored learning by imitation and believed in the
importance of helping children to gain autonomy and to
understand their thinking processes rather than teach concrete
skills or behaviors. He criticized Montessori's approach to
writing because it is a rote exercise in motor skills not a
"complex cultural activity" (p. 118). In discussing the most
18
effective ways of teaching writing to young children Vygotsky
recommended that:
Writing should be incorporated into a task that is
necessary and relevant for life. Only then can we be
certain that it will develop not as a matter of hand
and finger habits but as a really new and complex
form of speech. Writing should be meaningful to
children, an intrinsic need should be aroused in
them. Writing should be taught naturally. The
activity should be engaged in the course of
children'3 play, and writing should be
"cultivated"rather than "imposed". Natural methods
of teaching reading and writing involve appropriate
operations on the child's environment. Reading and
writing should become necessary for her in her play
(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 117-118).
Child-centered learning during play for young children is in-
tegral to Vygotsky's pedagogy. Items on The Oregon Assessment
are to be scored from observing children during routines or in
play. For example, the math items state, "When playing with
objects in the environment such as blocks, pegs, dishes, etc.:
Matches (i.e.; red cars into red container)" (item #50) or
"Seriates (i.e.; lines up cars smallest to largest)" (item #52).
This exemplifies assessment that both reflects and can drive a
child-centered pedagogy.
The concept of the zone of proximal development also has
implications for the definition and measurement of intelligence
and functioning. From an interactionalist perspective
intelligence is dynamic, process oriented, and cannot be defined
outside of a social context. It is more related to potential
than performance. At least one measure, perhaps the primary
measure, of intelligence would be the size of the zone of
proximal development. This is a dynamic, rather than static
measurement changing each time any member of the dyad changes.
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The process of scoring The Oregon Assessment entails, in part,
determining how much assistance is required for the child to
demonstrate the ability or behavior, in essence measuring the
zone of proximal development (for that behavior with that
teacher at a given point in time).
This leads to another important concept developed by
Vygotsky (Tudge, 1991) with great implications for assessment:
the dyad as the smallest unit of analysis. Most assessments
attempt to provide an individual measure of functioning. A
Vygotskian perspective challenges the notion that this is
possible. The answer to a question or the demonstration of
skill is always done within a social/cultural context. This
context is formed by the history, values, and meanings that both
the "question asker" (what is asked and how) and the "question
answerer" bring to the interaction, regardless of whether it was
written down years before or asked spontaneously. The result of
the interaction (the "score") is only a reflection of that
particular dynamic at that particular time. It is bound by
context and relationship. More accurate, meaningful, and useful
information is obtained by recognizing this and making it an
explicit aspect of the assessment process. The Oregon
Assessment attempts to do this by asking the teacher to consider
cultural meanings the child may bring and consider the teacher's
own interactive role (level of helping) when scoring, as
previously described.
A social view of intelligence and functioning has
implications for outcomes for children. A logical extension of
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this line of reasoning leads to this outcome for children: To
become productive members of a particular society and culture
who enjoy the rewards of living in that society and who
contribute positively to its advancement. This clearly involves
an array of sophisticated skills and abilities (higher mental
functioning). It is a very different outcome than one would
draw from many pedagogical theories that focus primarily on
cognitive functioning, the acquisition of facts, and/or
obedience to authority. Following the thread back to the early
childhood teaching practices that will most effectively lead to
this outcome, high social functioning, creativity,
communication, imagination, and self-awareness become primary.
These skills and abilities are included on The Oregon
Assessment.
Vygotsky and Piaget
It is important to discuss here the relationship between
Vygotsky's (1978) interactionalist theory of development and
Piaget's (Sidell, 1988) constructivist theory as the Piagetian
paradigm has dominated early childhood constructs for test
development and educational practice for decades. There are
great areas of agreement between these two developmental
psychologists (who Here contemporaries) and some very fun-
damental theoretical differences. However, their theories
complement each other in many ways, each filling in the,.other's
gaps.
Vygotsky and Piaget both viewed development as a dialectic
(Sidell, 1988). This dynamic view would lead both t~ see the
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child as an active creator of his/her own development an~ con-
structor of knowledge. They both were interested in the re- i
lations between the social and individual aspects of
development, between structure and function in development,
between cognition and emotions, and between action and
representation. They agreed on the concept of internalization.
Vygotsky embraced Piaget's ideas on children's moral
development.
However, Vygotsky departed from Piaget sharply on ~ number
of points. He believed that development follows learning,
whereas Piaget believed that learning follows development. The
concept of the zone of proximal development reflects that
theory. The "Piagetian dilemma" (Duckworth, 1987) -- what is
the teacher's role if learning follows development? -- is
resolved through the Vygotskian perspective. The teacher
actively promotes development by challenging children i~ the
zone of proximal development. The teacher leads a chilq towards
that next developmental step through a variety of inter~ctive
strategies. A thorough understanding of the developmen~al steps
as described by Piaget is necessary in order to help th~ child
move through them. The role of the teacher is not to mqve the
child more quickly through these stages, but to present new
information, a different perspective, help the child apply
existing information she or he already has to gain a ne~
understanding, structure the materials and environment ~o that
information becomes more clearly understandable, provid~ oppor-
tunities to explore the many ways information can be ap~lied and
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modified, expand the child's vocabulary (and therefore the
number of linguistic tools), and improve the child's ability to
access and process information. In short, to " ... broaden and
deepen their scope by opening up parts of the world that
children may not, on their own, have thought of thinking about"
(Duckworth, 1987, p. 49).
Piaget primarily focused on the individual's stages of
cognitive development; Vygotsky on development in a social
context. This was particularly true in their empirical
research, less true in their theoretical writings.
Theoretically they both realized the integral connection between
the individual and social influences on development. This is
another area where they complement each other. The concept of
stages of cognitive development is a viable construct and
essential to understanding children; however without social
interaction, especially language, cognition will not develop.
The differences between Vygotsky and Piaget are differences of
emphasis. Classrooms with a Piagetian emphasis would have a
greater focus on equipment and materials and the child in iso-
lated experimentation. Classrooms with a Vygotskian emphasis
would have a greater focus on verbal interactions, socio-
dramatic play, and the creation of a classroom community. Both,
of course, would have many elements of the other, looking quite
similar in that children would be active, engaged in play, and
self-directed. Because it includes many more items rela~ed to
positive social interaction and meaningful connections with
others than most early childhood assessment instruments (which
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are typically based on Piagetian theory), The Oregon Assessment
both reflects interactionalism and guides users towards
interactionalist practices.
The Role of Play in Development. In regards to play,
Vygotsky (1978) believed that play is "... a leading factor in
development" (p. 101) for young children. Piaget viewed playas
a means by which children can assimilate information but not
actually learn or develop because they do not accommodate during
play (Forman & Kuschner, 1983). To Vygotsky, not only is play
an essential activity for children but it creates development.
However, by also using playas the basis upon which to teach in
the zone of promixal development, development can be enhanced
even more. Social play is an important aspect of the curriculum
from a Piagetian perspective, but it is the most vital aspect of
the curriculum, from a Vygotskian perspective. "A child's
greatest achievements are possible in play, achievements that
tomorrow will become her basic level of real action and
morality" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 100). Play provides a transition
between the very concrete world of young children and the later
ability to think purely in symbols. (However, imaginative play
does not directly involve the use of symbols because the goal of
the play, according to Vygotsky, is not to represent but to
fulfill wishes and needs). Through play the child consciously
acts and gives meanings to objects, developing the ability to
think abstractly. In play the child can act independently of
what she or he sees, actions derive from ideas rather than
things (after about three years of age), and the child separates
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fantasy from reality. The child in play places constraints and
rules on his behavior (more and more so as the child develops) .
In these ways, play stretches the child's capabilities and
capacities and thus causes development (creating a zone of
proximal development). "In play a child always behaves beyond
his average age, above his daily behavior; in play it is as
though he were a head taller than himself" (Vygotsky, 1978~ p.
102). This provides ample justification to incluqe playas a
developmental domain on The Oregon Assessment, anq explains why
it is rarely included as such on typical assessmeqts: few ~ther
theories of development or pedagogy give play suc~ a central,
vital place. The inclusion of play skills, espec~ally socially
interactive play skills, on The Oregon Assessment stems di~ectly
from the theoretic construct of interactionalism and the cE~ntral
role of play in that theory.
For teachers to utilize play in the zone of proximal ~
development requires the ability to assess each child's level of
functioning and then provide a new piece of infor~ation or skill
that is just above that level. Setting up compel+ing,
challenging, and complex play environments and intervening
effectively requires a good understanding of chil~ren's needs
and desires, determined by careful and objective ~istening and
observing. The Oregon Assessment is intended to relp facilitate
this as it contains items assessing specific play skills and
numerous items related to social and cognitive functioning in a
play context.
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Teachers must have the ability to use words and actions
that naturally and non-intrusively follow the child's lead (so
that they are meaningful and relevant to the child) to that next
level. This requires spontaneity, immediacy of action, a wil-
lingness to forgo preconceived teacher-directed strategies, and
a willingness to learn from children. Such skills can be
encouraged through appropriate assessment and honed through
specific training and much practice. In a study by Schrader
(1988), teachers were trained in this approach and then they
were analyzed for their ability to facilitate literacy
development within the context of children's dramatic play.
Each classroom contained three identically equipped dramatic
play areas: house, post office, and office. There was great
variance in teacher's abilities to do this effectively, however
all teachers were more facilitative than directive and several
teachers were able to demonstrate an impressive array of skills
and actions that clearly produced growth in children's reading
and writing capabilities during play.
Implied in the practices described above is the idea that
teachers model active teaching and learning strategies by
participating in a dynamic process. Effective education
requires that learning influences flow back and forth between
teacher and child. This positive teaching style being
respectful, responsive, engaging, and democratic correlates
highly with positive social behaviors and social problem solving
abilities in children (Hollowly & Reichhart-Erickson, 1988). It
is most effectively facilitated in play.
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The ability to teach social skills formally (through
books, puppets, role plays, etc.) and infor~al]y (by assisting
children to solve conflicts and negotiate social situations when
they arise) is also important. Negotiation skills and problem
solving skills are assessed on The Oregon ~ssessment in a number
of ways. This assists teachers in helping children to move from
self-speech to more social speech, utilize verbal and nonverbal
social cues (eye contact, smiles, enthusiastic :voice tones,
etc.), effectively enter play, and diplomatically negotiate the
direction of play (rejecting others' ideas while respecting
them, suggesting ideas without being pushy) (Hazen, Black, &
Fleming-Johnson, 1984). There is a comple~ array of skills and
dispositions needed to play effectively anq most teachers would
benefit in facilitating those skills and d~spositions in
children from the indirect guidance provid~d by The Oregon
Assessment.
Conclusion
Vygotsky has devised a theory of huma~ gnowth in which
social interaction plays the significant rqle in driving
development. All higher functions derive f,roml this. Social
interaction and playful adult/child interchanges lie at the
heart of fostering development in early ch~ldhood. By assessing
the zone of proximal development and proviqing learning
opportunities within it, development is fu~the:r enhanced,
broadened, and deepened. By making social outcomes a priority
and creating classroom environments highly conducive to social
interactions through play -- facilitated b¥ a focus on social
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skills in the assessment process -- early childhood teachers can
have a positive impact on the lives of children.
Social Competence
Fostering social competence is important for
developmental, psychological, and educational reasons. Children
with inadequate peer relations are at risk for mental health,
social, and emotional problems later in life (Cowen, Pederson,
Babigian, Izzo, & Trost, 1973; Kohlberg, LaCrosse, & Ricks,
1972). There is some research evidence that when teachers focus
on social competence they view students more favorably
(improving student-teacher relationships), alter instructional
strategies, and increase expectations which leads to improved
student performance (Carrasco, 1979). Improvements in social
skills are clearly linked to gains in I.Q. (Saltz, Dixon, &
Johnson, 1977), problem solving abilities (Simon & Smith, 1983),
language development (Smith & Syddall, 1978), and fewer acting
out behaviors (Glanville & Sundberg, 1987). Kindergarten
children who engage in a great deal of socio-dramatic play (the
most social and interactional form of play) have higher levels
of reading skills, word-writing fluency, and a variety of
language skills than children who engage in little socio-
dramatic play (a better predictor than sex or socioeconomic
class) (Pellegrini, 1980).
The value of these findings is starting to be recognized
by educators. Emphasis on Lhe social nature of learning is one
of five key components of quality primary education as
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identified by educators in the provinces of Alberta and British
Columbia, Canada (Gammage, 1991). The Southern Association on
Children Under Six (SACUS) identified "learning how to live
comfortably with others" as one of eight needs of children that
must be addressed for quality child care (SACUS, 1990).
However, social competence continues to be undervalued in
assessment processes. This gives an implicit but strong message
to teachers and parents that it is ultimately not very
important.
Viewing pedagogy and child development from an
interactionalist perspective begs the question: Are social
outcomes worth pursuing in an educational setting? As
previously discussed, there is ample evidence that when children
improve their social skills they also make gains in a variety of
cognitive areas. However, an argument can also be made that
social outcomes themselves are highly valuable regardless of the
correlation between social acuity and cognitively oriented
outcomes. Vygotskian theory implies that social outcomes are
intrinsically valuable, as social interaction is the basic
construct from which all other higher development derives. The
ability to effectively engage with others in meaningful social
interactions promotes the development of both individuals,
particularly the individual functioning at a lower developmental
level. The teacher who can communicate clearly and succinctly,
who can adapt her interactions to meet the individual needs and
communication styles of her pupils, and who has the ability to
foster positive communication in the classroom, would be highly
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effective from a Vygotskian perspective. This construct,
intersubjectivity (the connection between individuals through
mutual, shared meanings), has clear implications for test
development and subsequent pedagogy driven by tests (Wertsch,
1991). The many items on The Oregon Assessment related to
communication and positive social functioning, especially
"Listens to and contributes to group discussions at mealtimes &
sharing times" (item #28) and "Initiates and sustains
conversations" (item #33), respond to those impl~cations.
Lasch fears that the lack of ability or availability for
people to engage in social discourse has endangered the fabric
of American society.
Let us begin with a simple proposition: What
democracy requires is public debate, not information.
Of course it needs information too, but the kind of
information it needs can be generated only by
vigorous popular debate. We do not know what we need
to know until we ask the right questions, and we can
identify the right questions only by subjecting our
own ideas about the world to the test of pUblic
controversy. Information, usually seen as the
precondition of debate, is better understood as its
by-product. When we get into arguments that focus
and fully engage our attention, we become avid
seekers of relevant information. Otherwise, we take
in information passively - if we take it in at all.
(Lasch, 1991, p.72)
Lasch contends here that social interaction drives knowledge, an
idea congruent with Vygotsky's theory. If one major role of the
education system in America is to prepare children to become
active participants in the democratic process (Dewey & Tufts,
1932), than a social basis for education practices may be the
most expedient means towards that end.
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It can also be argued that social skills are as important
and perhaps more important than cognitive skills or specific
abilities for success in practical areas in life. Almost
everyone knows a person with great ability and high cognitiv~
intelligence who has failed on the job or has great difficulty
in his or her personal life because of poor social skills.
Conversely, many people experience great personal and
professional success in spite of limited cognitive capacity or I
little mastery of academic sUbject matter due to excellent
social skills (Clark, 1990; Dewey & Tufts, 1932; Kegan, 1982;
Schutz, 1966; Vaillant, 1977).
The Classroom as Community
Creating a close-knit social network in the classroom is a I
powerful way to promote and develop social competence in
children. Paley (1990) describes an educational approach
involving storytelling in order to create such a community in
her classroom. Children choose other children to act out roles
in the stories they create. Through this method, which has
social outcomes as its major goal, a child who socially isolates.
himself and has some unusual and disturbing behaviors
(repetitive statements and actions, unresponsiveness to oth~rs)
becomes part of the group and becomes much more coherent an~
responsive. Paley provides strong evidence that a focus on
social interactions can result in great imp£ovements in the
functioning of a disturbed child. Remediative and therapeu~ic
results can be realized in the short term when the long ter~
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goals are social outcomes. In describing her interactive
storytelling and dra~atization process, Paley stated:
Here is an int~itive and spontaneous set of responses
from which tea~hers andlchildren can create the rules
and traditions that govern listening and responding.
In the telling and performing of stories, all ideas
must be heard, consider~d, compared, interpreted, and
acted upon. The bridges built in play are
lengthened, th~ir partially exposed signposts
organized and :j.abeled in ways that commit the
storyteller to travel in particular directions. The
subject encomp~sses alii of language and thought: It
is the academi~ inheritor of the creative wisdom of
play. (p. 35)
Here Paley des~ribes a language rich, interactive, social
process, facilitateq and med~ated by the teacher. She separates
it from play and refers to in as academic, however it can also
be viewed as a type of play, Ithematic-fantasy play that is
created by the chilqren themselves (Johnson, Christie, &
Yawkey, 1987, p. 248). It is social play during which an adult
can extend children's social and cognitive learning in their
zones of proximal d~velopment. The beneficial results of this
method are clearly qocumentecl by Paley in the progress of the
child described previously. ISocial outcomes are valid onto
themselves, not jus~ for the Iresults they may have on other
areas of development. Both'short term and long term effects
can be highly posittve for cnilclren. Teachers would do well to
create a social foc~s for their classrooms.
The Oregon Assessment, iwith 27 items out of a total of 60
items clearly asses~ing interpersonal abilities, is heavily
weighted towards me~suring s~cial competence. The remaining 33
items include a num~er with social elements. These include,
"Listens to entire ;3tory during storytime" in the Cognitive-
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Literacy domain (item #55) which implies child is not disruptive
of others, and "Displays resourcefulness when faced with
problems or obstacles - can generate several
solutions/alternatives when asked questions such as 'What else
can you do .. '" (item #49) in the Cognitive-Problem Solving
domain which can be measured when problems or obstacles involve
conflicts with other children.
Multiple Intelligences
Like interactionalism, constructivism, and the importance
of the social domain, Gardner's (1983) theoretical construct of
multiple intelligences contributed significantly to the
development and formation of The Oregon Assessment. Gardner
postulated that while traditional education focuses primarily on
only two types of intelligence, linguistic and logical-
mathematical, equal weight should be given to five other types
of intelligence: musical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic,
int~apersonal, and interpersonal. Reflecting this theory, The
Oregon Assessment contains items in all these areas.
Gardner's theory of mUltiple intelligences has great
heuristic implications. Assessment and curriculum developed to
reflect this theory, would radically alter common educational
practices. Children who typically have difficulty in school
because their primary and strongest intelligences are not deemed
relevant to the curriculum would have opportunities to
demonstrate competence. It would make assessment and curriculum
practices more "authentic" because it would be reflect more
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closely the way the world outside of school operates (Brandt,
1993). People with great interpersonal intelligence often are
highly successful in political or management positions, although
they might not do well on logical-mathematic tasks, or on paper
and pencil tests. This same strength may actually work against
a person in a typical school setting where there are few
opportunities to demonstrate interpersonal skills that do not
break school rules. Changing the nature of assessment and
curriculum towards multiple intelligences would provide more
possibilities for success for more children; a clearly positive
change.
A theoretical construct such as multiple intelligences can
help drive positive changes in educational practices, but change
does not happen when educators continue to use tools derived
from the established theories. Their current tools must be
replaced by new tools for the changes to be institutionalized.
The Oregon Assessment has the potential to be one such tool for
implementing practices reflective of multiple intelligences.
Gardner recognized the importance of changing assessment
practices to foster changes in curricula practices .
... Assessment should take place, insofar as possible,
in the context of normal daily activities of
learning; over the course of a youngster's education,
assessment in context by others and by oneself should
become a regular, increasingly automatic part of the
educational experience. (Gardner, 1991, p. 204)
Following these ideas, The Oregon Assessment was developed as an
on-going tool to integrate assessment and teaching through
naturalistic observation.
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Ironically, Gardner failed to follow his own guidelines.
With Wexler-Sherman and Feldman, Gardner developed an assessment
system, Project Spectrum (Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman,
1988). Project Spectrum utilizes a variety of preconceived
materials and activities for the assessment of children rather
than the child's actual educational environment. It also
involves extensive use of a highly technical recording and
coding system of videotaped observations. These factors ensure
that assessment remains in the hands of "experts H - continuing
the decontextualization of assessment from teaching and
learning. In The Oregon Assessment all items are based on
observation in the classroom or home during typical routines and
play with existing, familiar materials. Like so many assessment
tools examined by the author and his colleagues for use in early
childhood programs, Project Spectrum initially looked promising
but turned out to be highly problematic. This frustration gave
impetus to the development of The Oregon Assessment. Arguably,
it is potentially a more functional tool for assessing mUltiple
intelligences (and ultimately for helping teachers implement a
curriculum based on multiple intelligences) than Gardner's own
tool. It puts assessment directly into the hands of teachers
and provides a relatively easy, articulated, and on-going
process for assessment, goal-setting, and individualized
curriculum planning and implementation.
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Developmentally Appropriate Practices
Few in early childhood education would disagree that
NAEYC's publication, Developmentally Appropriate Practices
(Bredekamp, 1987), has had more influence on the field than any
other single concept or document in the past fifteen years. The
field's leading professional organization set forth a series of
principles for best practice that has been adopted, used,
misconstrued, interpreted, argued over, and so forth, but
generally widely accepted. It has set a standard and provided a
basic and common language for the field. The principles greatly
influenced the development and structure of The Oregon
Assessment. The assessment was conceived, as part of its
purpose, to help implement developmentally appropriate
curriculum as assessment tends to drive curriculum (Shepard,
1991) .
Some of the principles of developmentally appropriate
practices that are reflected on the assessment are: (a) all
areas of development are provided for in the curriculum, (b)
curriculum planning is developed from observations of children's
interests and developmental progress, (c) the curriculum
involves active exploration and interaction, (d) multi-cultural
and non-sexist experiences and material are provided, (e) adults
are responsive to children's individual learning styles and
abilities, (f) there are many opportunities to communicate, (g)
positive self-esteem is facilitated and, (h) parents are
included and involved meaningfully in the program (Bredekamp,
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1987, p. 3-12). The principles also include a section
specifically on assessment issues which are discussed later.
The Oregon Assessment includes ten different areas of
development. It is an observational tool designed to help focus
teachers observation on the more important aspects of
development for healthy functioning (Hill, 1987; Katz, 1990,
1991), it includes a learning style inventory on the Individual
Child Planning Form (Appendix B) and the assessment itself has
many items that indicate learning style and developmental level
of functioning. There are many items related to communication
including five specifically in the communication domain (all
emphasizing communication rather than speech or articulation),
there are twelve items specifically under the domain of self-
concept and other items related to self-concept in other domains
such as, "Willingly challenges own strength and agility", under
the motor domain (item #36). Parent input is required. The
User Manual includes a section called, "the vital role of the
parent(s) in collecting data and scoring" (pp. 8-9). This
section details the importance of parent input and suggests ways
to gather it and use it in the assessment, goal setting, and
curriculum planning process. Sample completed forms with
examples of parent input are included in the manual (p. 26a-
26b). In these ways, key aspects of developmentally appropriate
practice are incorporated into the assessment directly and
indirectly, formally and informally.
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Dispositions
The importance of promoting and assessing dispositions in
early childhood education is a concept developed by Katz (1990,
1991). She argues that the development of certain dispositions,
such as the disposition towards being a reader and a having a
positive disposition towards school and learning, are at least
as important as the development of knowledge and skills. The
heuristic implication is that when curriculum practices ignore
the development of such positive dispositions and focus
primarily on skills and knowledge (as is typical), children
often develop certain negative dispositions. This can then
impact the child's future development and functioning. For
example, many approaches to reading development involve numerous
tedious tasks and place children under pressure to achieve
specific reading skills. As a result most children develop the
ability to read, but many do not develop the disposition to be
readers. If skills are not used, it is not much different in
effect than not having them. Katz believes that effective early
childhood programs must be deliberate in developing in children
specific dispositions. They must be an explicit part of the
curriculum. Inherent in this concept is that important long-
term goals for children (i.e.; enthusiasm for learning) must not
be sacrificed for a short-term gain (i.e.; the development of a
specific skill) .
Observing, assessing, setting goals, and planning
curriculum related to dispositions is an important strategy for
making them explicit in practice. The Oregon Assessment was
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developed, in large part, to gpide teachers towards the
consideration of particular dippositions as important
educational goals. One of the domains included on the
assessment is dispositions whi~h includes the engagement in and
enjoyment of a variety of creative activities, curiosity,
willingness to try new activities, and risk-taking (items #37-
44). In addition many other items incorporate dispositions
towards certain activities. For example, "Actively engages in
and enjoys fine motor activities (drawing, painting, puzzles,
cutting, using manipulatives)" (item #34) and "Shows interest in
print medium - enjoys looking at books, asks, what signs say,
etc." (item #57). The focus of these items is on the positive
disposition towards engaging in the activities rather than on
skill levels.
Appropriate and Effective Assessment
The assessment of young ~hildren has come under a great
deal of criticism in recent years because of the potential and
real negative impact that inappropriate lassessment tools and
misguided assessment practices can have Ion children (California
State Department of Education, 1988; Gifford & O'Connor, 1992;
Kamii, 1990; Meade-Roberts, 1988; Meise]s, 1987; NAEYC, 1988;
NASSE, 1991; NASP, 1991; SACUS, 1990). IThis negative impact
includes children being prematurely labeled or mislabeled,
misdiagnosed, retained at graqe inappropriately, misplaced in
treatment programs, and/or sUbjected to :inappropriate curriculum
practices. Numerous educators and educational leadership
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organizations have called for the end to current assessment
practices and have recommended guidelines for more effective and
appropriate practices (Bredekamp, 1987; California State
Department of Education, 1988; Gammage, 1991; Gifford &
O'Connor, 1992; Kamii, 1990; Meade-Roberts, 1988; Meisels, 1987;
NAEYC, 1988; NASBE, 1991; NASP, 1991; SACUS, 1990; Walton &
Nuttall, 1992; Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman, 1988).
Common guidelines that emerge from the various reports and
research studies include: (a) the use of contextualized,
observational assessment tools for authenticity; (b) the
assessment of a wide spectrum of abilities, skills, and
behaviors across many developmental domains; (c) the use of
multiple sources of information of which formal assessment is
one part; (d) input from parents; (e) limiting the use of
assessment results specifically to the purposes for which they
are designed; (f) the use of assessment results for
individualized curriculum planning and; (g) assessment in the
child's native language. The Oregon Assessment incorporates
these recommendations. Prior to the dissertation research, it
clearly met the criteria as a contextualized, observational tool
that measures a broad array of abilities and behaviors across
ten different domains.
Context and Authenticity
The call for contextualized assessment stems from the
concern that when test items and/or children are removed from
common, familiar, and typical experiences and settings, findings
tend to be inaccurate and biased. This involves three aspects
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of traditional standardized, psychometric assessment: (a) items
that are strange and lack meaning for the child, (b) items that
are disconnected from typical curriculum practices, and, (c)
direct questions or commands given by a stranger in a space
other than the classroom or home. For example, common items on
assessment tools for young children include "stack six one inch
blocks" and "complete the sentence, 'an elephant is big and
mouse is ,,, (McCarthey, 1972). The items are presented
outside of any context, as blocks are not being stacked for a
reason (even for play) and there are usually no elephants or
mice to be seen anywhere, especially outside the child's own
particular context. This will usually adversely affect
performance. A child may often stack blocks as part her/his
daily play but not be able do it (or do it as well) under the
artificial conditions. A child may know the concepts of big and
little, but be confused by non-existent elephants and mice or
find the particular phrasing foreign and be unsure what the
questioner wants. (It should be noted that although most young
children will perform more poorly on decontextualized tasks than
authentic, natural tasks, some may do better, perhaps because
they perform well under pressure or are particularly eager to
please. In either case, decontextualization tends to produce
inaccurate results). This problem is best avoided when
assessment is done by observing children while they are engaged
in self-selected, familiar, and typical activities. Items on
The Oregon Assessment include: "Listens to and contributes to
group discussions at mealtimes & sharing time" (item #28) and
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"Chooses activities during free play an~ can stick with them for
10 minutes or more" (item #48). To mee~ the criteria of the
items, behaviors mqst be observed during typical preschool or
home activities an~ routines;
Moving from standardized, expert (stranger) administered
tests to observatiqnal instruments alon~ does not assure
contextualization. Many observational instruments reviewed by
the author include decontextualized ite~s such as those
previously discuss~d. Thesel lead teachers to directly
administer the ite~s, as they can never be seen naturally. The
teacher, rather th9 n a stranger administering the items may be
an improvement, but the problem remains that thel items fail to
provide meaningful information that can be used to effectively
alter curriculum. They are decontextua~ized from curricula
practices. In som~ cases the use of de~ontextuaiized test items
eventually leads to negative, changes in the curriculum to more
closely match the pature of the items, ~pproximating "teaching
to the test".
Observation ~s a vital I component qf effective assessment
as a strategy in optaining authenticity of results. A great
deal of research h~s been done on observational assessment
demonstrating its efficacy as an evaluation method than can be
highly valid and reliable (Airasian, 1991; Barnett, Macmann, &
Carey, 1992; Bricker, Baile~, & Slentz, 1990; Bronson, 1994;
Cunningham, 1981; Hicks, 1988; Mayes, 1987; Schaefer & Edgerton,
1978; Turner & Boulter, 1981). Given that, when well
constructed, observational assessments are effective, their role
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in assuring greater autnenticity makes a compelling case for
their use over non-observational tools. When children are
observed engaging in familiar activities in familiar settings
they tend to be functioning at their optimal level of
performance (assuming they are not ill, hungry, etc.). The
information gathered then presents a picture of the child at
her/his best and can be readily used to alter practices, change
materials, and employ other curricular strategies to challenge
the child or remediate concerns. The link between assessment and
teaching/learning is more obvious and direct than with non-
observational tests. The Oregon Assessment is designed and
worded so that if it is not used observationally, it is being
overtly misused. Guidance throughout The User Manual (Appendix
C) provides further instruction on it use as an observational
instrument.
Developmental Range
Best practices in early childhood assessment, as
previously discussed, also call for the assessment of a wide
spectrum of abilities, skills, and behaviors across many
developmental domains. This is in response to the concern that
most traditional assessments focus primarily on the cognicive
domain or on a narrow band of skills across only a few domains.
The constructs of human development and pedagogy that have
influenced the formation of The Oreaon Assessment, previously
delineated, help to counteract this concern. The ten domains on
the assessment include three types of cognition: problem
solving, math, and literacy. Also included are social, self-
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help, self-concept, motor, dispositions, and play. The last two
domains are rarely found on early childhood assessment tools and
most tools include six or fewer domains.
Multiple Sources and Parent Input
The Oregon Assessment uses at least two sources of data -
teachers and parents. This makes it responsive to two principles
of appropriate and effective assessment: multiple data sources
and input from parents. The User Manual indicates that data
must be collected from parents and explains a process for doing
so (pp. 8-9). In addition, the individualizing forms ask for
parent input on children's strengths and interests for goal
setting and planning effective educational strategies. This
process was described previously.
It can be used with other assessment tools, such as
behavioral checklists, speech and language instruments, and
health measures, for maximal benefit. In addition it can be
easily accompanied by a portfolio containing concrete
documentation for the items, such as photographs, drawings,
anecdotal notes, audio tapes of language in use or singing,
videotapes, examples of writing, etc. Portfolio items can be
coded to the assessment item numbers (Grace & Stores, 1992).
Specificity of Use
During training and in The User Manual the purposes of the
assessment are clearly delineated as well as what it is not to
be used for. Its main purpose is for individualized curriculum
planning. Its secondary purposes are to: track progress,
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exchange information with parents, and provide additional
information for referrals. It is not to be used for screening
or diagnosis.
If proven to be valid, reliable, and useful, it has the
potential to be used for program evaluation and other research
purposes. In these cases it is almost always done, if done
correctly, using a random sample of populations for comparison
group or correlational studies. Individual scores are not
revealed or used for other purposes. The Oregon Assessment is
not designed, nor should ever be used for the purpose of making
placement decisions. This is clearly indicated in The User
Manual (p. 7).
Curriculum Planning
Observational assessments must also be useful for
educators for curriculum planning. Being observational in nature
does not assure this. A case in point is the Bronson Social and
Task Skills Profile (Bronson, 1994). Like Project Spectrum, it
involves a sophisticated system of observation and coding
techniques. Bronson's research shows it to be a valid and
reliable tool, but its utility is limited to use as a research
instrument. The typical classroom teacher would find the
assessment cumbersome to administer and could not easily use its
results for curriculum planning. It is too time consuming and
involves too much technical detail apart from teaching.
The Oregon Assessment is designed to assist teachers in
developing individualized curriculum plans as it is administered
by teachers. They then use the individualizing forms to take
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assessment information and set individual goals for children
which are translated into curriculum plans. Goals can be taken
directly from the assessment items because they are so closely
tied to the context of children's functioning and best practices
in early childhood classrooms. If a child scores low on an item
such as, "Verbally expresses feelings and needs during
interactions with others" (#24), a goal can be set such as:
"Child will verbally express feelings and needs during
interactions with others". Curriculum strategies, formal and
informal, for achieving that goal based on the strengths and
interests of the child are then developed by the teacher. The
utility study is designed, in part, to determine the
effectiveness of The Oregon Assessment, in its current form, for
curriculum planning purposes.
Use of the Child's Native Language
The User Manual indicates explicitly that all
language/communication items are to be assessed in the child's
native language by an observer who is fluent in that language
(p. 5). Because the assessment focuses on communication in
context and does not involve direct commands or asking questions
of the child, the issue of native language use is a somewhat
less salient than on more typical assessments. Going a step
further than the recommended guidelines, native language is
broadly defined to include dialects and non-verbal languages.
It has been translated into Spanish for use in bilingual or
monolingual Spanish speaking programs and with Spanish speaking
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families. These issues are discussed more fully in the
following section.
Equitable Assessment
Testing practices for young children have come under a
great deal of criticism for culture, race, gender, and class
bias (California State Department of Education, 1988; Cummins,
1989; Ginsburg, 1972; NAEYC, 1988; NASBE, 1991; Sosa, 1990).
Bias can exist in the test items themselves, in the scoring
mechanism, in the procedures used to test children, or in all
three. For example, many standardized tests fail to consider
the level of language ability a child may have in her or his
native language or dialect, or functional ability in a language
that combines elements of both standard English and the child's
native language/dialect. Additionally many children of color
and those from low-income families, often have fewer experiences
that prepare them for skills needed in test-taking. Gender
differences in communication styles, moral constructs,
perceptions, and cognition have been well documented, even in
very young children (Brooks-Gunn & Matthews, 1979; Eder &
Hallinan, 1978; Esposito, 1979; Gilligan, 1982; Gleason & Greif,
1983; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Lever, 1978; Maltz & Borker,
1982; Sachs, 1987; Sheldon, 1990; Tannen, 1990; Thorne, 1986)
and these differences may lead to differing interpretations of
test questions and/or differing responses to test situations
that will impact test scores (Bowman, 1978; Ramsey, 1987).
Norms that do not reflect the population of children being
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tested often lead to scores that underestimate their true
capabilities (California state Department of Education, 1988;
Loyola, McBride, & Loyola, 1991; Meisels, 1987).
Most studies of testing bias examine formal, psychometric,
standardized I.Q. or achievement tests that are administered
directly (De Leon, 1990; Ginsburg, 1972; Loyola, McBride, &
Loyola, 1991), not assessments that are done through
naturalistic observation. For example, direct assessment can
lead to a variety of problems when used with Hispanic children
(Loyola, McBride, & Loyola, 1991). The child may lack the
ability to fully understand directions or the items themselves
and the child may lack verbal fluency if administered in the
child's second language. Even when Spanish language
translations are used, certain words may have different meanings
in different dialects.
Relationality
One particular attribute, relationality, seems to apply to
children from many cultures outside of the dominant U.S. culture
(Hale, 1983; Saracho & Hancock, 1983; Tafoya, 1983) as well as
to females (Gilligan, 1982; Tannen, 1990). For these children,
relationality (also called field-dependence, cooperation, or
affiliation, depending on the researcher and the field of study)
is indicative of their approach to situations, tasks, and
concepts, as opposed to the more mainstream independent and
analytic approach. An Anglo adult test-giver is likely to
assume that all children have a field-independent cognitive
style. When this test-giver interacts with a child from a co-
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culture whose cognitive style is more relational, the child may
view the test-giver as uncaring and rejecting. This increases
anxiety, already high due to the presence of a stranger or
strange situation, and may lead to noncompliant behaviors or
inaccurate responses. If the child is from a co-culture that
teaches children to obey and respect adults, as many do (Kitano,
1983; Saracho & Hancock, 1983), the child can experience great
conflict over how to please the adult test-giver while not fully
understanding the task to be completed or the question to be
answered.
A number of items on The Oregon Assessment value the
attribute of relationality. These include: "Trusts adults who
are reasonably consistent and supportive" (item #9), "Accepts
comfort from others" (item #10), "Makes eye to eye contact
(providing this is the cultural norm)" (item #11), "Shows
appropriate caution with strangers" (item #12), "Negotiates
effectively with others" (item #22), and "Displays positive
relations with adults, including a balance of
dependence/interdependence/ independence" (item #26). The
emphasis on the social domain throughout the assessment reflects
respect for children from relational co-cultures and this can
lead to more positive outcomes for them. In an ethnographic
study, Carrasco (1979) documented that when an Anglo teacher
focused on the social competence of an Hispanic kindergarten
child (who the teacher initially viewed as low achieving) she
began to see the child more favorably (improving their
relationship), altered her instructional strategies, and
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increased her expectations, leading to improved student
performance. The item -- "Shows acceptance of people who are
different from her/himself (disabilities, gender, skin color,
etc)" (#27) -- helps teachers foc~s on developing a classroom
where differences are appreciated.
Towards an Equitable Assessment To~l
Anxiety, lack of understandipg, assumptions, conflicting
messages, misinterpretation of cultural-based behaviors, and
other factors discussed above will lead to lower test scores in
almost all cases and therefore to Qiased results. When the
purpose of a test is to determine placement in a program,
promotion to the next grade level, or a similar "high stakes"
outcome (Meisels, 1987), it is imp~rative that tests not reflect
culture, race, gender, or class bi~ses as misplacement can lead
to severely damaging consequences ~hat may last a life-time
(Meisels, 1987; Shepard, 1991; SheRard & Sm1th, 1986). Because
of the difficulty of removing bias from tesbs and the over
representation of minority groups ~n special. education programs
(Oakes, 1985) many educators are cqlling for the end of
standardized testing for children ~elow fourth grade (Kamii,
1990; NAEYC, 1988; Sosa, 1990).
The Oregon Assessment should avoid many of the
aforementioned problems that can n~gatively!impact equitable
testing of children. Because it is an assessment of children as
they are observed naturalistically~ problems caused by direct,
formal assessment procedures are n9t an issue. The teacher
administers the assessment and doe, not askldirect questions or
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seek narrowly defined "correct" responses. Stranger anxiety and
miscommunication due to intercultural factors are minimized.
Many educators are calling for more use of this bype of
assessment and eliminating or reducing formal assessments as
observational assessments often give more accurate, useful
information (Flores & Riley, 1982; Kamii, 1990; NASSE, 1991;
SACUS, 1990).
The purpose of The Oregon Assessment is for: curriculum
planning. Its use for "high stakes", a.9( previously discussed,
would be a misuse of the instrument. When used for research
purposes, data collection would entail qonfidenti.al sampling,
assuring that it will not be used to juqge individual children
for placement purposes. Because it is q criterion-referenced
instrument, comparisons to an unrepresentative group (norm-
referencing) is not possible.
Language ability, language differences, and bilingualism
have little negative impact on scores f~r children from co-
cultures on The Oregon Assessment, beca~se most of the language
items deal with communicative competenc~ rather than fluency or
understanding. Competence can be expre~sed in any language or
dialect (including non-verbal languages such as American Sign
Language) as observations are focused on the production of
desired outcomes through language. only when the child being
assessed is unsuccessful at communicating with a peer or adult
who speaks a different language or dial~ct than the child or who
cannot understand the child's attempts ~t speaking the language
of the peer or adult is there a possibi~ity that scores would be
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affected. The item, "communicates so s/he is understood by
others" (item #31), is the most problematic in this regard. To
deal with this, guidelines in the user manual for language items
specify that the observations should be conducted when the child
is conversing with a receiver who is fluent in the same language
or dialect the child is using (p. 5).
Numerous experts in the area of intercultural education
stress the important role teachers have in helping children
achieve biculturalism, the ability to live successfully in their
own culture and the mainstream culture reflected in schools
(Albert & Triandis, 1991; De Leon, 1990; Saracho & Hancock,
1983). Rigg and Allen (1989) recommend using accepted
constructs of development when working with children from non-
dominant co-cultures. Their premise is that all children move
through the same developmental stages and they are children
first and foremost Iwith similar needs as other children.
Gonzalez-Mena (1992) states that "it is never all right to go
along with sexism,oppression, or abuse, even if you are told
that it is cultural" (p. 8). for these reasons items that may
conflict with certain values of some co-cultures should not be
eliminated but teaahers should be made aware of the possible
cultural basis for the observed behaviors and show sensitivity
when sharing this evaluation with parents. for example, the
item, "Displays flexibility in roles - can be a leader and a
follower and does not adhere rigidly to a sex role" (item # 23),
may clash with values in some families from certain Hispanic
cultures. A lower, score for a child from such a family may be
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an accurate assessment, but the comment area should include
information about cultural/familial expectations for that child.
Goals and strategies developed from the assessment for helping a
child move beyond rigid roles also need to consider the
cultural/familial expectations. Specific guidelines to this
effect for this item are included in The User Manual (p. 16).
The introduction to the manual contains general guidelines for
administering the assessment in a culturally sensitive manner.
The Spanish version of the assessment when used by Spanish
speaking teachers and/or parents helps create mutual respect and
affiliation, factors that are critical to positive and effective
parent/community/school relations. The User Manual informs the
user that the Spanish translation is in a Mexican-American
dialect and may need revision for other Spanish speaking
populations. It also includes a strong recommendation to
teachers not to assess Hispanic children and children from other
co-cultures until they feel comfortable in the classroom and
with the teacher.
The Oregon Assessment holds great promise as a useful and
effective tool to equitably assess all children. Because it is
designed to be used for the specific purpose of curriculum
planning through naturalistic observation, it should be less
likely to produce biased results or harmful outcomes to children
than tTaditional, formal psychometric assessments. The utility
research will attempt to determine this. The Spanish language
version should assist in creating positive affiliation with
Hispanic families who highly value thei~ language.
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Head start Assessment
As discussed in Chapter I, The Oregon Assessment was
developed for and with the Head start community. It is linked
closely to the needs, values, and culture of Head start. There
are two main areas of inquiry related to assessment in Head
Start that are explored in this section. The first is the issue
of measuring and promoting social competence in Head Start
children, and the second is the issue of evaluating the efficacy
of the Head start program itself.
Social Competence as an Educational Goal
for Children from Low-Income Families
Although the importance of helping children develop social
competence was discussed previously, this is particularly
important for children from low income families, the population
served by Head start. Young children from families of low
socio-economic status may be at greater risk for failure due to
poor social skills, as numerous studies have revealed. When
these children are compared with other children, they engage in
less dramatic play (Fein & Stork, 1981; Griffing, 1980; Rosen,
1974; Smilansky, 1968; White, 1978), more parallel and solitary
play (Murphy & Wilkinson, 1980; Rubin, Maioni, & Hornung, 1976),
and more passive (non-interactive) time with adults (Murphy &
Wilkinson, 1980). Fortunately, there is some evidence that when
given an opportunity to interact with peers in good quality
preschool settings integrated by socioeconomic status (a rare
occurrence in Head Start), children from low socioeconomic
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families showed no differences in play behaviors from other
children. (von Zuben, crist, & Mayberry, 1991).
One example of the great positive impact of attending to
the social domain for children from low-income families is
provided by the work of Comer (1981). He developed a pUblic
school model that is highly successful in dramatically improving
the academic performance and morale of children in schools with
traditionally poor academic performances, high crime rates, and
high drop-out rates, all characteristics associated with schools
serving low income families. His focus for reform was not on
academic rigor, but on the social and emotional climate. A team
of teachers, the principal, and parents were empowered to make
decisions at the individual school level. An active social
support system is at the heart of the plan. Comer stated,
In an individualistic society such as ours we like to
believe that we accomplish everything on our own.
But we forget that the talented flourish because
others create the climate for them to do so, and that
we are motivated by an invisible web of kin, neigh-
bors, teachers. Children internalize this support in
their attitudes, values, and ways, and so do
parents. (cited in Louv, 1990, p. 350-351)
Assessment that focuses on and fosters social and emotional
competence has the potential to be an effective and useful tool
for the children served by Head Start.
The Measurement of social Competence
for Head start Program Evaluation
As described previously, The Oregon Assessment is an
instrument developed in part by Head Start staff directly from a
need to measure aspects of development and child functioning
reflected in classroom practices and the goals that teachers
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have for children, primar1ly social apd emotional. This need is
further documented by Raven and Zigler (1991) ,who describe the
historic and current failure of the Head Start: administration to
measure the stated central goal of Head Start~ social
competence. The authprs qall for the development of an
instrument that can p~ovide such measures. Numerous researchers
and program developerp have concurred tha~ the goal of Head
Start for children should:continue to be ~he development of
social competence and that Head Start res~arcm has historically
failed to adequately ~eas~re this go~l (Cqle ~ Washington, 1986;
Gordon, 1979; McKey, 1985: Raizen & ~obrow, 1974; Schweinhart &
Weikart, 1986). This development of this ass~ssment is, in
part, in response to the ~oncerns raised fromi within and outside
of the Head Start co~munity.
The enthusiasti~ response from numerous IHead Start
programs for the ins~rument begins t~ ref~ect its potential to
measure what Head Stqrt staff believ~ is most' important
(Sweeney, 1995). Th~ determination 9f its validity,
reliability, and uti~ity will allow for its use as a research
tool in helping to d~monstrate the effica~y of Head Start. If
Head Start is to ful1Y realize its gpal of developing social
competence in young 9hildren and providing evidence of its
effectiveness at doing Sa, a reliabl~ and vaLid assessment tool
that can adequately ~easure the socipl/emotiQnal domain will be
required. The Oregon Assessment has the pot~ntial to be one
such tool.
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Conclusion
The Oregon Assessment was developed from a need for staff
from Head Start and other early childhood programs for an
assessment tool that would be useful to classroom teachers in
planning individualized curriculum. The tool needed to be more
responsive to a variety of concerns and constructs than the
tools they were using. They sought an observational,
contextualized, authentic assessment that measured social and
emotional functioning as well as cognitive processing and
certain skills and abilities. Additionally they wanted it to
meet the criteria for effective, appropriate, and equitable
assessment and be reflective of best practices in early
childhood education. If reflective of best practices, then the
tendency for assessment to drive curriculum could result in a
positive impact on classroom practices.
The author also hoped to develop a tool that could be used
effectively for research purposes, particularly to assess the
efficacy of the Head Start program along the important dimension
of social competence, the primary goal of Head start for the
children it serves. In the theories of interactionalism and
multiple intelligences, as well as related concepts regarding
the importance of the social domain and the development of
dispositions, the author found a basis for developing an
approach, structure, and method for the assessment of young
children. The combined influences and needs of program staff,
researchers, theorists, and critics, resulted in the development
of The Oreaon Assessment.
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The literature review discussed the theory of
I
interactionalism as an importrant construct for promoting
I
effective education and development of young children. It gave
I
the assessment its characteristic emphasis on social development
and functioning and impetus nor the inclusion of playas a
domain. The concept of the zone of proximal development
provided a basis for scoring :the assessment based on how much
assistance is provided by the teacher (as well as frequency).
I
The importance of focusing on the social domain in education was
I
discussed, providing further:justification for this emphasis in
the assessment. Gardneris theory of multiple intelligences
influenced the inclusion of ten different domains on the
assessment and the inclusion of items related to all seven
I
intelligences: logical-mathematical, linguistic, musical,
I
spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, 'interpersonal, and intrapersonal.
The items selected and t~e approach used by The Oregon
Assessment were
developmentally
of observing and
learning styles,
also influenced by key principles of
I
appropriate practice, including the importance
I
responding to children's individual needs and
I
learning through active exploration and
interaction, promoting m~lti+cultural and non-sexist
experiences, and fostering communication. Promoting certain
positive dispositions as an educational strategy and goal,
provided the impetus for the, inclusion of observing for
dispositions towards creativity, curiosity, risk-taking, and
I
other dispositions. The principles of effective, appropriate,
and equitable assessment practices for young children drove much
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of the design and structure of the assessment as an
observational, contextual, authentic, criter~on-referenced tool
that requires parent input, to be used primarily for
individualized curriculum planning. The neeq for an effective
tool for Head start evaluation was also discqssed. As an
assessment that focuses on social competence, The Oregon
Assessment has the potential to fill this ne~d.
The dissertation research was undertaken to establish
various types of validity, reliability, and uti1'ity for The
Oregon Assessment across a variety of dimensions. If proven to
be valid, reliable and useful, the assessment would then have
credibility as a research tool and an instru~ent for use in
classrooms for individualized curriculum planning. In addition,
information from the research will be used t9 refine the
assessment to make it more effective for its intended purposes.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
An effective measure of children's functioning must
include several ke~ components. It must be valid in that it
clearly measures what it purports to measure and it must be
reliable in that its measurements are consistent, stable, and
accurate (Berk, 1980; Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; GUllo, 1994; Wiersma
& Jurs, 1990; Wortham, 1990). It must have utility in that it
is perceived by users as accurate, helpful, and cost effective
to administer and score in terms of teacher time (Cangelosi,
1990; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990). A balance must be obtained between
creating a test with many items, which can increase reliability,
and a shorter test which increases utility. Utility also means
that it provides the user with needed and important information,
the items are understandable and easy to score, and it assists
the user in working effectively with children (Bricker, Bailey,
& Slentz, 1990).
Comprehensive test development research typically seeks to
determine a number of different kinds of validity. A common
type found in test development literature, predictive validity
(Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Hambleton, 1980, 1984; Wiersma & Jurs,
1990), was not used in this research. Predictive validity is
sought for assessments that are designed to predict outcomes for
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children. For example, to predict at four years of age, if a
child will later have trouble learning to read in first grade.
ostensibly this information is used to target intervention
services to the children most in need of those services.
However, The Oregon Assessment has different purposes, as
previously discussed. It was developed to assess current
functioning and to assist with individualized curriculum
planning, rather than to predict performance. Also, if proven
•
effective and used appropriately it should result in effective
practices that would remediate areas of weakness thereby
nullifying its predictive capability. For these reasons a study
of predictive validity was not included in the research design.
curricula, item, construct, and congruent validity -- measures
relevant to an assessment designed for individualized curriculum
planning were included. They were obtained by surveying 15
early childhood education experts who rated each item, each
domain, and the test as whole.
Three important measures of reliability were included in
the research design. Perhaps the single most important
measurement in demonstrating the efficacy of a test is its
internal reliability or consistency determined by obtaining
Chronbach's alpha (also called coefficient alpha), the split-
half correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient, and item
reliability for each item, domain, and the total score (Ebel &
Frisbie, 1991; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990; Wortham, 1990). These
measures were obtained through statistical analysis by using
scores from the entire sample of 199 children. Test-retest
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reliability was measured to determine if scores remain
consistent when given by the same tester to the same child after
a short interlude to minimize the influence of maturation. This
in essence is one measure of its stability. Inter-observer
reliability was determined to ascertain the test's stability
when different testers assess the same child at approximately
the same time.
Through a survey, the utility or usefulness of The Oregon
Assessment to teachers and administrators was determined.
Questions on the survey asked users to rate the assessment on a
variety of dimensions, including how effective it is for use
with parents, how well it helps in setting goals for children,
how much time it takes to administer, and how responsive it is
to diversity. Open-ended comments were solicited at the end of
the questionnaire.
Both surveys -- the one used for curricular, item, and
construct validity completed by 15 experts and the one used for
utility completed by 114 users -- employed a 1-4 Likert-scale
for ratings (see Appendices E and F). Ratings of 1 and 2 were
negative ratings while 3 and 4 were positive ratings. The lower
the rating the more negative the response, the higher the rating
the more positive the response. A question on the survey asking
respondents to evaluate an assessment item, domain, or other
issue about the assessment was considered to receive an
acceptable score if the mean score was 3.0 or more and the
median score was 3 or more (Berk, 1978; Hambleton, 1980, 1984).
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Sample
curricular, item, and construct validity were determined
from a questionnaire (Appendix E). Thirty questionnaires were
sent to specific, targeted early childhood experts from across
the United States. They were selected to represent a cross
section of the field -- academicians, researchers,
practitioners, consultants, etc. -- and people who would have
particular expertise in both early childhood curriculum and
assessment. Fifteen questionnaires were returned. This
relatively low 50% return rate was expected because the survey
was very lengthy and it was sent to people who are extremely
busy and are usually highly compensated for their time. The
experts who returned surveys included two practicing teachers
(with great expertise as acknowledged by their peers as they are
highly sought as trainers), three program executive directors
(also highly regarded by peers and sought as trainers), four
university faculty members in early childhood departments (two
of whom also train and consult internationally and are regarded
as national leaders in the field, all of whom publish
extensively), and one consultant/writer who is also regarded as
a leading thinker, trainer and expert in the field. The
remaining four respondents chose to be anonymous, although only
highly regarded experts were sent surveys.
Reliability and congruent validity were determined by
using a representative, random sample of 200 children in a
variety of preschool settings in two northwest states (199
results were usable). The settings, selected to represent
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geographic and democraphic diversity (but include a large Head
Start sample), included two Head start programs, a school
district and a private non-profit child care center. The sample
sites included Southern Oregon Head Start -- serving a multi-
ethnic population (although primarily white) of 3-5 year old
children from low-income families in urban and rural areas;
Washington County Head Start -- serving a multi-ethnic
population (including many Hispanic children) of 3-5 year old
children from low-income families in mostly rural areas in
northwest Oregon; Mt. Park Play School -- serving a primarily
white, high-income, suburban population in Oregon; and the
Spokane, Washington School District in eastern Washington --
serving a mUlti-racial, multi-income, urban population. This
site population included a number of children slightly older
than five years of age as the program uses the assessment in
their kindergarten classes as well as their preschool classes.
Children enrolled in Head Start are over-represented in
the sample because of the close link between the assessment and
Head Start goals and needs. If the case can be made that the
assessment is valid, reliable, and useful for children in Head
Start, it could have widespread use as a Head Start evaluation
tool (program evaluation and child functioning evaluation) and a
curriculum planning tool.
Twenty children from each of the four sites were randomly
selected to participate in the test-retest reliability, inter-
observer reliability and congruent validity studies, for a total
of 60 children from each site, and 80 children for each study.
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In many cases, especially in the smaller sites, the same child
participated in more than one study. Parent permission was
obtained and written assurances of anonymity were provided to
each parent. The children were from 54 different classrooms
(all classrooms at each of the four sites were involved).
The racial composition of the sample was: White-82.12%,
Hispanic-7.736, Native American-3.86%, African American-2.89%,
Asian-l.93%, and Other-l.45%. This sample is more reflective of
the Northwest than the u.s. as a whole. Only programs which
selected the assessment themselves as their tool of choice were
included in th~ study resulting in this particular population
distribution. This deliberate constraint resulted in less
ethnic diversity among the sample, resulting in less
generalizability but greater validity for the results, because
the efficacy of the assessment was determined in context. It
was not imposed on the users nor was an artificial researcher-
oriented milieu created which can skew the results.
The mean age of the sample children was 5 years as was the
median age, although 4.5 years was the mode. They ranged in age
from 3.25 to 6.5 years. Forty-seven percent of the sample were
males and 53% females.
For the utility study, 200 surveys were mailed. Twenty
programs in eight states using the assessment were sent five to
fifteen surveys each, depending on the size of the program.
These programs constituted all known u.s. users of the
assessment at the time. They were sent to education
coordinators or directors to randomly distribute to teachers.
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The coordinator or director was asked to complete one as well.
One hundred and fourteen surveys were returned (57% return
rate). The typical respondent was a Head Teacher (76.3%) with a
s.A./S.s. degree (47%) and 7-10 years of preschool teaching
experience. The respondents have been using the assessment for
an average of 2.1 years and received, typically, three hours or
less of training on using it.
Procedures
The process used to determine the various types of
validity, reliability, and utility is described in this section.
The author trained each teacher, administrator, and other staff
member involved in this research study. Training typically
lasted three hours and included information on random sampling,
objective data collection, parental permission, coding to keep
individual identity confidential, and the purpose and design of
the research. It was provided on-site in southern Oregon;
Washington County, Oregon; Lake Oswego, Oregon; and Spokane,
Washington. Three research assistants who helped administer the
McCarthy Scales were also trained by the author.
Validity
Four types of validity were determined:
1. Curricular validity, or the match between the
assessment and curricula objectives (Gullo, 1994; Hambleton,
1980, 1984; Salvia & Hughes, 1990; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990;
Wortham, 1990), was established from the ratings of fifteen
experts as to the degree to which each test item, each domain,
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and the domains taken together as a whole reflect
developmentally appropriate curricular practices for 3-5 year
old children. They rated items, domains, and the assessment on
four point Likert-scale: l=not at all, 2=a little, 3=generally,
and 4=strongly.
2. Item validity was determined by the fifteen experts who
rated each item according to the degree that it is an important
indicator of the domain of development it is under. This can
also be termed item-objective congruence (Berk, 1978; Hambleton,
1980, 1984) or item analysis (Salvia & Hughes, 1990; Wortham,
1990). The same Likert-scale was used as described above.
3. Construct validity, or the degree to which the
assessment adheres to principles of appropriate and effective
assessment was determined by the experts' ratings of the test in
relation to those principles (Hambleton, 1980, 1984). A copy of
those principles was included with the questionnaire (Appendix
E). Construct validity was also determined by the manner in
which items and the assessment were developed. As described
previously the items and domains were developed by Head Start
education coordinators based on the need for a test that
reflects established goals for children, best classroom
practices, and would be most practical and useful for the
purpose of curriculum planning, conferencing, and referral.
Item and domain development are two important aspects of
construct validity (Hambleton, 1980, 1984; Wiersma & Jurs,
1990) .
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4. Congruent validity, also called concurrent validity
(Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990; Wortham, 1990), was
determined by administering The McCarthy Scales for Children
(McCarthy, 1972), an individually administered developmental
assessment, and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Classroom
Edition (Sparrow, Balla, & Cicchetti, 1984), a 244 item
questionnaire grouped by the domains of language, daily living,
socialization, and motor skills) to 80 children within one month
of the administration of The Oregon Assessment. Professional
educators, trained on and experienced with The McCarthy Scales
administered them, and the classroom teachers administered the
Vineland. In the edition of the Vineland that was used, the
classroom edition, teachers are the designated administrators of
the assessment. Data was analyzed to determine Pearson product-
moment correlations between scores on these measures and scores
on The Oregon Assessment.
These measures were selected because they are
standardized, well validated, and respected measures used
extensively in research (Mitchell, 1985). The McCarthy provides
a measure of overall functioning but is limited as it does not
include items in the social, emotional, self-help, play, or
dispositions domains. The Vineland has an emphasis on social
and self-help skills, but is limited because it does not include
items on any cognitive domain. Neither assessment was developed
in response to the theoretical constructs that inform The
Oregon Assessment, nor do they have the unique scoring or data
collection qualities previously discribed.
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Reliability
Reliability was determined using three methods:
1. Test-retest reliability is a common method of
determining reliability to assess a test's stability (Ebel &
Frisbie, 1991; Salvia & Hughes, 1990; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990;
Wortham, 1990). A random sample of 80 children were given the
test a second time by the same tester within three weeks after
the completion of the first administration to determine test-
.
retest reliability. Results were analyzed using a Pearson
product-moment correlation.
2. Inter-observer reliability, also a widely used method
to determine a test's stability, was used to determine stability
across test-givers (Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Salvia & Hughes, 1990;
Wiersma & Jurs, 1990). A random sample of 80 children were
given the test by two different testers. One tester was the
child's classroom teacher, the second tester was either a co-
teacher, assistant teacher, an education coordinator or program
director who had been trained on using the assessment and with
whom the child was familiar. The child was observed in the same
environment over roughly the same period of time and testers
were instructed not to share scores or information. Results
were analyzed using a Pearson product-moment correlation.
3. Internal reliability is an important measure of "the
degree of relationship among items on a test, indicating whether
items are positively interrelated and measure the same trait or
characteristic." (Wortham, 1990, p. 178). This was obtained
statistically by utilizing all useable scores on The Oregon
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Assessment from the entire sample (N=199). Values for
Chronbach's alpha or coefficient alpha, the split-half
correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient, and item
reliability for each item, domain, and the total score were
obtained (Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990; Wortham,
1990). Chronbach's alpha "provides the average correlation
among all possible halves" (Salvia, 1990, p. 68) and therefore
is a very powerful indicator of internal consistency. The
•
split-half correlation is a method "for estimating test
reliability by which a test is divided into two comparable
halves and the stores on the halves are then correlated."
(Wiersma & Jurs, 1990, p. 404). In this case, one half of the
items consists of the odd numbered items and the other half
consists of the even numbered items. It is another measure of
internal consistency. The Spearman-Brown coefficient measures
the increase in reliability of the whole test compared to each
half of the test (Wiersma & Jurs, 1990, p. 165). All three
measures determine internal consistency through a split-test
procedure. Item reliability was determined by obtaining a
Pearson product-moment coefficient for the items and the domalns
as they correlate to total scores. This is a measure of
internal reliability for individual items or domains rather than
the test as whole.
utility
The utility or usefulness (Bricker, Bailey, & Slentz,
1990) of The Oregon Assessment was determined by obtaining data
from questionnaires from teachers and administrators. Two
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hundred surveys were ma.:i-Iedand 114 were returned. This return
rate of 57% was lower than hoped, but not unreasonable. It
included respondents fr9m a :wide variety of programs throughout
the u.s. and provided a~ ad~quate sample size (over 100
surveys). It appears t9 be:a fairly representational sample and
the results should generalizable to all users.
The questionnaire contained 19 items, 4 of which were
demographic questions (.pee ~~ppendix E). Questions and items
asked opinions about the ac~uracy of the assessment, the scoring
system, the clarity of the ~ser manual, its efficacy in helping
teachers plan individualize0 curriculum, its usefulness with
parents, its ability to respond to diversity, and the time it
takes to administer. Space: was provided at the end for
respondents to make open-en~ed comments.
Conclusion
Through a multi-fpcet~d research desit]n, various measures
of validity and reliab~lity and a measure of utility across a
number of dimensions w~re sought for The Oregon Assessment.
These included curricu~a, item, construct and congruent
validity; test-retest, inter-observer, and internal reliability;
and the usefulness of the instrument in terms of accuracy,
assistance with curric~lum :planning, responsiveness to
diversity, helpfulness in working with parents, and time it
takes to administer. ~ommQn and well-accepted test development
procedures for sample peleqtion and research methodology were
used by the author to pchi~ve this goal.
The results of the research will provide information for
refinement of the assessment. If it is found to have an
acceptable degree of validity, reliability, and usefulness, it
would be an effective tool for assisting teachers and programs
to assess children and to implement an individualized
curriculum. In addition researchers could avail th~mselves of
the instrument for program evaluation purposes.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter reports the results of the research related
to each research question. This includes the results of the
studies to determine curricular, item, construct, and congruent
•
validity; test-retest, inter-observer and internal reliability;
and utility.
The general research question was: Is The Oregon
BLssessment for 3-5 Year Olds in Developmentallv Appropriate
~:lassrooms a valid, reliable, and useful assessment tool?
The specific research questions were:
Research Question 1: Is The Oregon Assessment a valid tool
to assess the functioning of young children three to six
years of age in preschool classrooms?
Research Question 1a: Does The Oregon Assessment have
curricular validity -- does it match the objectives
of developmentally appropriate curriculum practices?
Research Question 1b: Does The Oregon Assessment have
item validity is each item an important indicator
of the domain it is under?
Research Question 1c: Does The Oregon Assessment have
construct validity -- does the test reflect the
guidelines for appropriate and effective assessment
of young children?
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Research Question ld: Does The Oregon Assessment have
congruent validity -- do childr~n score similarly on
The Oregon Assessment as on oth~r, more established,
well-researched instruments that purport to measure
similar areas of functioning?
Research Question 2: Is The Oregon Assessment I a reliable
tool to assess the functioning of young children three to
six years of age in preschool classrooms?
Research Question 2a: Does The Oregon Assessment have
test-retest reliability?
Research Question 2b: Does The Oregon Assessment have
inter-observer reliability?
Research Question 2c: Does The Oregon Assessment have
internal reliability?
Research Question 3: Is The Oregon Assessment a useful
tool for preschool teachers to effectively a~sess and plan
for children?
Research Question 3a: Do teach~rs and a~ministrators
perceive The Oregon Assessment to be ac~urate?
Research Question 3b: Do teach~rs and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Asses~ment proyides them
with important information aboqt children?
Research Question 3c: Do teach~rs and administrators
perceive The Oregon Assessment User Manual to be
clear and understandable? Re~earch Question 3d: Do
teachers and administrators petceive that The Oregon
Assessment is effective in hel~ing to write goals?
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Research Question 3e: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is effective for
curriculum planning and tracking children's progress?
Research Question 3f: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is more useful
than other assessment tools that they have used?
Research Question 3g: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that parents respond favorably to The Oregon
Assessment?
Research Question 3h: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is useful for
helping parents understand their children and set
appropriate goals for them?
Research Question 3i: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment is responsive to
diversity?
Research Question 3j: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that the completed assessment provides a
rich and in-depth "picture" of a child?
Research Question 3k: How long does it take to
complete the assessment on each child?
Research Question 31: Over how long a period of time
do teachers administer an assessment on a child?
Research Question 3m: Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment takes a
reasonable amount of time to administer?
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Research Question 3n: Do teachers and administrators
find the scoring system to be unders~andable?
Validity
The following four sections address research question 1,
Is The Oreaon Assessment a valid tool to assess the
functioning of young children three to six years of age in
preschool classrooms? Validity was addressed through four
studies to determine the curricular, item, construct, and
congruent validity of the assessment. Through a lengthy survey,
15 early childhood education experts rated items, domains, and
the domains taken together as a whole to determine the answer to
research questions la through lc. The survey used to determine
these three measures of validity employed a 1-4 Likert-scale fer
ratings (see Appendix E). Ratings of 1 and 2 were negative
ratings while 3 and 4 were positive ratings. The lower the
rating the more negative the response, the higher the rating the
more positive the response. An item was considered to have an
acceptable score if the mean score was 3.0 or more and the
median score was 3 or more (Berk, 1978; Hambleton, 1980, 1984).
Congruent validity was determined by an extensive study that
included 200 children (199 usable scores) in four programs in
two northwest states.
curricular Validity
Research question la dsked, does The Oregon Assessment
have curricular validity -- does it match the objectives of
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developmentally appropriate curriculum practices? The results
of the questionnaire completed by the experts indicated that all
items, each domain, and all domains taken together as a \~hole
generally or strongly reflect the theoretical construct of
developmentally appropriate practice, the essential curriculum
framework for the field and well-known by all respondents. None
of the 60 items received a mean score of less than 3.0 or a
median score of less than 3. (A score of 3 indicated general
agreement that the item or domain reflects the theoretical
construct of developmentally appropriate practice and a score of
4 indicated strong agreement) . Of the 60 items only five
received a mean score of less than 3.5 and only four received a
median score of 3 rather than 4. The four items rated lower
than the others, having a median of 3 and ranging from a mean of
3.0 to 3.2, were item #4, "Puts material in proper place \~hen
finished"; item #8, "Cares for personal safety - uses seat
belt, is not reckless on playground, in classroom, and on field
trips"; item #11, "Makes eye contact (providing this is a
cultural norm)"; and item #12, "Shows appropriate caution '.-lith
strangers".
For the ten domains, the mean scores ranged from 3.47 to
3.87 and the median scores were all 4. All domains taken
together received a mean score of 3.70 and a median score of 4,
indicating quite strong agreement that each domain and the
domains together reflect developmentally appropriate curriculum
practices. See Table 1 below.
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Table 1
Experts' Ratings (Based on a 1-4 Likert-scale) of Curricular
Validity for the Ten Domains and All Domains
Taken Together (ll=15)
Mean Median SO
Domain
Play
Self-help
Self-concept
Social
Communication
Dispositions
Motor
Cognitive-Problem
Solving
Cognitive-Math
Cognitive-Literacy
All Domains Together
3.73
3.47
3.47
3.87
3.70
3.67
3.73
3.73
3.67
3.60
3.67
4 .46
4 .64
4 .64
4 .35
4 .46
4 .49
4 .59
4 .59
4 .62
4 .63
4 .48
The 15 experts were encouraged to write open-ended
comments on the back of the survey. Many also wrote comments
next to items, domains, and other places on the survey. The
following is a summary of the comments related to curricular
validity.
• One indicated that domain of dispositions was particular
important for curricula validity and appreciated its
inciusion on the assessment.
There were eight generally positive comments. One stated,
"This is an outstanding piece of work. I hate mose
assessment forms but finally yours has come upon the
scene. It is REALLY GOOD. u Another said that she or he
is very interested in using it. One respondent expressed
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empathy with the task, "developmentally appropriate
assessment is a challenge if not an impossibility".
Negative comments tended to be specific and are delineated
below.
• One respondent gave extensive and specific feedback about
typos and lack of clarity in The User Manual.
• One respondent indicated that there should be a separate
domain for emotional development as differentiated from
self-concept development.
• One stated that it is long and wanted to know what
teachers have say about that.
• One respondent was concerned that children who are
"watchers" or who think their thoughts rather than
verbalize them would score lower. She felt that this is a
learning style difference and should not be reflected by
lower scores.
• One suggested strengthening the math, literacy, and motor
sections and recommended the inclusion of specific items
such as a measurement of spatial relations, application of
math concepts, knowledge that print carries meaning,
attempts to write own messages, and the ability to make
objects with purposeful control such as Lego
constructions.
• One suggested that if it included a few more difficult
items in math and literacy, it would be very appropriate
to use with kindergarten age children which includes six
year olds (indicating some possible curricular validity
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with kindergarten curriculum, which would extend the
targeted range of users) .
One expressed concern about teachers having the ability
and knowledge base in child development to effectively
administer the assessment.
The comments as a whole were generally positive. Specific
comments regarding errors in User Manual will be addressed. No
consensus or strong trend emerged from the comments that clearly
indicate a need for direct action regarding curricular validity.
Research question 1a asked, does The Oregon Assessment
have curricular validity -- does it match the objectives of
developmentally appropriate curriculum practices? The results
indicate that The Oregon Assessment does has curricular validity
providing a positive responsive to this research question. Four
items, however, were rated lower than others receiving ratings
at or just above the level of acceptability. These may need to
be revised, deleted, replaced, or moved. Curricular validity
for the assessment is particularly strong for each of the
domains and the domains taken together as a whole.
Item Validity
To aetermine item validity in response to research
question 1b (Does The Oregon Assessment have item validity is
each item an important indicator of the domain it is under?),
the 15 expert survey respondents rated all items for the
importance of each item as an indicator of the domain it is
under. The mean score for 59 of the 60 items was 3.0 or
greater. The median score was 4 for 54 items and 3 for the
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remaining six items. One item, received a mean score of 2.47
and a median ~core of 3 indicating low item validity. This was
item #4, "Put~ materials in proper place when finished."
Respondents ltkely viewed this as more related to the self-help
domain then the play domain. The play domain would be
strengthened 9Y replacing this item with an item more directly
related to pl~y skills or behaviors. The other items receiving
median scores of B (although receiving acceptable mean scores of
3.0 or greate~) included item #3, "Is a self-directed, motivated
learner -- sh9WS initiative in finding and choosing activities";
item #5, "Use~ language skills to assist in directing
cooperative (~ramatic) play"; item #8, "Cares for personal
safety -- usep seat belt, is not reckless on playground, in
classroom, and on field trips"; item #11, "Makes eye to eye
contact (providing this is a cultural norm)"; and item #12,
"Show appropriate caution with strangers". Because items 4, 8,
11, and 12 received lower curricular validity ratings as well,
they need to be modified, moved to another domain, or eliminated
on future versions of the test. This issue will be addressed
further in Chapter V. There were no comments on the survey
related to i~em ~alidity.
Except tor pne item, research question 1b regarding the
item validity of Ithe assessment was affirmed. There was an
acceptable d~gree of item validity for all items but #4, "Puts
materials in pro~er place when finished." Several other items
were rated lqwer Ithan others with ratings just at or slightly
above the level of acceptability. Of these items, four items
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(including item #4) were also the lowest rated items for
curricular validity. For this reason these four items (4, 8,
11, and 12) should be reconsidered when revisions to the
assessment are made.
Construct Validity
Research question 1c asked, Does The Oreaon Assessment
have construct validity -- does the test reflect the guidelines
for appropriate and effective assessment of young children?
Construct validity was addressed in two ways, through the
process of how the assessment was developed and through one item
on the survey completed by the 15 early childhood experts. As
previously described, the assessment was developed from requests
from practitioners for an assessment tool that reflects best
curricula and assessment practices as identified by leading
professional organizations in the field and that could be used
effectively for individualized curriculum planning. It was
developed in collaboration with fifteen education coordinators
and was field tested in programs and revised five times. This
context-bound development process, different than the usual
process of test development that occurs in isolation from
practitioners, often based on previously developed assessments,
provides a partial but compelling rationale for construct
validity (Berk, 1978).
In addition, the fifteen experts rated how adequately the
assessment as a whole reflects principles of appropriate
assessment as outlined in the 1991 NAEYC position statement,
Guidelines for aooropriate curriculum content and assessment in
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program serving children aqes 3 through 8. A copy of the
guidelines was attached to the survey (see Appendix E). It
received a mean score of 3.60 on a 1-4 Likert-scale, with 3
indicating that it generally reflects the guidelines and 4
indicating that it strongly reflects the guidelines. The median
score was 4, indicating quite strong agreement that the
assessment reflects the guidelines. This, along with the
organic process of its development, provides a strong case for
construct validity.
There were only three comments from the 15 respondents
related to construct validity. Two expressed concerns related
to culture and diversity issues. One of these stated that some
items value behaviors that may not reflect cultures of family
styles. Another said that because of its focus on dispositions
and social/emotional functioning it is too value-laden and
therefore culture-bound. However this same respondent indicated
that he or she supports the values represented by the assessment
and has not resolved the dilemma of assessing across cultures.
The only other comment related to construct validity was from
one respondent who felt that cognitive math items are
problematic because they would likely lead teachers to do direct
testing rather than observation. The valid concerns raised by
these comments are addressed in Chapter V.
Research question 1c, regarding the construct validity of
the assessment, was answered affirmatively. The assessment,
through its development process and from the positive response
from early childhood education experts to the survey item, has
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an acceptable level of curricular validity. The comments raised
concerns, however, about the issue of its responsiveness to
diversity and the possibility that math items may lead to direct
testing.
Congruent Validity
Research question 1d asked, Does The Oregon Assessment
have congruent validity -- do children score similarly on The
Oregon Assessment as on other, more established, well-researched
instruments that purport to measure similar areas of
functioning? An extensive study using a sample 200 children
(199 usable scores) in four programs in two northwest states
found that Pearson product-moment correlations between total
scores on The Oregon Assessment and The Vineland Scales were
.460 (p<.Ol). Between total scores on The Oregon Assessment and
The McCarthy Scales the correlation was .395 (p<.Ol). This
indicates a moderate, but significant correlation between The
Oregon Assessment and these scales. Comparisons between any of
the subtests of The Oregon Assessment and any subtests of the
other assessments revealed weaker correlations than comparisons
between the total scores. Table 2 delineates the correlations
between ~elected subtests of similar domains and between total
scores. Moderate correlations were expected as the procedures
and purposes of the assessments are different, especially for
The McCarthy Scales, which is a formal, non-observational, norm-
referenced assessment. Correlations with Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales are stronger because it is closer to The Oregon
Assessment in intent, structure, and procedure. Although it is
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difficult to find instruments that are widely used an<tl have good
reliability and validity that are closer in construct to The
Oregon Assessment, the use of such tools in the congruent
research study might have resulted in stronger correlations.
Table 2
Correlations Between Selected Subtests and TCltal Score~ Between
The Oregon Assessment and The McCarthy Scales ard
The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
Oregon Assessment
Commun- Self- Lit-
ication help Play Motor Math eracy Social Total
McCarthy
Scales
Verbal .376*
Quanti-
tative .180
Motor .193
Total .395-
Vineland
Scales
Expres-
sive .397
\'lriting .354*
Personal .238**
Play .365*
Inter-
personal .228**
Gross
motor .255 ....
Total .460"
*p<.Ol **p<.05
A positive response to Research Question 1d was found.
For this sample, The Oregon Assessment does have con~ruent
validity. The children in the sample scored similarly on The
Oregon Assessment as on other, more established, well-researched
instruments that purport to measure similar areas of
funccioning. Although correlations were not strong,1
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particularly for subtest comparisons, they were significant for
some subtest scores and for total scores. The correlation
between The Oregon Assessment and Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales were stronger than between The Oregon Assessment and The
McCarthy Scales, as The Oregon Assessment and Vineland Adaotive
Behavior Scales are more similar to each other. The teacher
administers those assessments, rather than assessment
specialists as with The McCarthy Scales, and they are both
weighted towards social and emotional indicators.
Conclusion
Research question 1, Is The Oregon Assessment a valid tool
to assess the functioning of young children three to six years
of age in preschool classrooms?, can be answered affirmatively
for the children and teachers in this sample. Except for
unacceptable item validity for one item, and some concern about
three other items, the assessment appears to be a valid tool
having acceptable levels of curricular, item, construct, and
congruent validity. Although generalizing this to other
populations must be done carefully due to the geographic and
democraphic limitations of the sample. Future revisions of the
assessment should eliminate, revise, replace and/or move items
4, 8, 11, 12.
Reliability
The following three sections address research question 2:
Is The Oregon Assessment a reliable tool to assess the
functioning of young children three to six years of age in
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preschool classrooms? Reliability was addressed by determining
test-retest, inter-observer, and internal reliability. Internal
reliability included four measures: the determination of
Chronbach's alpha (or coefficient alpha), the split-half
correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient, and item
reliability.
Test-Retest Reliability
Research question 2a, Does The Oregon Assessment have
test-retest reliability?, was addressed through a study of 80
children (79 usable scores) which included 20 children at each
of the four sites. The study found highly significant
correlations between all the subtest scores as well as the total
score when comparing the first and second administrations of the
assessment (p<.Ol). Self-Help skills revealed the weakest
correlation (r=.479) perhaps due to either reinterpretation of
the items between the time of the two tests or because these
particular behaviors are somewhat variable, subject to
changeable emotional states over short periods of time.
Although the correlation was significant, it was substantially
weaker than the test-retest correlations for other subtest
domains .• Containing only three items, including one that was
considered problematic for curricular and item validity, the
assessment may not construct the self-help domain with enough
strength and stability to maintain high integrity across
multiple administrations. Strongest correlations were found for
the communication sub-test (.938) and for the total score
(.916). Communication skills tend to be quite stable over short
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periods of time and there are abundant opportunities to observe
communication behaviors in children throughout each day. See
Table 3.
Research question 2a was answered affirmatively. The
Oregon Assessment has an acceptable degree of test-retest
reliability, particularly for the total score and the
communication domain. It has stability when given by the same
assessor to the same child after a short period of time.
Inter-Observer Reliability
Research question 2b asked, Does The Oregon Assessment
have inter-observer reliability? A study of 80 children (79
usable scores) in four programs in two northwest states was
conducted to ascertain inter-observer reliability. The research
found that for this sample, all correlations between
administrations of the assessment by different observers at
about the same time were highly significant for all subtest
scores and for total test scores (p<.Ol). The weakest
correlations were for the self-help (.596) and motor (.515)
subtests. The moderate correlation for the self-help domain
further indicates that this is a construct that may need
strengthening. That a weaker correlation was found for the
test-retest reliability of this domain is an intriguing finding
as it was the only domain where this occurred. possible
explanations are discussed in Chapter V. The motor subtest had
a weaker correlation than the others and had a considerably
weaker correlation than for ~he test-retest study. The
strongest correlation was found for the self-concept subtest
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(.798) and for the total score (.852). As self-concept is
usually considered a difficult construct to assess because it is
viewed as having a greater degree of subject~vity than other
areas of development, such as motor or math, it is an important
finding that different observers had a higher rate of lagreement
for this domain than for any other domain. This indic~tes that
self-concept can be a measured with a good degree of stability
and consistency. See Table 3 below.
Table 3
Test-Retest Reliability and Inter-Observer Reliability
for Oregon Assessment Subtest Scores
and Total Scores (tl=79)
Play
Self-Help
Self-Concept
Social
Communication
Motor
Dispositions
Cognitive-Problem
Solving
Cognitive-Math
Cognitive-Literacy
Total Score
Test-Retest
r Values*
.824
.479
.824
.861
.938
.813
.850
.840
.895
.786
.916
Inter-Observer
r Values*
.684
.596
.798
.728
.763
.515
.641
.753
.779
.757
.852
*p<.Ol f~r all r values
Internal Reliability
Research Question 2c, does The Oregon Assessment have
internal reliability?, was determined through four m~!asures:
Ctronbach's alpha (coefficient alpha), the split-half
correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient, and item validity.
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The Oregon Assessment appears to have excellent internal
reliability as revealed by Chronbach's alpha (coefficient alpha)
of .879, a split-half correlation of .984, the Spearman-Brown
coefficient of .992, and item reliability scores (Pearson
product-moment correlations) for each domain ranging from .627.
To .885. See table 4. These are very strong correlations,
comparable or better than many other tests on the market
(Wiersma & Jurs, 1990, p. 166). The self-concept domain had the
strongest item reliability of any subtest (.885). This provides
further evidence that it is a relatively stable and consistent
construct, although it has traditionally been considered
otherwise.
Table 4
Internal Reliability: Correlations for Item Validity
for Oregon Assessment Subtest Scores, Chronbach's
Alpha, The Split-Half Correlation, and The
Spearman-Brown Coefficient (N=199)
r*
Play
Self-Help
Self-Concept
Social
Communication
Motor
Dispositions
Problem Solving
Math
Literacy
Chronbach's Alpha
Split-Half
Correlation
Spearman-Brown
Coefficient
*p<.Ol
.826
.722
.885
.874
.877
.627
.853
.874
.718
.772
.879
.984
.992
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The Oregon Assessment has a high level of internal
reliability, as determined by strong correlations from three
types of split half investigations, Chronbach's alpha, the
split-half correlation, and the Spearman-Brown coefficient and
from item reliability determinations for domains. Research
question 2c regarding the internal reliability, was answered in
the affirmative.
Utility
Research question 3 asked, is The Oregon Assessment a
useful tool for preschool teachers to effectively assess and
plan for children? The answer to the question was determined
through the survey responses of 114 users. Ratings revealed
that no less than 70.2% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed
to all statements on the survey. Each of these statements
corresponded to a research question related to utility (research
questions 3a-3n). 89.5% of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that the test includes the most important behaviors to
assess (research question 3b, Do teachers and administrators
perceive that The Oregon Assessment provides them with important
information about children?) .
Nearly 88~ of respondents found it to be an effective tool
for goal setting for children (research question 3d, do teachers
and administrators perceive that The Oregon Assessment is
effective in helping to write goals?). Over 75~ of users
responded that it is effective for curriculum planning and
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tracking progress, although more than 23~ felt that it is not
(research question 3e, do teachers and administrators perceive
that The Oregon Assessment is effective for curriculum planning
and tracking children's progress?). Apparently taking
information from the assessment to create goals for children is
facilitated more effectively by the assessment than is the next
step in the process, curriculum planning.
Almost 87~ of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
the results accurately reflect the skills, behaviors, and
abilities of their children and that The User Manual criteria
are clear (research question 3a, do teachers and administrators
perceive The Oregon Assessment to be accurate? and research
question 3c, do teachers and administrators perceive The Oregon
Assessment User Manual to be clear and understandable?). More
than 84S of respondents found the scoring system to be
understandable (research question 3n, do teachers and
administrators find the scoring system to be understandable?)
Accuracy and clarity seem to be strengths of the assessment from
the perspective of users.
Over 75~ of respondents believed it provides a rich and
in-depth "picture" of a child (research question 3j, do teachers
and administrators perceive that the completed assessment
provides a rich and in-depth "picture" of a child?). Just over
20S of users disagreed or strongly disagreed with this
statement. This may be due to a lack of depth in certain
domains such as play, self-help, motor, and math, because of few
items and some problematic items.
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Although over 70~ of users felt that it took a reasonable
amount of time to administer, more than 27% of respondents
disagreed or strongly disagreed that the test takes a reasonable
amount of time to administer (research question 3m, do teachers
and administrators perceive that The Oregon Assessment takes a
reasonable amount of time to administer?) Additional responses
revealed that it takes respondents anywhere from 15 minutes to
20 hours to administer the test with a mean bf 1 ~ hours and a
median of 1 hour (research question 3k, "Howl long does it take
to complete the assessment on each child?"). This seems fairly
reasonable given the observational nature of the assessment.
The assessment is administered by rE~spondents over a period of
time of between one day and 90 days (research question 31, over
how long a period of time do teachers administer an assessment
on a child?). It should be used over time so that the
observations are accurate and children are observed In ::~~uLdilY
occurring situations (during play and routines). Eighteen days
was the mean and five days was the median for the period of time
over which a child was typically observed. A two week period
seems to be about the right amount of time and this is close to
the mean~ However, this item received the greatest percentage
of negative ratings and therefore the issue of the time it takes
to administer the assessment is an area of concern that must be
addressed. In addition, while more than 74~ found the
assessment to be more useful than other tools that they have
used, over 21~ disagreed or strongly disagreed with that
statement (research question 3f, do teacherS and administrators
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perceive that The Oregon Assessment is more useful than other
assessment tools that they have used?). It is likely that these
negative ratings are also related to the issue of how much time
it takes to administer, as the assessment probably takes more
time to administer than other tools, most of which are not
observational.
Almost 80~ respondents indicated that parents respond
favorably to the assessment and more than 78% indicated that it
helps parents understand and set goals for their children
(research question 3g, do teachers and administrators perceive
that parents respond favorably to The Oregon Assessment? and
research question 3h, do teachers and administrators perceive
that The Oregon Assessment is useful for helping parents
understand their children and set appropriate goals for them?).
The results of these items indicate that users view the
assessment as a helpful tool in their work with families.
An important goal of the assessment was to create a tool
that would be responsive to diversity. Over 76.~ of users
indicated that they believe it is responsive to diversity
(research question 3i, Do teachers and administrators perceive
that The Oregon Assessment is responsive to diversity?) .
Because this issue has been a difficult issue to deal with in
the development of the assessment, and some experts expressed
concern on the construct validity research survey about the
ability of the assessment to respond to diversity, and over 19·
of users gave negative ratings to this statement, it is
addressed further in Chapter v.
Tab:(.e 5
Percentage Ratings of the Utility of
The Oregon Assessment (N=114)
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respond
"itrongly
4isagree disagree agree
strongly
agree
The results accur~tely
reflect skills,
behaviors, and abilities
of my children 1.8
It includes the mqst
important behaviors
to assess .9
User Manual
criteria are
clear 4.4
The scoring system
is understandable 4~4
It is effective fqr
goal setting 1.8
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other tools 5.3
Parents respond
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of time to complete 2.6
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in-depth "picture" I
of a child 4.4
• El
2.6
2.6
1.7
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5.3
5.2
5.3
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4.4
10.5
7.0
6.2
9.7
9.6
18.4
14.9
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13.2
16.7
15.8
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58.8
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53.5
50.9
60.5
47.4
53.5
21. 1
30.7
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33.3
37.7
29.8
35.1
18.4
27.2
15.8
22.8
21.9
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Respondents had the opportunity to provide open-ended
written comments at the end of the survey. A typical written
response included both critical and positive comments. The
following is a summary of those comments.
• There were two generally negative comments and 18
generally positive comments.
• Four respondents indicated that the assessment takes years
to get used to before it could be used efficiently and
effectively.
• Related to the items themselves, one indicated that they
are repetitious, while three respondents said that the
assessment does not adequately cover motor skills, two
said that it does not adequately cover math skills, two
stated that it does not adequately cover behavior
problems, and one said that it does not adequately cover
play. Four people believed that certain items should be
separated into two separate items. Item numbers 8, 20,
23, 33, 44, 60 were specifically mentioned. One felt that
dispositions could be incorporated into various other
domains. One indicated that it should include an item
related to separation anxiety, one indicated that it is
great for its focus on social skills, and one felt it
focused too much on social skills.
• One indicated it is not useful with Hispanic children, but
one indicated it is helpful with multi-cultural issues.
• Thirteen said that it is too complex or long to use with
parents, and five said that parents get too concerned
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about the scores. However there were seven positive
comments about it being helpful with working with parents.
• Two respondents indicated it was helpful for writing
goals, but one said that it was difficult to use for
individualizing.
• Three felt it is too subjective while one described it as
accurate.
• Four respondents who didn't answer item #12 on the survey
("The average amount of time it takes to complete the
assessment on each child is ..... "), said that it varies
too much from child to child to be able to respond.
Fourteen people indicated that it is too long or takes too
much time to administer. A supervisor who responded,
wrote that complaints about it being too long are an issue
of inadequate training. Two said that they wanted more
training.
• Related to scoring, two stated that the scoring should be
on a three point system rather than a five point system.
One said that scoring the math section is difficult, and
four indicated that they just do not like the scoring
sys~em.
• While three said that the user manual was helpful, one
said that there were still some questions that he or she
did not understand.
• That it is a better tool than was used previously was
mentioned by four respondents.
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• One expressed concern that children with high skills "top
out" too quickly and therefore it is not useful with five
year old children.
• A respondent requested development of a curriculum to go
along with the assessment, another asked for a screening
instrument, and another asked for a summary form that can
• Ibe passed on to the Chlld's next teacher.
• A series of comments were unintentionally revealing,
I
saying as much about the respondents as about the
I
assessment. One said that children knowing !colors was
Iimportant and it should be included on the assessment,
another said that it does not give Kinderganten teachers
what they want to know about children, and another that he
or she was taught to be objective but then given this
I
sUbjective assessment to use. A supervisor Icommented that
I
many teachers with special education backgrounds had a
I
difficult time with the assessment and this should be
I
addressed through training. These comments Ireveal the gap
Ibetween long-standing beliefs and practices and the
I
paradigm represented by the assessment.
Further rnguiry
From the survey results and particularly from th e
comments, several questions emerged that could provide further
I
insight into the assessment. This insight could be used to
target refinement efforts more effectively. 1:he 'questions that
• I •
emerged were: (a) Is there a relationshlp between users' Vlews
I
or attitudes towards the assessment (negative or Ipositive) and
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the amount of time that people have used the assessment or the
amount of training they received?, (b) Is there a relationship
between perceptions about the time it takes to administer the
assessment (reasonable or unreasonable) and either the amount of
time used or the amount of training received?, and (c) Is there
a relationship between users' attitudes towards the assessment
and their perceptions about how long it takes to administer?
To answer these questions, scores from three items on the
questionnaire were aggregated into one new variable called
attitude. These items were: (a) Does the assessment include the
most important behaviors to assess in children?, (b) Is the
assessment an effective tool for me to plan individualized
curriculum and track children's progress?, and (c) Does the
completed assessment provide a rich and in-depth "picture" of a
child? The scores on this attitude variable were then
dichotomized into negative attitude (score of 1 or 2) or
positive attitude (score of 3 or 4). Scores on the "time used"
variable were dichotomized into shorter time used (less than 2
years) or longer time used (more than 2 years), as 2.1 was the
mean number of years used. Scores on the amount of training
received were dichotomized into shorter time trained (4 hours or
less) or longer time trained (5 hours or more) as the mean was
about 4-5 hours. Scores on the variable of perceptions of how
long it takes to administer the assessment were dichotomized
into unreasonable (lor 2) or reasonable (3 or 4). The author
hypothesized that there would be a significant, positive
relationship between attitude and amount of time used, between
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attitude and amount of training received, between perqeptions of
the time it takes to administer and amount of time us~d, between
perceptions of the time it takes to administer and amqunt of
training received, and between attitude and perceptions of the
time it takes to administer. Any case where there was no
response to any of these items was deleted from the s~t. This
left 85 cases from the original 114. Five multi-way, chi square
tabulations were then run to determine the strength of- the
relationships.
As illustrated in Table 6, there was no signifiqant
relationship between attitude toward the assessment apd the
amount of time used nor the amount of training receiv~d.
Neither was there a significant relationship between perceptions
of the time it takes to administer and the amount of training
received. However, there was a significant, positive
relationship between attitude towards the assessment and
perceptions of the time it takes to administer (p<.05) and
between perceptions of the time it takes to administer and thel
amount of time used (p<.Ol). Users who have used the assessment
for two years or more view it as taking a reasonable amount of
time to administer, while those who have used it fewer than 2
years view it as taking an unreasonable amount of ti~e to
administer. This may be an indication of the learniDg curve
needed to use the assessment efficiently. Providing more
training and greater on-going support may decrease t~e time it.
takes to find the assessment reasonable to use in te~ms of time.
Although there is a significant relationship between attitude
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towards the assessment and perceptions of the time it takes to
administer, it is not possible to ascertain in which direction
the influence runs. Do users who believe it takes a reasonable
amount of time to administer view it favorably because of this
factor or do users who view it favorably tend to believe it
takes a reasonable amount of time to administer? In either case
the issue of the time it takes to administer needs to be looked
at closely because attitudes towards the assessment are closely
associated with perceptions of the time it takes to administer.
Table 6
Relationships Among Several Utility Variables and
and Several User Demographic Variables (ll=85)
Attitude x Amount of
Time Used
Attitude x Amount of
Training
Perceptions of Time
it Takes to Administer
x Amount of Training
Attitude x Perceptions
of Time it Takes
to Administer
Perceptions of Time It
Takes to Administer x
Amount of Time Used
Pearson Chi
Square Value
.256
.926
.689
6.231
7.937
DF
1
1
1
1
1
Prob-
ability
.613
.336
.406
.013
.005
The utility or usefulness of The Oregon Assessment was
determined through a questionnaire completed by 114 users.
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Research question 3, Is The Oregon Assessment a useful tool for
preschool teachers to effectively assess and plan for children?
-- and the various sub-questions (3a-3n) -- were answered
affirmatively. Although there was some concern about the time
it takes to administer, its effectiveness in helping with
planning and tracking children's progress, it's ability to
provide a rich, in-depth "picture" of a child, and it being more
useful than other tools respondents have used, the assessment
was found to have an acceptable level of utility. Users
particularly found it to be accurate, clear, helpful with goal
setting, and inclusive of the most important skills or abilities
to assess. Further inquiry found that respondents who used the
assessment for two years or more perceived that it takes a
reasonable amount of time to administer, while those using it
less than two years perceived it takes a unreasonable amount of
time to administer. There was a very close relationship between
users' attitudes towards the assessment and their perceptions of
whether or not it takes a reasonable amount of time to
administer.
Conclusion
The results of the research determined that The Oregon
Assessment has a high degree of curricula validity on all items,
domains, and all domains taken together as a whole, although
four of the 60 items had lower validity ratings than the others.
These four items also had the lowest item validity ratings and
one of them, item #4 ("Puts materials in proper place when
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finished") received an unacceptable item validity rating. These
items will need to be addressed in the refinement of the
assessment. There were numerous comments on the survey related
to curricular validity but none related to item validity. The
assessment was found to have a high degree of construct validity
as determined by one question on the survey and through the
process of the assessment's development. There were three
comments related to construct validity, two of them concerned
its responsiveness to diversity. It was found to have moderate
but significant congruent validity with total scores on The
McCarthy Scales and the Vineland Adaotive Behavior Scales.
Test-retest, inter-observer, and internal reliability were
found to be strong. Correlations between total test scores and
subtest scores were significant in both the test-retest study
and the inter-observer study (p<.Ol). Chronbach's alpha was
.879, the split-half correlation was .984, and the Spearman-
Brown coefficient was .992, indicating a high degree of
internal consistency.
The utility study determined that the assessment is
generally a useful and effective tool, particularly in terms of
accuracy,. clarity, help with goal setting, and the inclusion of
important skills and behaviors to assess. Although there was
concern about it being too long, users who have used the
assessment for two years or more found it to take a reasonable
amount of time to administer. Those who like the assessment
find it takes a reasonable amount of time to administer and
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those who think it takes a reasonable amount of time to
administer tend to like the assessment.
The results indicate that the general research question,
"Is The Oregon Assessment for 3-5 Year Olds in Developmentally
Appropriate Classrooms a valid, reliable, and useful assessment
tool?", can be answered in the affirmative. It appears to be an
effective instrument for its intended purposes of assessing
children's functioning, tracking progress, and assisting
teachers with individualized curriculum planning, at least for
the population used in the sample. It also appears to adhere to
the guidelines of appropriate and equitable assessment for young
children. In addition it should serve well as a research tool
for program evaluation research, particularly for programs like
Head start that focus on the development of children's social
competence.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents a discussion of the results of th~
research and recommendations for further research and refinem~nt
of The Oregon Assessment. A summary of the results for each
study related to each main research question will be presente9
followed by a discussion of the implications and concerns rai$ed:
by the results. These are followed by recommendations. The
studies discussed include curricular, item, construct, and
congruent validity; test-retest, inter-observer, and internal
reliability; and utility of The Oreaon Assessment.
curricular Validity
All items individually, each domain, and all domains ta~en
together as a whole were found to have an acceptable or high
degree of curricular validity based on the survey results fro~
15 early childhood education experts. Four items are of some
concern, however, as they have mean scores ranging from 3.0 to
3.2 and median scores of 3. These are item #4, "Puts material
in proper place when finished"; item #8, "Cares for personal
safety -- uses seat belt, is not reckless on playground, in
classroom, and on field trips"; item #11, "Makes eye contact
(providing this is a cultural norm)"; and item #12, "Shows
appropriate caution with strangers". Although there were no
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written comments specifically relqted .to these items, it appears
that the experts believe they are not Istrongly related to the
constructs of developmentally appropriate practices. Perhaps
they are! too focused on specific ~kil1s that are context and
culture bound or have too high an expectation for a preschool
child. The construct of developm~nta1ly appropriate practices
is based on age and individual re~ponsiveness, building on
children's strengths and reducing stress (among other
principles). If the focus of obs~rving children's behaviors is
on narrow skills, then individual responsiveness is reduced,
compensatory strengths tend to be ignored if the skills are
weak, and stress on children can ~ncrease. Assessment requires
specificity. Decisions must be mqde about which particular
behaviors, skills, and knowledge qre most important. This is
likely to reduce flexibility and ~esP9nsiveness, whereas the
developmentally appropriate practices guidelines were developed,
in part" to promote more flexibility and responsiveness in early
childhood programs (Bredekamp, 19'7). I Perhaps the respondent
who expressed concern that developmentally appropriate
assessml=nt may be impossible, was addressing this issue.
In addition, certain items such as #12, "Shows appropriate
caution with strangers", may have bee~ rated lower on curricular
validity because they cannot be easily observed in the
classroom. They are too far removed from typical curricular
practices and routines. Because ~he four items of concern were
also identified as problematic it~ms from the item validity
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research, they are discussed in more specific detail in the next
section which discusses item validity.
In a revised version of The Oregon Assessment it may be
necessary to replace, remove, or revise these four items.
Because they were developed in a collaborative process with
practitioners, it would be a good strategy to convene several
focus groups comprised of experts, practitioners, users, and
non-users to give feedback about whether to eliminate these
items, revise them, or move them. If they are to be revised,
the focus groups could recommend how they should be changed.
Based on the comments made by the 15 experts, The User
Manual will be revised to fix the typos and unclear statements
they found. It is difficult to see any strong trends from the
comments as some recommended more items with greater difficulty
while others were concerned that it was already too long and too
difficult for many teachers to administer. (As discussed in the
utility section of this chapter, there is some corroboration
from users that the assessment is too long but little indication
that it is too difficult). One response to this would be to
develop several different versions of various lengths, format,
and detail from which practitioners could choose. The problem
with this approach is that all versions would need to undergo
validity and reliability research, requiring a great deal of
time and resources.
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Item Validity
Fifty-nine of the 60 items on the assessment were found to
have acceptable or high levels of item validity (they are
important indicators of their respective domains), based on the
survey results from 15 early childhood education experts. Mean
scores for these 59 items were 3.0 or greater and 56 of the 60
items had median scores of 4.
The four items of concern discussed in the curricular
validity section also received some of the lowest item validity
scores. Item #4, "Puts materials in proper place when finished"
received an unacceptable score for item validity; it was the
only item that received an unacceptable score for either
curricula or item validity. This is clearly an item that either
should be eliminated, altered greatly, and/or moved to another
section. It perhaps fits better under self-help skills and
might have received an acceptable score under that domain. With
only five items in the play domain, there could easily be a more
apropos item related to play skills or behaviors rather than
"clean-up" behaviors. Some ideas include: (a) uses imagination
during play, (b) pretends that objects represent other objects,
or (c) can enter play with others or another effectively.
The importance of eliminating, revising, and/or moving the
other three items (8, 11, and 12) is underscored by the results
of this item validity research. Item #8, "Cares for personal
safety - uses seat belt, is not reckless on playground, in
classroom, and on field trips" may be viewed by respondents as a
high level skill that is unrealistic to expect a preschool age
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child to do. It could easily replaced by another self-help
item, as item #44, "Enjoys taking risks while maintaining safety
of self and others", covers similar behaviors. In addition,
item #44 received higher ratings with a mean of 3.7 and median
of 4 for both curricula validity and item validity. Other self-
help items to consider include but are not limited to: (a) eats
an appropriate amount of food for age and weight and enjoys most
foods, (b) uses toilet appropriately -- flushes and washes
hands, and (c) can take off and put on shoes and other clothes.
Item #11, "Makes eye contact (providing this is a cultural
norm)" and item #12, "Shows appropriate caution with strangers"
could be easily eliminated as there are 12 self-concept items.
Reducing the number of items to 10 in this domain would make it
more in proportion with most of the other domains in terms of
length (although dispositions has 13 items), while still
providing a comprehensive picture of the child's functioning in
this area of development. These recommendations, related to the
four items of concern, should be reviewed by the focus groups
described previously. Any new items would need to be validated
using a similar method to the curricular and item validity
studies u~ilizing survey data obtained from experts.
Construct Validity
The assessment was found to have strong construct validity
based on the collaborative process with practitioners used to
develop it and the positive ratings from experts for this item
on the survey. Nevertheless several issues emerged from the
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research related to construct validity. In this section three
issues will be discussed: (a) the comments made by respondents,
(b) portfolio assessment as an important assessment construct,
and (c) different ways that the assessment could be conceived
and organized.
Comments
Although the 15 expert respondents clearly gave the
assessment a highly favorable rating in response to the survey
item related to construct validity, the three comments
specifically about construct validity need to be discussed. Two
of these three comments were related to cultural issues (or
responsiveness to diversity). One of these stated that some
items value behaviors that may not reflect cultures of family
styles. The other said that because of its focus on
dispositions and social/emotional functioning it is too value-
laden and therefore culture-bound. However this same respondent
indicated that he or she supports the values represented by the
assessment and has not resolved the dilemma of assessing across
cultures. The only other comment related to construct validity
was from one respondent who felt that cognitive math items are
problemaiic because they would likely lead teachers to do direct
testing rather than observation.
The User Manual and training sessions address the issue of
culture and diversity by explaining the concept of bi-cultural
(or multi-cultural) competence. A review of the literature
revealed that this is one important way to deal with the dilemma
posed by one expert about assessing across cultures (Albert &
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Triandis, 1991; De Leon, 1990; Saracho & Hancock, 1983). It is
not possible to be culturally neutral or culture blind on any
assessment, therefore it is best to make cultural issues
explicit and support the child's competencies in the culture(s)
reflected in the school as well as the culture(s) in the home
(see pages 42-48 of The User Manual, Appendix C, for further
explanation). Two of the expert respondents apparently did not
read this or were not satisfied by it. The issue of testing and
culture is complex and emotionally volatile. Even when
addressed by the manual and during training, the possibility
remains that aspects of a child's home culture will be
diminished by educators because some assessment items have a
different value set. There are no easy or quick solutions to
this problem. The process of sensitizing teachers to the issues
of culture and helping them support each child's home culture
while still assisting children to be competent in the school
culture is an on-going, difficult task of pre- and in-service
teacher development. The issue needs to be addressed in every
course and every training session. For The Oregon Assessment,
an attempt was made to deal with the issue directly, explicitly,
and in the most effective way known to the author at the time.
It is only when educators confront the issue and develop skills
and strategies to value dive~sity across all aspects of teaching
and learning -- curriculum, materials, language use, school
structure, parent relations, etc. -- that educators will feel
comfortable and effectively deal with the issue as part of the
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assessment process (Bowman, 1992; Derman-Sparks, 1992; Ladson-
Billings, 1992).
The math items on the assessment do tend to be the most
specific and most difficult to observe naturalistically from
spontaneous behavior. For that reason, the directions on the
assessment say to observe math skills, "When (the child is)
playing with objects in the environment such as blocks, pegs,
dishes, etc." (p. 5). The User Manual also gives examples of
ways to observe the skills during play or routines (p. 23-24).
Even with this guidance, it may be difficult to observe a child
seriating during play, for example. To address this problem,
during training on using the assessment, users are given ideas
for specific small group math games so that these skills can
emerge and are more likely to be seen. Although they are
teacher structured activities, the skills would be observed
during the course of play rather than through direct questioning
of the child in a contrived situation. These small group math
game ideas need to be included in a revision of The User Manual
to provide further assistance to teachers and reduce the
likelihood of direct assessment.
Portfoli~ Assessment
Portfolio assessment, or the compilation of materials and
documents that show a student's best work and progress over
time, is a construct of assessment that is very popular with
practitioners and highly touted by many educators (Gifford &
O'Connor, 1992; Grace & Stores, 1992; Gullo, 1994; Wortham,
1990). It is not a construct used in the development of The
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Oregon Assessment. Altho~gh the assessment achieved a high
degree of curriGular validity and there were few calls from
users or expert~ for a portfolio process as part of the
assessment, providing such a process would give users more
options based on more constructs. This potentially increases
its construct v~lidity and helps to assure its future viability.
A process for using the assessment as a portfolio
assessment coul~ be easily developed. Such a process should be
included in The User Manual and developed as a separate
document. As atl items are observable, the development of a
portfolio materials in conjunction with the assessment is a
natural extensi9n of many of the assessment items. The
observations re+ated to specific items could be documented via
audio or video tape, as well as through written anecdotes, if
taping is not pQssible or efficient. Many of the items,
particular thos~ in the literacy and math domains and creative
art in the disP9sitions domain, could be documented through the
collection of m~terials produced by the child. The portfolio
items could be ~oded with the assessment item number with which
it corresponds ~nd kept in chronological order. For example, a
child's qregon ~ssessment might be kept in a small box which
also contains v~rious dividers or file folders. Each file
folder is label~d with an item number from the assessment and
kept in numeric~l order. : The folder labeled, "Item #33 --
Initiates and spstains conversations", contains an audio tape
with recordings of the child initiating and sustaining three
conversations at the lunah table. The first conversation
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occurred in October, the second in February, and the third in
May. The increasing number and intensity of interactions,
length of sentences, and responsiveness and persistence across
time is easy to hear and explicitly documented on the tape.
Folders for other items are included in a similar manner
although others might contain video tapes, artwork, writing
samples, etc., depending on the item. Next to each item on the
assessment itself is a written
remark indicating if a portfolio file exists for that item
and the media that was used for the portfolio evidence.
Alternative Constructs
The Oregon Assessment was developed based on the
assumption that using the typical developmental domains of
language, motor, cognition, social, self-help, etc. was the only
valid way to view children's development and therefore the only
way to construct an observational assessment. Although a few
non-traditional domains were added (play and dispositions), the
use of typical domains of development remained largely intact.
Although the assessment achieved a high level of construct
validity, it would be interesting and useful to determine its
construc~ validity based on an alternative construct of
developmental domains because the organization and
categorization of an assessment reflects a particular construct
of development and communicates implicit but powerful messages
about how development is viewed and what is important for
children.
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Several recent articles and publications have presented a
different construct for viewing children's development than
through the usual developmental domains (Griffin, 1994, 1995;
Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). Griffin (1994, 1995) presents a
way to organize development around different domains. These
include confidence, curiosity, intentionality, self-control,
relatedness, capacity to communicate, and cooperativeness (p. 6-
7). Most of these can be viewed as dispositions. As the
dispositions domain is the largest one (contains the most items)
on The Oregon Assessment, restructuring it around these or
similar domains with the various abilities and behaviors (motor
functioning, math skills, literacy skills, etc.) keyed to each
dispositional domain, makes a great deal of sense. It would
also send a powerful message to users about the importance of
dispositions in teaching and learning.
Bredekamp and Rosegrant (1992) present a similar construct
of development based around certain developmental dispositions.
In their schema these are persistence, focused participation,
hypothesis testing, risk taking, and self-regulation (p. 75-76)
Here too, particular behaviors for test items related to a
various functions -- language, motor, social, etc. -- could be
included under each disposition. If a language item such as
item #28, "Listens to and contributes to group discussions H was
one of a number of items under a category called "focused
participationH , and a different language item such as #31,
"Communicates so s/he is understood by others" was one of a
number of items under the "persistence H domain, the user would
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get the message that the ability to use language to sustain
effort and engage meaningfully with others are the important
issues, not the use of language per se.
This is an intriguing idea that could greatly assist in
the effort to change teaching practices. It may be that some of
the dissatisfaction expressed by some users stems from the fact
that the assessment is organized much as other assessments but
has untypical content and represents a different paradigm than
most other assessments. This may confuse some users, as send it
sends them a mixed message. Many early childhood educators view
development and their role in promoting development from a
primarily individualistic and cognitive perspective, however,
The Oregon Assessment represents a developmental con3tr~ct based
on interactionalism, dispositions, multiple intelligences, etc.
If the assessment were constructed differently, it may signal
users, in an indirect but powerful way, that they will be
assessing children differently than usual. However, it could
also result in alienating users further because it may be too
different from what they have used before and what they have
been taught. It would be a worthwhile endeavor to field-test a
version of the assessment constructed around different domains
~
of development and gather some initial data about its construct
validity. It may turn out to have a lower level of construct
validity than an assessment constructed around the typical
domains of development such as The Oregon Assessment, because it
would be too different from users' current conceptualizations of
development and assessment. One the other hand, it may have
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greater construct validity because it more fully integrates the
paradigm of development represented by the assessment. A future
research project on this order could provide important insights
into these issues.
Congruent Validity
Moderate but significant correlations were found for total
scores and for some of the subtest scores of similar domains
between The Oregon Assessment and The McCarthy Scales for
Children and The Vineland Scales Adaptive Behavior Scales,.
These findings were based on a sample of 200 children (199
usable scores) from four programs in two northwest states. As
discussed in Chapter III, the sample is fairly representative of
the northwest but not the u.S. in general. A major shortcoming
of this research study is the lack of generalizability of the
results because of the sample used. Future research on the
assessment should use a sample that represents the general u.S.
population and should include a larger sample size.
The moderate but significant correlations between The
Oregon Assessment and The McCarthy Scales and The Vineland
Scales were expected as The Oregon Assessment measures somewhat
~
different aspects of developmental domains (dispositions more
than skills) than either of the other assessments. The methods
used to score the assessments also differ. The McCarthy Scales
is scored by direct testing (usually not done by the teacher) of
each child individually in a different setting than the
classroom and The Vineland Scales is scored by the teacher from
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memory at single sitting. The Vineland Scales correlation may
be stronger than The McCarthy Scales correlation because The
:Vineland Scales and The Oregon Assessment were scored by the
classroom teacher and The McCarthy Scales by a professional
researcher who was a stranger to the child.
A very high correlation between a new assessment and an
established assessment is not necessarily desirable because they
would then essentially measure the same things. The new
instrument would not contribute something new to the field of
assessment, unless it was easier and quicker to use or provided
some other advantage. A moderate correlation is more desirable
as children who tend to score low (or high) on one assessment
should also score low (or high) on another assessment that
measures similar attributes.
The lower correlation between subtests of the same domains
(i.e.; motor, math, social) than the correlations between total
scores of The Oregon Assessment and either of the other
assessments may reflect the difference in the purpose and
methodology among the assessments. Perhaps total scores
represent more general tendencies and there is more congruence
between the assessments in general (low scores equate with low
.
scores and high scores with high scores) then in the specifics.
For example, the correlation between the math subtest score on
The Oregon Assessment and the quantitative subtest score on The
McCarthy Scales is .180 (not significant). Math is assessed
through naturalistic observation of children in play situations
and it includes a broad range of skills rather than only
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quantifying (i.e.; seriating, patterning) on The Oregon
Assessment. Math skills, involving only quantifying, are
assessed on The McCarthy Scales by directly asking a child to
count objects (one inch cubes). What is assessed and how the
data are collected is very different even though they appear to
be very similar domains. These differences would logically
result in quite different scores.
The congruent validity results are the weakest results of
any of the studies done on the assessment. Future research on
the assessment should include a congruent validity study using
measures more similar to The Oregon Assessment in process and
intent. This is not a simple task because there appear to be
few such measures that have been in existence long enough to
have a good track record in the research literature and also
have good results from their own rigorous validity, reliability
and utility studies.
Reliability
The three reliability studies, test-retest, inter-
observer, and internal reliability (four measures of internal
reliability included Chronbach's alpha, the split-half
correlation, the Spearman-Brown coefficient, and item
reliability) had the strongest results of the various studies
conducted in this research project. All results were highly
significant (p.<.Ol) and Chronbach's alpha (coefficient alpha)
was .879. The studies used a sample of 200 children (199 usable
scores) from four programs in two northwest states. As
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discussed in Chapter III, the sample is fairly representative of
the northwest but not the u.s. in general. A major shortcoming
of the reliability research study is the lack of
generalizability of the results because of the sample used.
Future research on the assessment should use a sample that
represents the general u.s. population and should include a
larger sample size. The following sections discuss the results
of the test-retest and inter-observer reliability studies and
the internal reliability study.
Test-Retest and Inter-Observer Reliability
The test-retest reliability correlations were stronger
then the inter-observer correlations for the total score and all
domains except one, self-help. It is to be expected that test-
retest correlations would be stronger than inter-observer
correlations because a single user is more likely to be
consistent in his or her interpretation of test items and
judgements of a child than different assessors when compared to
each other.
Reliabilitv Issues Regarding the Self-Help Domain
Subtest. For the self-help domain, the test-retest correlation
was .479 ~nd the inter-observer correlation was .596. This was
the weakest correlation of any domain for test-retest validity
with all others ranging from .786 (cognitive-literacy) to .938
(communication). It was the second weakest correlation of any
dornain for inter-observer reliability (motor had .515) with the
others ranging from .641 (dispositions) to .798 (self-concept).
This indicates that for this domain only, the same tester
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administering the test twice to the same child varied in his or
her interpretation of the child's functioning on this domain
more than different testers who tested the same child at about
the same time. This anomaly may result from several factors.
The self-help domain has only three items, one of which was
considered to be problematic from the curricula and item
validity studies. Perhaps this does not give the domain enough
strength to hold its construct with a very high degree of
consistency over time. It also may be susceptible to greater
variance over time than other domains because it is contingent
on emotional states that in young children are volatile,
changing easily and quickly over short periods of time. A young
child may be willing to take care of his or her own needs one
day but not the next and it may be difficult to determine what
constitutes typical behavior. Another possible explanation is
that the items are not as clear as they could be and received
slightly different interpretations at different times. There is
not a strong case for this explanation as it would appear that
lack of clarity would cause more variance between different
users at least as much if not more than with the same user. If
the survey asked for feedback on the technical quality of the
items there might have been some information about this
regarding the self-help items.
Reliability Issues Regarding the Motor Domain. For the
motor domain, the test-retest correlation was much higher (.813)
than the inter-observer correlation (.515). This indicates that
different testers varied more on the interpretation of a child's
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functioning in this area than the same tester who tested the
child twice, to a great extent. As with the self-help domain,
the motor domain has only three items. The weakness of
construct for this domain (as it is based on only three items)
seems to reveal itself more in somewhat differing
interpretations between assessors rather than from the same
assessor (as with self-help). Motor skills tend to develop
slowly and gradually and are not as subject to dramatic chang~s
over short periods of time, as they tend not to be as directly
influenced by volatile emotional states as self-help skills.
For this reason poor technical quality of the items and/or
directions in The User Manual are more suspect with this doma~n
than self-help. A single user is more likely to interpret
unclear items a particular way and consistently interpret the~
that way (keeping test-retest correlations high), while multiple
users are more likely to interpret unclear items differently
from each other (reducing inter-observer reliability).
For all other domains, there were not great discrepancies
between test-rest correlations and inter-observer correlations.
For the domains discussed, motor and self-help, all
correlations, regardless of the differences between the two
studies on the same domains, were highly significant (p<.Ol).
strong Reliability: Communication and Self-Concept. The
strongest correlation for test-retest reliability was the
communication domain. Unlike self-help skills, communication
skills tend to be relatively stable over the course of a short
period of time. Growth in communication skills are usually
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gradually qnd are not typically sUbject to volatile emotional
states. In laddition, the typical early childhood classroom
provides teachers with numerous opportunities to observe
communication behaviors as most children interact with each
other and with the adults often and regularly.
The strongest correlation in the inter-observer
r~liability study was found for the self-concept domain. As
d~scussed in the next section, internal reliability, self-
cqncept appears to be a stable and consistent measure on this
a~sessment~ The high level of stability between assessors on
this domain indicates that it can be accurately assessed and
there is al high degree of common understanding of how to assess
s~lf-concept behaviors. This is an important finding of the
r~search project, as this domain has been traditionally viewed
as being too subjective to measure accurately. That it achieved
a higher level of inter-observer reliability than any other
d9main, including those traditionally considered more objective
(~otor, math, communication) is an important finding.
Internal Reliability
The rnost compelling results of all the studies done on The
Oregon A§Sessment, were from the data obtained for internal
reliability. The very strong correlations for Chronbach's alpha
(.879), the split-half correlation, (.984), the Spearman-Brown
coefficient (.992), and item reliability indicate excellent
internal consistency for the assessment. Three of these
~easures determine internal consistency through a split-test
~rocedure, while item reliability is determined by obtaining a
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Pearson product-moment coefficient for the domains (and items)
as they correlate to total scores. This is a measure of
internal reliability for individual items or domains rather than
the test as whole. These measures are important indicators of
its consistency, crucial to determining the efficacy of any
assessment (Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Wiersma & Jurs, 1990). A
major positive achievement of the development of the assessment
and the research was obtaining a very high level of internal
reliability for each domain and for the test as a whole.
These findings are particularly important because tests of
"softer" characteristics or behaviors tend to have weaker
internal reliability ratings than tests of "harder" ones
(Wiersma & Jurs, 1990). A key goal for the development of The
Oregon Assessment, was to create an instrument that could
accurately measure attributes that have been traditionally
viewed as difficult to measure accurately because they are
"subjective" or "soft", such as social functioning, self-
concept, and dispositions (similar to attitudes). For this
assessment, these domains tended to have stronger internal
reliability ratings (self-concept = .885, social = .874) then
those traditionally considered "objective" or "hard" such as
math (.718) and motor (.627). This may be because the domains
with stronger reliability ratings tended to have more items and
because many of the early childhood teachers in this study are
now more knowledgeable and keen observers of children's self-
concept development and social skills. They are now making
these domains their primary educational focus. As the test as a
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whole is weighted towards these "softer" domains, obtaining a
Spearman-Brown reliability rating of .992 is important because
this compares favorably to any assessment on the market. The
Stanford Early School Achievement Test reliability is .76 - .96
(the variation is due to different reliability research
studies), The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale
reliability is .90 and The Iowa Tests of Educational Development
reliability is .90 (Wiersma & Jurs, 1990, p. 166).
If, in response to users, a shorter version of the
assessment is developed (as will be discussed later in this
chapter), the excellent internal reliability may be diminished.
As Wiersma and Jurs (1990) indicate, "all other factors being
equal, the longer the test the greater the reliability" (p.
159). Only through conducting a similar research study again
can it be determined if a shorter version will be have lower or
unacceptably low internal reliability.
Utility
The assessment obtained an acceptable degree of utility,
based on the survey results from 114 users throughout the U.S.
More than two thirds of respondents gave a positive evaluation
(3 or 4) to each issue or concern raised on the survey regarding
usability. On several key issues, the inclusion of the most
important skills or abilities to assess, the effectiveness of
the assessment for goal setting, the clarity of criteria for the
items, and the accuracy of the assessment, 87~ to 89.5~ of
respondents gave favorable evaluations (3 or 4).
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There is concern, however, regarding the survey items that
were rated negatively (lor 2) by more than 20% of respondents.
These are: (a) it is effective for planning and tracking
children's progress, (b) it provides a rich, in-depth "picture ff
of a child, (c) it is more useful than other tools and, (d) it
takes a reasonable amount of time to complete. This last item
received the most negative ratings of any item with 27.2~ of
respondents scoring it 1 or 2. It also had the highest
percentage of ratings of 1 (10.5~) -- the most negative response
possible -- of any of the survey items. The following sections
provide a discussion of possible reasons for these negative
ratings. Although all these items were rated much more
positively by more users than negatively, they will be discussed
because it is important to subject an assessment tool to
rigorous scrutiny due to its potential impact on children,
teachers, curricula, and educational environments.
Is It Helpful With Planning and Tracking?
If used only to assess the current functioning of
children, the assessment's main purpose -- to assist in
individualized curriculum planning -- is not achieved. Its
usefulne~s for tracking children's progress, an important
secondary purpose, is also lost. To achieve it's full purpose,
the assessment must be used to set goals for children, plan
curriculum to incorporate those goals, and track children's
progress.
There was only one respondent comment on the surveys
related to the issue of planning and tracking and it was too
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general to provide insight into this issue. The survey,
unfortunately, did not determine how many respondents use the
planning forms or follow the color-coded progress tracking
system suggested on each page of the assessment. Nor did it
include an item for determining how many users received specific
training on planning and tracking progress or continue to
receive on-going support for this. It may be that many of the
users who gave negative ratings to this survey item did not
receive training on this, do not have access to the planning
forms, or are not encouraged or guided to use it for these
purposes. If the item had been divided into two separate items,
one related to planning and one related to tracking progress,
more specific and useful information would have been obtained.
It may be widely used for planning but not tracking children's
progress, or vice versa. Nevertheless this is clearly an issue
that needs to be addressed.
One of the highest rated items was, "it is effective for
helping me write goals for children". This seems to indicate
that users are easily taking the next step in the assessment
process of using the information gathered on the assessment to
write goals for children. The wording of items on the
assessment was carefully constructed for that purpose. By
changing only a word or two an item can be written as a goal.
For example, item number 22, "Listens to entire story during
storytime" can become a goal when worded as, "Jasmine will
listen to the entire story during storytime" or "Mason will
listen to half the story during storytime". It appears,
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however, that it is more difficult for teachers to take the next
steps after goal setting, which are to address the goals through
specific curriculum plans and record and track children's
progress towards the goals. Teachers may not have access to the
forms that facilitate this and/or have not received training and
support specifically on this. Training content and The User
Manual will need to be revised to better promote the practices
of using the assessment for planning and for tracking progress.
Another strategy to promote the use of the assessment for
individualized planning would be to include the planning forms
with each assessment tool. Currently it is provided separately,
usually as part of a hand-out package at training sessions.
Does It Provide a Rich. In-depth "Picture u of a Child?
Just over 20~ of respondents felt that it does not provide
a rich, in-depth "picture u of a child. Some of the comments
from the survey provide some insight into this issue. A number
of users indicated that the assessment does not adequately cover
motor skills, math skills, behavior problems, separation
anxiety, and play. Additionally four users indicated that
certain items (8, 20, 23, 33, 44, and 60 specifically) should be
divided bnto two separate items. Although providing more items
would give a richer, more in-depth "picture u , many more users
(and one expert) expressed concern about its length and
complexity. Although most users have probably used assessments
that contain more items (The Vineland Scales contain 144 items),
providing more depth, they were quicker to use because i~ems
were directly assessed or assessed from memory. Because
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observational, contextual assessments take longer -- behaviors
and skills are seen when they occur naturally in the environment
-- the number of items on The Oregon Assessment was kept
relatively small to make it possible to complete the assessment
in a reasonable amount of time. However, if accuracy is lost
when assessments are decontextualized, then the "depth" they can
provide may not be worth the sacrifice. Accuracy was identified
as a strength of The Oregon Assessment by users (86.9% agreed or
strongly agreed with the item, "The results accurately reflect
skills, behaviors, and abilities of my children" ). Herein lies
a great dilemma of developmentally appropriate assessment: lack
of accuracy can ultimately be harmful to children (resulting in
misguided interventions), but obtaining accuracy is a complex,
time consuming process. Rather than skirting this dilemma, the
author attempted to address it directly by trying to develop a
tool that would balance the need for accuracy with functionality
(in terms of the time it takes to administer) by delimiting
items while still providing adequate depth. Critics of current
assessment practices and practitioners in the field made it
clear to the author that sacrificing accuracy is no longer an
acceptab~e option. Refining the instrument by replacing
problematic items and developing various versions of the
assessment could further expedite the goal of adequately
addressing the dilemma.
Is It More Useful Than Other Tools?
It is likely that the issue of the assessment rated as not
being more useful than other tools used by about 20~ of
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respondents, is also related to the issue of the time it takes 1
to administer. ,IIf it takes longer to administer than prevlousl
tools used, as is probable because it is observational, a numb~r
of users would find it less useful. The issue of time is a
• , 1
maJor concern for most early Chlldhood teachers who are asked to
do much for little compensation and who often work longer t~ours
and more days per year than other teachers (Helburn, Culkin,
, • , I
Morrls, Moran, Howes, Phlilipsen, Bryant, Cllfford, Cryer,
Peisner-Feinberg, Burchinal, Kagan, & Rustici, 1995). The
length of time it takes to administer the assessment emerged as
I
the salient concern from the survey items and from the comments
1
made by respondents. Chi square analysis of aggregated and
I
dichotomized variables from the survey revealed a significant,
positive relationship between users' general attitudes toward~
the assessment (negative or positive) and their perceptions o~
whether the assessment takes a reasonable or unreasonable 'amo~nt
of time to administer. The only other area where there appeared
I
to be significant concern from the comments was related to it~
use with parents. Many of these comments indicated that i~t was
too long to use effectively with parents, bringing it back to
I
the length issue. There was no real consensus about this,
however, as seven respondents indicated that the assessme~t was
particularly helpful in working with parents.
other Perspectives on the Accuracy vs. Time Dilemma
Providing a high quality education to young children
1
involves responsiveness, individualizing, reflexivity, and other
• I
qualities as previously discussed in the literature reVlew. IAn
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assessment based on these practices can help lead teachers
towards implementing them. HO~lever, it puts many teachers in a
difficult dilemma. They a~e urged and guided towards practices
that are very difficult to implement if there is not sufficient
time, if there is little h~lp and support, and if class sizes
are large. Yet this is th~ reality for many, if not most, early
childhood educators (Helbu~n, et al., 1995). Teachers' concerns
about the length of the as~essment must be taken seriously.
Although it appears that the assessment gets less wieldy to use
over time (there was a significant relationship between
respondents perceptions th~t it takes a reasonable amount of
time to administer and respondents who have used the assessment
for two years or more) and although the mean and median lengths
of time it takes users to ~dmimister it appears to be reasonable
for this type of observati9nallassessment, the high turn-over
rate of early childhood te~chers, the lack of training
opportunities, and the lac~ ofl support they receive makes this
an issue that needs to be ~ddressed. Many teachers will leave
their jobs or require an upreasonably long period of time before
they can effectively and efficiently administer the assessment.
It may be that it is unrealistic and not helpful to expect best
practices, which are labor, effort, and intellectually
intensive, from an underpaid, pverworked, and poorly trained
workforce who already have unr~alistic expectations placed on
them. This conflict between what we know constitutes excellence
and what we can realistically e~:pect from early childhood
teachers was expressed by ~any, respondents to the survey as well
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as by some of the experts on the curricular, item, and construct
validity survey. There is no easy or quick solution to this
conflict. Leaders in the field can only continue to hold out
models and provide tools that reflect excellence, while advocacy
efforts continue. We can also support teachers wherever they
are and provide creative responses to their needs and concerns.
Developing several alternative versions and formats of the
assessment is one way to do this. Issues raised about the
length of the assessment and the curricular and item validity of
the four assessment items discussed previously (#4, 8, 11, 12)
can be addressed together. A short version of the assessment
will be developed that excludes these items as well as some
others that are repetitious. This will be presented as an
option for users who could chose the full or short version. An
example of such an assessment is presented in Appendix G. It
contains 35 items rather than 60 and eliminates problematic and
repetitious items. To respond to users who felt that the
assessment needed more depth and some more advanced items, a
longer version of the assessment could be developed as well.
This might include adding items in the domains that contain five
or fewer items, dividing certain items into two separate items,
~
and adding a domain related to behavior.
Formatting the assessment in different ways also provides
more options for teachers making it responsive to different
working styles. Appendix H shows the full version and the
proposed short version of the assessment in a "one page" format.
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It also meets the request made by one user for a summary form
that could be passed on to the next teacher.
More research is needed to further refin~ and develop
alternative versions of the assessment (through focus groups),
to determine the curricular and item validity of any new items
added to the assessment as result of those foqus groups or from
comments from users, to explore the impact of rest~ucturing the
assessment around dispositional domains, to d~termine congruent
validity with similar well-established assessments, and to
obtain data on the reliability and utility of the new versions.
Further research is also needed to determine if similar results
would be found for a sample population that includes greater
ethnic and geographic diversity.
Conclusion
The Oreaon Assessment is a child assessment tool developed
by the author in collaboration with Oregon He~d S~art education
coordinators for the purposes of measuring ch~ldr~n's
functioning, helping teachers develop individualized curriculum
plans, tracking children's progress, and collabor~ting with
parents. It was developed to meet the guidelines;for
developmentally appropriate assessment for young ~hildren which
include naturalistic, observational, and equitable assessment
practices. The constructs of interactionalism, multiple
intelligences, dispositions as educational goals, I and
developmentally appropriate practices formed the theoretical
basis for its development. By providing a m~asure of social
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competence, the author intended to develop an instrument that
could be used in program evaluation research, particularly for
Head start. As rated by carefully selected experts, The Oregon
Assessment was found to have an acceptable degree of curricular
and item validity except for one item in the play domain.
Additionally three other items, one in the self-help domain and
two in the self-concept domain were found to be weaker than the
others. Based on research sample used (representative of
northwest U.S., not the u.s. as a whole), congruent validity
between the assessment and The McCarthy Scales for Children and
The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Classroom Edition) was
moderate but significant for total scores. Congruent validity
using assessments more similar to The Oregon Assessment might
result in stronger correlations. For this same research sample,
test-retest and inter-observer reliability, and four measures of
internal reliability were found to be highly significant.
Chronbach's alpha was .879. The self-concept domain,
traditionally considered sUbjective and therefore difficult to
measure, was found to have the highest levels of inter-observer
reliability and item reliability of any domain. More than two
thirds of 114 users found the assessment to be useful and
effective on a variety of dimensions including its ability to
help with goal setting, curriculum planning, and tracking
progress, its responsiveness to diversity, its helpfulness in
working with parents, its effectiveness at measuring important
indicators, its accuracy, the amount of time to administer, and
more.
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The major concern raised from se~eral of the studies was
regardin~ the amount of time it takes to administer. Further
inquiry found that respondents who used the instrument for two
years or more tended to view the assessment as taking a
reasonab~e amount of time to administer, while those who used it
less ten~ed to vi~w it as ta~ing too long to administer. It was
also found that there is a close relationship between attitudes
towards the assessment and perceptions of whether it takes a
reasonable amount lof time to administer. An example of a 35
item short version of the assessment was developed that would be
quicker to administer and eliminates the four items of concern,
as well as a number of other items. ~urther research was
recommended to use focus groups to refine the proposed shorter
version and to help develop several other versions. Users also
recomme~ded to use a variety of reseatch strategies to determine
the val~dity, rel~ability and utility: of the new versions and to
replica~e the results for a sample population with greater
ethnic qnd geographic diver~ity.
Outcomes and Contributions
The Oregon Assessment has the potential to fill a great
need fo+ ~ developmentally ~ppropriate, valid, reliable, useful,
equitab~e, contextualized, ~nd observational assessment tool
that me~sures a wide range 9f abilities and behaviors across
many developmentql domains, particularly social and emotional
functioning. It lappears to provide an accurate, consistent, and
stable ~easure of self-concept development. It can positively
influence early c.hildhood education programs towards more
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developmentally appropriate practices when used for its intended
primary purpose as a tool to assist teachers to plan and
implement individualized curriculum. Teachers now have an
effective instrument to use that helps them to focus on the
particular skills and behaviors of children that reflect many of
their own concerns and goals. It can help them facilitate goal
setting for their children, promote individualized curriculum
planning, and assist them in connecting with families. If
provided with a choice of several versions of the assessment
that are reliable and valid, educators would have options for
accomplishing these tasks in ways that more closely suit their
needs and styles. Children also are potential beneficiaries as
they would not be sUbjected to the pressure and stress resulting
from high-stakes, formal assessment procedures, norm-referenced
comparisons to others, nor the inappropriate educational
practices that are often driven by these types of assessments.
If the assessment is used effectively, children would be
provided with curricula strategies that build on their strengths
and are keyed to their individual needs. Greater responsiveness
from teachers could only serve to benefit children.
Furthermore, The Oregon Assessment can assist Head Start and
other programs with their research objectives of effectively
measuring outcomes for children and determining program
effectiveness for their primary goal for children: promoting
social competence.
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Oregon Assossment for 3·5 Year Olds In Developmentally ApproprIate Classrooms
. . Version 1.5 August 1993
"Background - This Instrument was developed by Oregon Head Start edUC8lIon coordinators In November 1989. The proJElCt was conceived, dIrected, anc
edrted by Steffen Saner 01 the Early Childhood Training Center, SChool of Extended Studies, Portland State University, P.O. Box 1491, Portland, OR. 97207
(503) 725-4815. The Early Childhood Training Center holds the copyright and Is the publisher.
Purpose - This assessment was developed so that teachers will focus on behaviors and abilities that are the most Important for healthy growth and
development of young children. Therefore, there Is a strong emphasis on aelf-concept, social skills, play behaviors, at1ltudea and dispositions and less
emphasis on the performance of skills. Items ale written so that teachers can easily set developmentally appropriate goals for chlldren. The Oregon
Assessment provides pertinent and uSelullnformatlon about children (and their progress) to ahare with parents and other professionals. The Oregon
Assessment ls !!.Ql for screening or diagnosing children. It Is a tool for: Datermlnlng how well children function In a developmentally approprlate classroom
currIculum planning, tracking children's progress, providing additlonallnformatlon to professionals when referrlng a child, and COnferenclng with parents.
INSTRUCTIONS
A User Manual Is available and highly recommended. It provides datalled Infonnatlon on the purpose of the tool and on Interpreting and scoring items.
Scoring· Circle the number that best descrlbes the child's behavlor or ability: 1 • Does it rarely or not at all 2· Does It oocaslonally or with much help
3 • Does it about half the time or with some help 4· Does It often or with little help 5· Does It almost always or with no help. Only Cognitive Math Is sco,
differently as Indicated on page 5. The 'comments/examples' area should be used often. Assessment should be done once In the early part of the progr
year (or soon after a child enters the program) and then again towards the end of the program year. A mld·year assessment Is also a good Idea, If possU
To keep the data from the whole year on one form per child, color code your circles and comments accordingly: 1st assessment· Black pen or pencil, 2r
assessment - Red pen or pencil, 3rd assessment· Green pon or pencil. AU Items should be assessed through observing the child during regUlar classroc
routines and activities.
Observation Form· This form Is to be used In conjunction with the assessment to support and extend It. Anecdotes are written on an on·golng basis (at
least monthly for each child) of skills and behaviors observed In the classroom. Write anecdotes on 2" x 3' Post·1t Notes and stick them on the observaUo
lorm under the appropriate area of development (you label the area on the form). This system allows you to write anecdotes only once (no need to reca~
and allows for maximum flexibility. Most children will have more anecdotes In one or several areas of development and few or no anecdotes In other area
because you will focus more. observations on areas of concern. The following Is an example:
Anna is a child who avoids large motor activities because she has difficulty with balance and agility (she scored e '1' on items 34 and
35). The teacher set several goals for her so that she can have some success and positive experlences doing large motor activities.
The teacher then took anecdotes on Post-It Notes while observing her durlng the planned activities designed to meet those goals.
Alter 'Area of Development' on the Observation Form, the teacher wrote 'MotOr" ana stuck the notes below It. One of the notes said:
2/10 • Anna twice crossed horizontal ladder hanging from her hands while I stood next 10 her. Helped by cheerlng from Usa & me.
Gym mat under ladder made her feel more secure. Sea #34, 35.
Table of Conlenlo • Eml.!! l!!!!!l...!!
Play............................................. 1 1·5
Sen·Help 1 6-8
Self·Concept 2 9·20
Social......................................... 3 21·27
language/Communication........ 3 28-33
Moler.......................................... 4 34-38
f.2.9!!~
Dispositions 4 37-44
Cognitive. Problem Solving 6 45-49
Cognitive. Math. 5 50-54
Cognitive. Uteracy 6 5~
Observation Forms. 7,8 ~(JI
~
PLAY
.,
Name:
Program:
Oregon Assessment for 3·5 Year Olds In
Developmentally ApproprIate Classrooms
Blrthdate:
Teachers:
DATE & COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
1
1. Engages In cooperative (dramatic) play
durlnn !reeplav/chlld choIce times.
1 234 5
2. Actively engages In many different kinds of 1 2 3 4 5
play activities· blocks. lloclo-dramatlc play,
manipulatllles.slmple board names. etc.
3. Is a sell-dlreeted, motivated leamer • 1 2 3 4 5
shows Initlatllle In finding matorlals
and chooslnn aetlvitles,
4. Puts materials In proper place 1 2 3 4 5
when IInished.
5. Uses language skills to assist In 1 2 3 4 5
dlreetlnq cooperative {dramatic) plav.
SELF-HELP
6. Takes care of personal grooming needs· 1 2 3 4 5
washes hands, brusheS leetIJ. dresses sell.
7. Wants to help her/hlrnsell and takes prlde 1 2 3 4 5
In dolnq so.
8. Cares for personal safety • uses seat bait, 1 2 3 4 5
Is not reckless on playground, In
classroom, and Qn fulktJrl~.
f·rar.1y or nor at.II 2-oeell.lon.'1y or with much IM,p ~.bout 1/21lm. or with 10m' IMrp ~f1.n or wfIh 11llI. h.lp ~'molt.~or wfIh no h.,p
Cl 1990 EARLY CHILDHOOD TfWNlNG CENTER
Bleck. hi &.....m.nt R.d . 2nd .......m.nt Or••n • 3rd ......m(lnt ......(.Jl
N
5Eu=.cONCE:PT DATE & COMMENTSIEXAMPLES
9. Trusts adults who are reasonably 1 2 3 4 5
conS~lmtand~~nlve.
10. ~pts comfort from others. 1 2 3 4 5
11. Makes eye to eye contact (providing this 1 2 3 4 5
Is a cu~ural norm).
12. Shows appropriate caution 1 2 3 4 5
wnh stranQers
13. Requests help from aduns and peers 1 2 3 4 5
verbally, polnely, and when
actually needed
14. Can take tums w~h others (delays grall- 1 2 3 4 5
flcatlon for a Stl()f'toorlO!:fl..
15. Accepts responsibility for own 1 2 3 4 5
actions.
16. Stands up for self assertively whon en- 1 2 3 4 5
oaolno In a confiletwhh_QthllfS.
17. Moves easily through transitions 1 2 3 4 5
(such as circle tosnack\
18. Has a realistic sense of own abllnles, 1 2 3 4 5
8lrenoths. weaknesses.
19. Can evaluate own actions or behavlors 1 2 3 4 5
wnhoUl be!na '()(~Jl<lr<f_~~
20. Respects adu~ authority and classroom 1 2 3 4 5
rules. but can assert own opinions,
Ideas. and persOl1slftv.
for.rely or nor lit .. ~I/on.Inyor aoIUl mIlCh ""Ip So.bout 1/211_ or MVl aom. ""p ~tr.n or aoIUlllrtJ. ".Ip 5-a1mo1lt.hrIya or w1Ih no h.lp
Black· 1st assessment Red • 2nd assessment Green· 3rd assessment
o 1990 EARLV CHILDHOOD TAAlNINQ CENTER
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SOCIAL
21. Interacts with a variety
of children.
12345
DATE .. COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
3
22. Negotiates effectively 1 2 3 4 5
wlth olllElrl!.
23. DIspjays nexlblilty In roles • can be 1 2 3 4 5
B leader and B follower and does
nolll(1h~rnik:lkt1'iJQa sox role.
24. Verbally expresses feenngs and needs 1 2 3 4 5
durlnQ Irnllrl!~!QOU'tIt!Lot~
25. Forms and maintains 1 2 3 4 5
friendships
26. Displays positive relations with adults, 1 2 3 4 5
Including B balance of dependence!
Interdependence/lnde~nee.
27. Shows acceptance of peopIo who 1 2 3 4 5
ara different from her/hlrns81f
(disabilities. oender. skin CQlor. etc.l
LANGUAGE/COMMUNICAnON
28. Ustens to and contributes to group d13- 1 2 3 4 5
cussions at mealtimes & sharlno times.
29. Tells experiences or &lmpla events In 1 2 3 4 5
11 loolcaLli9Quence.
30. EnJoys reciting fingerplays and 1 2 3 4 5
slnQlnQJ;clllm;,
31. Communicates so S/he Is 1 2 3 4 5
understood by others
32. Responds to communication from others. 1 2 3 4 5
33. Initiates & sustains conversations. 1 2 3 4 5
'·rar.1y or not .t.1I 2-occalJon./ty or l'1lJl much h.,p ~.bout f/2 Um. or I01lh acm. h.tp 4<lR.n or l'1lJl1lnJ. halp 5-.'moaf '''''y. or with no help
Black. lit &U..amant Red· 2nd auaument· Gra.n .·:ltd ......mant
Cl IIXXl EARLY CHILDHOOD TRAINING CEIflER
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MOTOR
34. Actively engages In and enjoys flna
motor aetlvltles (drawing. painting,
puzzles. CtJttIna. uslna manlQVI!!lIy~}.
35. Frllilly runs, Jumps, hops, climbs, rides
wlthout Ireouem lalllna or Imbalance.
36. Willingly challenges own strength
and aailltY mne and/or IarmtffiQtort
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 234 5
DATE &COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
4
DISPosmONS
Engages In and enjoys creative activities & expression such as:
37. Creative problem solving 1 2 3 4 5
3B. Art 1 2 3 4 5
39. Drama 1 234 5
40. Movement 1 234 5
41. Music 1 234 5
42. Displays 1 2 3 4 5
cyrlosltY.
43. Is willing to try 1 2 3 4 5
new activities.
44. Enjoys taking risks while maIntaining 1 2 3 4 5
safl!1V 01 self and others.
1·far.ty Of nol.f .. kecalloM"t 0( tr1Ih mud! h.lp ~bouf 1/2 fItrNI 0( Irflh ....... h.". .....1I.n or tr1Ih UllI. h.1p 5-.hnoaf '/'ny. 01' tr1Ih 110 ""p
Black .. 11t ' .....mlnt Red .. 2nd ......meM
o '090 EARLY CHILOHOOO T'fWNING CENTER
Or••n . :lrd aI....man'
I-'
(J1
(J1
COGNITIVE· PROBLEM SOLVING
45. Asks questions: 'How, why, whera, whan, 1 2 3 4 5
who?' 01 aduns and chlldran.
46. Approaches tasks whh confidanca • 1 2 3 4 5
doesn't say 'I can'",
47. Parseveres through a dllficult task 1 2 3 4 5
desphe setbacks such as dllllcult
puzzles_9f laoo constructions,
48. Chooses activities durtng free play and 1 2 3 4 5
can slick whh "for 10 mInutes or more,
49. Displays resourcefulness when faced whh 1 2 3 4 5
problems or obstacles· can generata
several solutions/ahematlvas when
askad questions such as 'What alse
can you do ".?'.
DATE & COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
5
__ 1·"rely 01 no,-", .~:N>ccaeJo~1y 01 wflh much h.,p So.bout 1/2 Um. 01 wflh acme h.,p_....,II.n "'-wf!Illlttl,,-~.'p ~.'monelW.y.01 with no ".Ip
COGNITIVe· MATH*
When playing with objects In the environment such as blocks, pegs, dishes, etc.:
50. Malches (I.e.: red cars Into rad container) 1 2 3 4 5
51. Sorts (i.e.; red cars f,om 1 2 3 4 5
blue cars)
52. Sertmes ~.a.; lines up cara 1 2 3 4 5
smallest to laraest)
53. Patterns (I.a.; red car, blue car, 1 2 3 4 5
red car, blue carl
54. Quantifies (I.e.; counts 1 2 3 4 5
cars)
'Fol Cl>lInlllv. M.!h I.'e •• tollowe: 1·nol at.1I 2-very low .klll 1."'/lcompluJry 3-,nod.,.le dIll 1• .,./loompl.rJry 4hlllh .kllI I• .,./lcomplully
$overy hlllh .kIll len/loompl.rJry
Th. d..ctIpllon. In pal.nih.... • bore en /un .umpleL ,." accurale ecorinll eee Ihe U..r "'.nu.1
o 1990 EARLY CHILDHOOO TlWNINO CEmER
Black· "t ...Ulm.nt Red • 2nd ......merit O,••n . :lId ....um.nt J-->
(Jl
(J)
COGNITIVE· UTERACY DATE & COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
55. Ustens 10 entire slory 1 2 3 4 5
durino stol\ltlme.
56. Asks 10 be 1 2 3 4 5
read 10,
57. Shows Interest In print medium· 1 2 3 4 5
enjoys lookIng at books, aske
wh~ slons Say. etc.
58. Recognizes and names letters In 1 2 3 4 5
environment, In print or when
children's names are dictated.
59. Reads own name on drawings, charts, 1 2 3 4 5
etc. and reads simple signs
In the environment.
60. Writes, draws, and/or makes things repre- 1 2 3 4 5
sentationany,le.; writes name on art-
work, Imnales writing dUring dramatic
play, draws pictures Ihat are recog·
nllabtanblGt1s or oevota.--
1-T.rtly 01 110' d ., kccIlIon./Iy or a1lh much h.tp ~.boul1/2'lm.or a1lh eom. h.tp of..on.n or a1lh Iml. h.tp S..lmoll.hny. or wIIh no htlp
Other comment. or·ob.ervallona:
6
Black. tat .'....ment R.<I • 2nd .""IIMnt Oroon . 3rd u ....m.nt
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Name:
Area of development:
Area of development:
Area of development:
Date all entries
AI'" 01 development Play, So~-Harp, Self-Concept. Social, LanguagoICommunialoo. Motor. Di,po.i1;ons. Cogni1ive-P,oblom Solving.
..... w_:..·. _• • , •• l- ..... • •
APPENDIX B
INDIVIDUALIZED PLANNING FORMS
Name'
OREGON ASSESSMENT FOR 3-5 YEAR OLDS IN DEVElOPMENTAlLY APPROPRIATE ClASSROOMS 16 0
INDMDUAL CHILD PLANNING FORM
INTERESTS & STRENGTHS·
Self.flelp
LEARNING STYLE:
123 4
Active
Quiet
Dependent
Passive
Loud
Indepondent
Slcwt
Audltocy
Visual
Tactile
123 4
QuIck
Not Auditory
Not Visual
Not Tactile
------------r------.........------..------------
Classroom Slrategies Home Strategies
OREGON ASSESSMENT FOR 3-5 YEAR OLDS IN DEVELOPMENTAtl.Y APPROPRlATE CLASSROOMS
CLASS PICTURE FORM
Instructions: Use this form to transfer Information from each Indlvldual"Chlld PlannIng Form. Under each area of development list the children who have £
in that area and a brief description of the goals and/or strategies. You can then use the Information on this form to Individualize your dally/weekly lesson plaOi
Play Sen·Help Self-Concept Social Language!
CommunIcation
'. -
,
I
Motor Dispositions Cognltlve-f'roblem Cognltlvtl- Cognitive-
Solving Math LIteracy
I
I
I
I
I,
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Week 01 _
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Introduction 167
Background of The Oregon Assessment
'The assessment in its current form was conceived by Steffen Saifer and developed
with a tl~am of Oregon Head Start Education Coordinators under his direction. It was field
tested Cit three Head Start programs for one year and revised to include feedback from
teacher.s regarding its utility, scoring, and wording of items. It is currently in its third version
having lDeen revised twic:;e more in response to feedback from teachers. The impetus for its
development came from a need expressed by Head Start staff for a tool for teachers to assess
child progress with an emphasis on social/emotional development rather than on cognitive
development. This emphasis reflects the primary goals these educators have for their children
and their actual teaching practices - the development of social competence and a healthy self-
concept Developing children's social competence is also the primary goal of the federal Head
Start program (Raven & Zigler, 1991; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1984).
The emphasis of the instrument is on social development, self-concept, play skills, and
dispositions, balanced by cognitive skills (particularly process skills such as problem solving).
The co~}nitive skills are oriented toward dispositions and a developmentally appropriate
context (observed during play and typical classroom and home routines). All items are scored
by obsElrvation in natural classroom settings, rather than in the more typical pUll-out, . .
deconWxtualized mode. This method of authentic assessment reflects national early childhood
education guidelines for appropriate assessment of young children (NAEYC, 1988; NAEYC,
1991).
The Oregon Assessment consists of 60 items in ten areas of development. It contains
some unique features not found on most assessment tools. Among these features is an
emphasis on social and intrapersonal development with less emphasis on cognitive
development, an assessment of play skills, ample space to encourage descriptive comments,
and a five point rating scale for each item keyed to the frequency of the observed behavior as
well as the level of assistance required.
Some of these unique features stem from a theoretical construct based on the work of
Lev VY~lotsky (1981) who postulated that all higher mental functions develop from early social
interactions. According to Vygotsky, development cannot be abstracted from a social,
historic;al, and cultural context. This context is reflected most clearly in the social interactions
between the child and others. Many traditional assessments do not adequately examine the
social flUnctioning in children and thus fail to provide important information for educators and
parents; that can be used to optimize children's growth and development. The Orego'n
Assessment contains seven specifically social items and four of the six language items are
related to interactive communication. In addition there two play items related to social
interaction and at least 13 other items in various domains that have a clear social component.
The social interaction between teacher and child, an important element in children's
educational development, is assessed by a number of items on the instrument.
Vygotsky's major contribution to educational practices is his concept of the "zone of
proximal development" (1978). This zone is the difference between the performance of a child
left to him/herself and the performance of that same child when given assistance by an adult
or mom competent peer. Effective teachers focus interventions and curriculum in the zone of
proximal development. The Oregon Assessment assists teachers in doing this by asking them
to consider the level of assistance needed when rating children on each item.
Additional factors considered in the selection of test items were the principles of
developmentally appropriate practices in early childhood education (Bredekamp, 1987; Katz,
1990) and Howard Gardner's construct of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1983). Gardner
postulated that while traditional education focuses primarily on only two types of intelligence,
linguistic and logic-mathematical, equal weight Sl10uld be given to five other types of
intelligE!I1ce - musical, spatial, bodily, intrapersonal. and interpersonal. The instrument contains
items in all these areas.
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The Oregon Assessment includes a set of forms that assist teachers in
setting goals for children based on their strengths and in planning an individualized
curriculum. These forms are integral to the assessment in that they help teachers develop
responsive and flexible curriculum practices based on the needs of the particular children they
serve - a process necessary for quality education of young children (Bredekamp, 1987; Katz,
1990, Saifer, 1990; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1984).
Significance for the Early Childhood Education Profession
A very important purpose of the tool is to promote socially oriented, developmentally
appropriate -:->~micula practices. An axiom in education is that "assessment drives curriculum"
(Shepard, 1991). Teaching to tr.e test is a well documented and pervasive concern" in
education, resulting in inappropriate curricula practices damaging to children (Hill, 1987;
NAEVC 1988; Shepard, 1991; Shepard & Smith, 1986). An assessment that has been
developed from an examination of best practices and from educational goals as defined by
educators, such as The Oregon Assessment, rather than from a list of decontextualized,
cognitively oriented skills, can only have a positive impact on curricula Teachers teach to the
test for good re~son; they desire positive outcomes for their children and want measurements
to show that they are effective educators. It is unlikely that teachers, on a large scale, can be
convinced not to teach to the tes~ as long as test scores are used to measure teach3r and
program effectiveness. A more realistic approach is to change the nature of the tests in use so
that "eaching to the test" will mean utilizing appropriate practices and will promote the goals
for children of developing their social abilities, intrapersonal competence, positive dispositions,
and cognitive processing skills.
The inevitable link between assessment and curricula can be desirable when it leads
to positive outcomes (Bagnato & Neisworth, 1981; Bricker & Littman, 1982). The Oregon
Assessment is designed to intentionally make this link for teachers through the wording of
items, the nature of the items selected, and the individualized planning forms that help
teachers use assessment information to write goals and then plan activities.
The Importance of Assessing and Fostering Social Competence.
Utilizing The Oregon Assessment, with its emphasis on social competence, can help teachers
and parents more effectively analyze interpersonal abilities and view them as critical to the
healthy growth and development of their children. This, in turn, can lead to a greater emphasis
on this domain in the curriculum. Fostering social competence is important for developmental,
psychological, and educational reasons. Children with inadequate peer relations are at risk for
mental health, social, and emotional problems later in life (Cowen, Pederson, Babigian, Izzo, &
Trost, 1973; Kohlberg, LaCrosse, & Ricks, 1972). There is some research evidence that when
teachers focus on social competence :hey view students more favorably (improving student·
teacher relationships), alter instructional strategies, and increase expectations, leading to
improved student performance (Carrasco, 1979). Improvements in social skills are clearly
linked to gains in 1.0. (Saltz, Dixon, & Johnson, 1977). problem solving abilities (Simon &
Smith, 1983), language development (Smith & Syddall, 1978), and fewer acting out behaviors
(Glanville & Sundberg, 1987). Kindergarten children who engage in a great deal of socio-
dramatic play (the most social form of play) have higher levels of reading skills, word-writing
fluency, and a variety~of language skills than children who engage in little socio-dramatic play
(a better predictor than sex or socioeconomic class) (Pellegrini, 1980). The value of these
findings are starting to be recognized by educators. Emphasis on the social nature of learning
is one of five key components of quality primary education as identified by educators in the
provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (Gammage, 1991). The Southern
Association on Children Under Six identified "learning how to live comfortably with others" as
one of eight needs of children that must be addressed for qU<llity child care (SACUS, 1990).
However, social competence continues to be undervalued in assessment processes which
3
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gives an implicit but strong message to teachers and parents that it is ultimately not very
important.
The Oregon Assessment, with 27 items out of a total of 60 items clearly assessing
interpersonal abilities, is an apt tool for measuring social competence. The remaining 33 items
include a number with social elements such as, ·Ustens to entire story during storytime·
(implies child is not disruptive of others) in the Cognitive-Uteracy domain, and ·Displays
resourcefulness when faced with problems or obstacles· can generate several
solutions/alternatives whem asked questions such as 'What else can you do.• '. (which can be
measured when problems or obstacles involve conflicts with other children) in the Cognitive-
Problem Solving domain.
An Appropriate and Effective Assessment Tool.
The assessment of young children has come under a great deal of criticism in recent years
because of the potential and real negative impact that inappropriate assessment tools and
misgUided assessment practices can have on children (California State Department of
Education, 1988; Kamii, 1990; Meade-Roberts, 1988; Meisels, 1987; NAEVC, 1988; NASSE,
1991; NASP, 1991; SACUS, 1990; Wexler-Sherman, Gardner & Feldman, 1988). This negative
impact includes children being prematurely labeled or mislabeled, misdiagnosed, retained at
grade level inappropriately, misplaced in treatment programs, and/or subjected to
inappropriate curriculum practices. Numerous educators and educational leadership
organizations have called for the end to current assessment practices and have recommended
guidelines for more effective and appropriate practices (California State Department of
Education, 1988; Gammage, 1991; Kamii, 1990; Meade-Roberts, 1988; Meisels, 1987; NAEYC,
1988; NASSE, 1991; NASP, 1991; SACUS, 1990; Walton & Nuttall, 1992; Wexler-Sherman,
Gardner, & Feldman, 1988). Common guidelines that emerge from the reports and research
include: (a) the use of contextualized, observational assessment tools; (b) the assessment of a
wide spectrum of abilities, skills, and behaviors across all developmental domains; (c) the use
of multiple sources of information of which formal assessment is one part; (d) input from
parents; (e) limiting the use of assessment results specifically to the purposes for which they
are designed; (f) the use of assessment results for individualized curriculum planning; and (g)
assessment in the child's native language.
The Oregon Assessment is a tool that reflects these recommendations as a
contextualized, observational tool that measures a broad array of abilities and behaviors
across domains. It has been translated into Spanish. It is designed to assist teachers'"in
developing individualized curriculum plans. Parent input is encouraged. Once reliability, validity
and utility data are obtained it has the potential to be used for program evaluation and other
research purposes. It is not designed for the purpose of making placement decisions.
An Equitable Assessment Tool.
Testing practices for young children have also come under a great deal of criticism for culture,
race, gender, and cfass bias (California State Department of Education, 1988; Cummins, 1989;
Ginsburg, 1972; NAEYC, 1988; NASBE, 1991; Sosa, 1990). Bias can exist in the test items
themselves, in the scoring mechanism, in the procedures used to test children, or in all three.
For example, many standardized tests fail to consider the level of language ability a child may
have in her or his native language or dialect, or functional ability in a language that combines
elements of both standard English and the child's native language/dialect. Additionally many
children of color and those from low-income families. often have fewer experiences that
prepare them for skills needed in test-taking. Gender differences in communication styles,
moral constructs, perceptions, and cognition have been well documented, even in very young
children. (Brooks-Gunn & Matthews, 1979; Eder & Hallinan, 1978; Esposito, 1979; Gilligan,
1982; Gleason & Greif, 1983; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Lever, 1978; Maltz & Borker. 1982;
Sachs, 1987; Sheldon, 1990; Tannen, 1990; Thorne, 1986) and these differences may lead to
4
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differing interpretations of test questions and/or differing responses to test situations that will
impact test scores (Bowman, 1978; Ramsey, 1987). Norms that do not reflect the population of
children being tested often lead to scores that underestimate their true capabilities (California
State Department of Education, 1988; Loyola, M~Bride, & Loyola, 1991; Meisels, 1987).
Most studies of testing bias examine formal, standardized 1.0. or achievement tests
that are administered directly (De Leon, 1990; Ginsburg, 1972; Loyola, McBride, & Loyola,
1991) not assessments that are done through naturalistic observation. For example, direct
assessment can lead to 'a variety of problems when used with Hispanic children (Loyola,
McBride, & Loyola, 1991). The child may lack the ability to fully understand directions or the
items themselves and the child may lack verbal fluency if administered in the child's second
language. Even when Spanish langudge translations are !.Ised, certain words may have
different meanings in different dialects.
One particular attribute, relationality, seems to apply to children from many cultures
outside of the dominant U.S. culture (Hale, 1983; Saracho & Hancock 1983; Tafoya, 1983) as
well as to females (Gilligan, 1982; Tannen, 1990). For these children, relationality (also called
field-dependence, cooperation, or affiliation, depending on the researcher and the field of
study) is indicative of their approach to situatiQns, tasks, and concepts, as opposed to the
more mainstream independent and analytic approach. An Anglo adult test-giver is Iik~1y to
assume that all children have an independent cognitive style. When this test-giver interacts
with a child from a co-culture whose cognitive style is more relational, the child may view the
test-giver as uncaring and rejecting. This increases anxiety, already high due to the presence
of a stranger or strange situation, and may lead to noncompliant behaviors or inaccurate
responses. Furthermore, if the child is from a co-culture that teaches children to obey and
respect adults, as many do (Kitano, 1983; Saracho & Hancock, 1983), she or he can
experience great conflict over how to please the adult test-giver while not fUlly understanding
the task to be completed or the question to be answered. Anxiety, lack of understanding,
assumptions, conflicting messages, misinterpretation of cultural-based behaviors. and other
factors discussed above will lead to lower test scores in almost all cases and therefore to
biased results.
When the purpose of a test is to determine placement in a program, promotion to the
next grade level, or a similar 'high stakes' outcome (Meisels, 1987), it is imperative that tests·
not reflect culture, race, gender, ~r class biases as misplacement can lead to severely
damaging consequences that may last a life-time. (Meisels, 1987; Shepard, 1991; Shepard &
Smith, 1986). Because of the difficulty of removing bias from tests and the overrepresentation
of minority groups in special education programs (Oakes, 1985) many educators are calling
for the end of standardized testing for children below fourth grade (Kamii, 1990; NAEVC, 1988;
Sosa, 1990).
The Oregon Assessment avoids many of the aforementioned problems that can
negatively impact equitable testing of children. Because it is an assessment of children as they
are observed naturalistically, problems caused by direct, formal assessment procedures are
not an issue. The teacher administers the assessment and even she/he does not ask direct
questions or seek narrowly defined "correct" responses. Stranger anxiety and
miscommunication due to intercultural factors are minimized. Many educators are calling for
more use of this type of assessment and eliminating or reducing formal assessments as'
observational assessments often give more accurate, useful information (Flores & Riley, 1982;
Kamii. 1990; NASBE, 1991; SACUS. 1990). Parent information and observations of children in
their own environments, observed during home visits, is included in the assessment data.
The purpose of the Oregon Ass€8sment is for curriculum planning. Its use for "high
stakes" decisions would be a misuse of the instrument. When used for research purposes,
data collection would entail confidential sampling, assuring that it will not be used to judge
individual children for placement purposes. Because it is a criterion·referenced instrument,
norm·referenced comparisons are not possible.
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A number of items on the Oregon Assessment value the attribute of relationality and
are not typically found on assessment instruments. These include 9 ("Trusts adults who are
reasonably consistent and supportive"), 10 ("Accepts comfort from others"), 11 ("Makes eye to
eye contact [providing this is the cultural norm']), 12 ("IS not overly friendly with strangers -
shows caution"), 22 ('Negotiates effectively with others"), and 26 ("Displays positive relations
with adults. including a balance of dependence/interdependence/independence"). The
emphasis on the social ~omain throughout the assessment reflects respect for children from
relational co-cultures and this can lead to positive outcomes. In an ethnographic study,
Carrasco (1979) documented that when an Anglo teacher focused on the social competence
of an Hispanic kindergarten child (who the teacher initially viewed as low achieving) she
began to see the child more favorably (improving their relationship). altered her instructional
strategies, and increased her expectations, leading to improved student performance. In
addition, Item 27 ("Does not show bias towards people who are different from her/himself")
helps teachers focus on developing a classroom where differences are appreciated.
Language ability, language differences, and bilingualism have little negative liI',paet on
scores for children from co-cultures, because most of the language items deal with
communicative competence rather than fluency or understanding. Competence can be
expressed in any language or dialect (including non-verbal languages 'such as American Sign
Language) as observations are focused on the production of desired outcomes through
language. Only when the child being assessed is unsuccessful at communicating with peer or
adult who speaks a different language/dialect than the child or who cannot understand the
child's attempts at speaking the language of the peer or adult is there a possibility that scores
would be affected. Item 31 (see Appendix A), "Communicates so s/he is understood by others"
is the most problematic in this regard. To prevent this problem, all language items should be
scored while observing the child conversing with a receiver who is fluent In the same
language or dIalect the child is using.
Numerous professionals in the area of intercultural education stress the important role
teachers have in helping children achieve biculturalism - the ability to live successfully in their
own culture and the mainstream culture reflected in schools (Albert & Triandis, 1991; De Leon,
1990; Saracho & Hancock, 1983). Rigg and Allen (1989) recommend using accepted
constructs of development when working with children from non-dominant co-cultures as all
children move through same developmental stages and they are children first and foremost
with similar needs as other children. Gonzalez-Mena (1992) states that "it is never all ~ight to
go along with sexism, oppression, or abuse, even if you are told that it is cultural" (p 8). For
these reasons items that may conflict with certain values of some co-cultures should not be
eliminated but teachers should be made aware of the possible cultural basis for the observed
behaviors and show sensitivity when sharing this evaluation with parents. For example, item 23
"Displays f1exibiiity in roles, car. be a leader and a follower and does not adhere rigidly to a
sex role", may clash with values in some families from certain Hispanic cultures. A lower score
for a child from such a family may be an accurate assessment, but the comment area should
include information about cultural/familial expectations for that child. Goals and strategies
developed from the assessment for helping a child move beyond rigid roles also need to
consider the cultural/familial expectations, Some ways to do this include assuring the child
that it is OK to act differently at home than 'at school, both ways are good in each place; and
discussing with parents that sex-role flexibility is an essential survival skill in U.S, classrooms
and culture while recognizing that the opposite may be true in Hispanic culture - the goal is to
support the child's effectiveness and comfort in both cultures. Specific guidelines for culturally
sensitive assessment for this item. as well as other items that are ·culturally loaded', are
included in the scoring section of this user manual. Information related to assessing children in
a way that values their cultures are written in italics in the scoring section.
The Spanish version of the assessment, when used by Spanish speaking teachers
and/or Spanish speaking parents, helps create mutual respect and affiliation, factors that are
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critical to positive and effective parent/community/school relations. For fammes who speak
Spanish with dialects other than Mexican-American, modifications may be needed. It is
strongly recommended not to assess Hispanic children and children from other co-cultures
until they feel comfortable in the classroom and with the teacher.
The Oregon Assessment holds great promise as a useful and effective tool to
equitably assess all children. Because it is designed to be used for the specific purpose of
curriculum planning thro!Jgh naturalistic observation, it is less likely to produce biased results
or harmful outcomes to children than traditional, formal assessments. The Spanish language
version can assist in creating positive affiliation with Hispanic families who highly value their
language.
Significance for Head Start
As described previously, The Oregon Assessment is an instrument developed in part
by Head Start staff directly from a need to measure aspects of development and child
functioning reflected in classroom practices and the goals that teachers have for children
(primarily social and emotional) and reflective of best practices in early childhood education
(Bredekamp, 1987). This need is further documented by Raven and Zigler (1991) who
describe the historic and current failure of the Head Start administration to measure the stated
central goal of Head Start, social competence. The authors call for the development of an
instrument that can provide such measures. Numerous researchers and program developers
have concurred that the goal of Head Start for children should continue to be the .
development of social competence and that Head Start research has historically failed to
adequately measure this goal (Cole & Washington, 1986; Gordon, 1979; McKey, 1985; Raizen
& Bobrow, 1974; Schweinhart & Weikart, 1986). This assessment responds to these concerns
raised from within and outside of the Head Start community.
The enthusiastic response from numerous Head Start programs for the instrument
further attests to its ability to measure what Head Start staff believe is most important. The
refinement of the tool and documentation of its utility, reliability and validity, will greatly
increase its usefulness, particularly for research purposes in determining the efficacy of Head
Start.
Although the importance of helping children develop social competence was
discussed previously, this is particularly important for children from low income families, the
typical population served in Head Start. Young children from families of low socioeconomic
status may be at greater risk for failure due to poor social skills, as numerous studies"have
revealed. When these children are compared with other children, they engage in less dramatic
play (Fein & Stork, 1981; Griffing, 1980; Rosen, 1974; Smilansky, 1968; White, 1978), more
parallel and solitary play (Murphy & Wilkinson, 1980; Rubin, Maioni, & Hornung, 1976), and
more passive (non-interactive) time with adults (Murphy & Wiikinson, 1980).
If Head Start is to fully realize the goals of developing social competence in young
children and providing evidence of its effectiveness at doing so, a reliable and valid
assessment tool that focuses on the social/emotional domain will be required. The Oregon
Assessment has the potential to do this.
Conclusion
The developers of The Oregon Assessment hope that it will have positive impact early
childhood programs, including Head Start. and future research. It can provide a measure for
child functioning specific to the theoretical construct of interactionism and the guidelines for
developmentally appropriate practices. It can assess children's progress in the areas of
development reflective of teachers' actual practices and goals and of the goals for children
recommended by national early childhood education leadership associations and agencies.
Use of the Oregon Assessment has the potential to guide programs towards effective
educational practices by positively influencing curriculum practices. The instrument contains
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implicit but strong messages regarding developmentally appropriate teaching practices by the I
very nature of what it measures and how it asks teachers to gather data. It nas the potentjal to
be a useful, reliable, valid, equitable, contextualized, observational assessment tool that
measures; a wide range of abilities and behaviors across all developmental pomains,
particularly social functioning.
• OBTAINING ASSESSMENT DATA
Information about children to include on The Oregon Assessment cpmesi from can~ful
observation of children in the classroom, at home, and from information from parents. All
observations ar~ made during typical routines (i.e., eating, toileting), play si~uatiqns, small
group games, etc., not by directly quizzing children or asking them to perform altask in
isolation. 'This will assure that information is authentic and assessment con~mions are not
stressful. Training on usin~ The Oregon Assessment is highly recommende.d anm can be I
obtained from the Early Cilildhood Training Center, Portland State University - (503) 725-4815.
All items should include descriptive information in the comments/examples :area and/or 011 the I
Observation Forms in the back. For efficiency, all aduUs who work in the cl~sroc::lm shoul~:1
collect information that can later be transferred to the assessment.
The Observation Forms in back of the assessment are designed to help ,users collect I
data OnEI way to do this is to jot comments on Post-It notes (the form is dE;!signM so tha\ the},
will fit on it) when a useful observation is made. Put the child's name, the dpte, what you ~aw. I
and the item # it relates to (if you remember it) or the area of development (motor, cognitive- I
literacy, e,tc.) on the note. When time allows put the item number on the no.te and put it illto
one of thl:! rows on the Observation Form organized by area of development and ordered by I
item number. Copy the blank form when more sheets are needed. Start a l1ew set of
Observation Forms for each new assessment period (i.e., winter, spring). With this system, the
comments/examples section can be filled in before conferences from the nptes CDr left blank as
comments will be written on the notes stuck on the Observation Forms in oack and will b~ I
easy to access. By leaving the comments/examples section blank informatipn does not h~ve
to be written twice. Each teacher should develop their own procedure for cpllecting I
information that will work best for her or him. For efficiency, whenever possible collect datp on,
several children at the same time in several domains. For example, while 4 children are I
involved in dramatic play, information 9an be obtained about each of those children to I
potentially score and describe some of the items in language, play, social, self-qoncept, I
cognitive problem solving, and in some cases cognitive math (child counts the number of I
baby dolls to feed) or other domains.
Observations should also be made during home visits although dat.a can only be
collected on cne child at a time. Sometimes insights to behaviors (such as the c:ultural bClSis
of behaviors or parents' expectations) - crucial to helping a child in the c:a~sroom - can only
be obtained at home. Include these insights when scoring items and in the comments/ I
example spaces, particularly when the behaviors are different at home thal1 in the classro.om. I
For example, eye contact (item #11) may be encouraged with close friend~ and: family I
members; 3t home but discouraged in formal situations, with strangers and with !authority I
figures, such as teachers. It is then reasonable to expect the child to avoid eye contact ill the I
classroom, partiCUlarly at first, but that eye contact will occur more often when tile child f~els I
comfortal::>le in the classroom and the teacher evolves from an authority fig\Jre to a trustinIJ
friend. Goals and strategies for increasing eye contact would then focus or, the leacher's
behaviors to engender trust. Ask parents for information about items that are difficult to
observe and ask for specific examples to include in the comrnents/examplE!s space. Hom~
visits provide good opportunities to do this.
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This part pf the manual provides the user of the Oregon Assessment with further
explanations of tt18 items and examples of what would constitute a score of 5 and a score of 2
- except for the first item which includes examples for all scores. From this you should have no
trouble determining what would constitute a score of 1, 3, or 4 for the other items. Refer to the
criteria at the bot\om of each page of the assessment in order to help you determine the
appropriate scor~. T/:le criteria (except for Cognitive-Math) are 1=rarely or not at all;
2=occasionally or with much help; 3=about 1/2 the time or with some help; 4=often or with
little help; and 5=;alrmost always or with no help. To help you determine scores related to help
from the teacher pr other adult, the first item gives examples of all possible scores based on .
level of assistanct;l needed. Assistance or help refers to any physical help, verbal guidance,
reminders, encouragement, or support that an adult gives for the child to engage in the
activity. Physical llelp (i.e., phsyically guiding the child's hand to show where blocks go on the
shell) indicates a greater degree of assistance, and therefore a lower score, man verbal help
(i.e., ·remember tp put the long, rectangle blocks on the top shelf next to the blocks that
match it·), which In tum indicates a greater degree of assistance than a reminder ("put the
. blocks back on the shelf"). Also note that daily reminders or reminders that need to given
often indicate a grea~er degree of assistance, and therefore a lower score, than occasional
reminders. I
Do not ml'lke considerations for a child's age when scoring. Just focus on the
observed behaviqrs. IThere will be differences in the scores between most 3 year aids and
most 5 year aids. Typical scores for many three aIds will be 2's and 3's, while typical 5 year
olds will have many more 4's and 5's. Some older versions of The Oregon Assessment have
items that direct yoUI to consider the age or developmental level of the child when scoring.
Please ignore the;se directions.
InformatiQn in the scoring section on ways to assess children that values their cultures
are written in itali~. I
The examples used for what would constitute a score of 2 for each item are written in
a form that demo.nstrates what a useful comment (to be written in the comments/examples
space and/or on Observation Form) should look like.
Following thEt explanations and examples for scoring each item is an example of a
completed page from the assessment and an example of an Individual Child Planning Form
based on that page 'from the assessment.
THE VITAL HOLE OF THE PARENT,S) IN COLLECTING DATA AND SCORING
To provide full and complete information on the child being assessed, it is necessary
to obtain i11formation from part-nt(s} en the items. A good strategy, that lTIany teachers use, is
to discuss the assessment and the goal setting process (see form on page 26b) in their early
interactions with parents (before or shortly after the child enters the program) as a semi-
structured way tq obtain information about the child from the parent's observations and
perspective. CleprlYI you would not necessarily expect parents to have complete answers for
all items nor any information for some items. Information from parents that is later supported
or enhanced by 1~lassroom observations provides a well-rounded set of evidence for skills or
behaviors. Information from parents that appears to be contradictory to subsequent
classroom observations also provides important information. For exar.1ple, a parent might
report that their qhild is assertive at home (item 16) - and you may ",',len observe this yourself
on a home visit - bUll in the classroom you observe that the child is fairly passive. You would
score such an item by the average between the score you would give for the "at home"
behavior and the score you would give for the "in class" behavior. You would also make
written notation ~)f the two different betlaviors. This provides very important information for
setting goals anel pli:lnning strategies to help the child be more assertive in the classroom.
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You would want to carefully consider the factors that contribute to the child being as.sertive in
the home and determine if they can be used or developed in the classroom. Perhal=/s the
child is the oldest one at home, but the youngest in the classroom. This tells you thl3 child
has the skills needed, but just needs some assistance in knowing that S/he can stand up for
her/himself with older children. You also would want to consider the factors that may be
negatively impacting the child in the classroom leading to the more passive behavior'.
Perhaps the child feels insecure or overwhelmed. You would then set goals that include
paying more positive attention to the child and structuring the environment and the ~chedule
more definitively. The forms on pages 26a and 26b (examples section) show how Piilrent input
is used for goal setting.and for developing strategies to remediate concerns by buil~ing on
strengths and interests. Parents are the best source of information for identifying th~se
strengths and interests.
Discussing the assessment with parents early in your relationship also proviqes an
excellent opportunity to relate and clarify the values, philosophy and beliefs that you have
about child development and educational practices. Assessments are powerful
communicators of these beliefs because there is a strong message that "What countl;l, gets
'counted". In other words, if we (educators) believe it is important we will assess it ~nd if we
assess it we must believe it is important. Everyone who has had any formal schoolirlg has
internalized strong messages about the (usually undue) importance we place on as!:!essment
and assessment tools. But the Oregon Assessment communicates something a Iittl~ different
from most assessment tools about what is important. For example, the items in the \Cognitive
literacy domain reflect more of a whole language, meaning-based approach to litera~:y rather
than a purely skill-based approach. There is no item on this assessment that asks if children
can name certain letters or sounds. The assessment as a whole reflects goals for cllildren
that emphasize social competence, self-concept development, and the development of
positive dispositions (but not to exclusion of logico-mathematic cognition or certain ~)asic
skills). Through this assessment we communicate to parents that these are the thin~s that
·counr.
From this framework, that reflects the principles of developmentally appropri~te
practice, parents should express to you what are the most important items or domains to them
for their child's development. You can then make these some of the first goals to w~)~k on.
When you share and discuss some possible strategies for reaching those goals, yOll are
communicating your particular curricular approach, which is vital information for parEints.
EXPLANATiONS AND EXAMPLES OF EACH OF THE 60 ITEMS:
PLAY
1. Engages In cooperative (dramatic) play during free play/child choice times.
Observe if a child engages in socio-dramatic play with at least one other child wherE! s/he
takes on a role (i.e., Mommy, bus driver, waiter) in a play scenario that is organized (i.e.; going
shopping, eating at a restaurant, riding the bus to town). Cooperative play in this ite\ll refers
only to this type of dramatic play situation. A child who engages in this type of play pn a daily
basis and does so without assistance would be given a 5.
Example of a 1 - Lyssa does not engage in this type of play, even wilh teacher's verpal
encouragement nor when teacher stays in dramatic play area. Prefers solitary or parallel
play involving little language or interaction (puzzles, construction toys, playdough).
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Example of a 2 - Teacher usually stays with ISammy in dramatic play area and helps him tint:' a
role to play, suggests props to lIse, and helps him find wOlrds to use. I
- or-
Yolanda engages primarily in p~rallel play; t,llatches others and only occasionally engages in
cooperative play.
Example of a 3 - Dele typically qoes cooper?tive play two or three times la week. Will do it
more often if teacher helps him tind a role to enter the pia}'. !
- or-
Kyla will engage in this type of ~)Iay only when the teacher is present or nearby.
Example of a 4 - Ryan does thiSi almost evetyday for short periods, prefers playing in blocks
with cars & trucks and with mallipulatives. I
- or-
Tasha will do this daily with an ~)Ccasional sl-lggestion from teacher that she 'see what the
children are doing in the drama~ic play arear.
2. Actively engages In many dIfferent kinds of play activities - blocks_ socia-dramatic play,
manlpulatlves, simple board gllmes, etc.
A child who engages in at least 5 different kinds of play sllch as describied above (other kinds
include sand or water play, painting, and drawing) over tht~ course of four days and without
reqUiring assistance to do so wpuld be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Simon tends t9 choose either dramatic pllay area or art, area.
3. Is a self-directed, motivated learner - shows Initiative In finding and choosing activities.
Examples of this include asking for materials to pursue a project or acti'(ity, easily ent~ring.
play with other children or eng~ging other Ghildren in her play, and occupying herself
productively with little or no dirE!ction from an adult. A child who usually Idoes these would be
given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Carla needs a great deal of encouragement to participate in activities during
free choice; this is not always slJccessful. I
4. Puts materials in proper pl9ce when fil1lished.
A child who consistently puts L~gos back iril the container and the container back to it's
appropriate place on the shelf yvhen done ~Jsing them and no one else :wants to use them
would be given a 5. SometimeSi the 'propen place' for a toy is to leave it on the table if other
children are waiting to use it or to give it directly to anothE!r child who is! waiting to use it.
Other examples include putting a trike baCk where it belongs or giving i~ to another child when
done riding, hanging up dress'/Jp clothes when he is done wearing thepl. and willingly
assisting in group Clean-up eHqrts at the end of free choice time. I
Example of a 2 - Aaron usually needs to be reminded to put away item¥ and often told where
they belong before moving to ~ new area. :
11
5. Uses language sklll$ to assist I;n directing cooperative (dramatic) play.
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This item is evaluated quring dramatic play situations as described in item #1. Here you are
looking for a child's ability to change or enrich the socio-dramatic play activity by COnlributing
ideas. For example, while children are playing roles in a "hospital" dramatic play area, a child
says "I broke my leg, I rleed a doctor to fix it" without prompting from an adult or mor~ capalble
peer. A child who does this regularly during various dramatic play situations would bE;! givenl a
5. •
Example of a 2 - Jaqui pften plays with others in dramatic play, but is quiet and only
occasionally contribute~ ideas. I
SELF-HELP
6. Takes care of personal grooming needs - washes hands, brushes teeth, dress~s self~
A child who does this a.lmost all the time, does it thoroughly (Le., washes fronts and ~)acks dlf
hands with plenty of sopp and water until clean) with no help or reminders, and care~ about
the basics of her/his p~rsonal appe!arance and cleanliness would be given a 5. Be careful tdl
make judgements ·abou( "caring abcwt personal appearance" based on the child's perqeptionl of
appearance not yours (i.e., untied stloelaces may represent an attempt to emulate the fashions
of an older sibling). Corlsider carefiJlly cultural and socio-economic differences in wha,t is I
considered stylish, stan(iards of cle,anliness, and access to cleaning devices or materials. I
Information obtained from parents during home visits will be helpful in understanding t.hese I
cultural differences.
Example of a 2 - Jason requires help with putting on most clothing. Needs to be reminded
most of the time to wash hands after using the bathroom.
7. Wants to help her/hImself and takes pride In doing so.
Observe for this during self-help activities such as dressing, undressing, using the ba~hro0r11,
etc. Examples of this in~lude: Rosa struggles with buttoning a tight fitting button, she rejects
an initial oHer for help ~nd then finally asks for help after trying hard for several minutl3s; Ja~en
looks carefully while her/his shoe is being tied and asks to be shown how to do it. A j::hild ~ho
shows these behaviors regularly, and rarely asks for help when it is not really needed would
be giver. a 5. The focu!'i for :his ite!): should be on the child's disposition towards helping I
him/herself with basic self-help skills and pride in doing for her/himself or being able \0 access
the necessary assistan~~e. I
Example of a 2 - Maris~a shows littlle interest in learning to zip coat or snap pants. Sqmetimes
tries briefly and only occasionally ask for help.
8. Cares for personal :;'lafety - uses seat belt, Is not reckless on playground, in clqssroom,
and on field trips.
A child who is almost always aware of how he may physically impact others or endaflger
himself and adjusts betlavior accordingly would be given a 5. A sense of good judgelTlent I
about physical safety i!:j being evaluated in this item.
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Example of a 2 - Leandra needs to reminded often to walk in classrooms and halls. Sev::::!ai
times child strayed from the group on field trips.
SELF-CONCEPT
9. Trusts adults who are reasonably consistent and supportive.
For this item, "trust' can be shown in a number of ways including the child's willingness to
stay with an adult other than her parent, to seek the teacher for comfort when distressed, or to
take a risk (such as go on a field trip or climb up a high slide) with adult encouragement and
support. This, of course, assumes that the adults involved have demonstrated to the child that
they are trustworthy. A child who demonstrates trust consistently and on a daily basis (after a
two week period of adjustment in which the adult establishes trustworthiness if the adult is
nev" to child) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - After an adult has been consistent and supportive (worthy of trust) for at
least two weeks, the child is still - more often than not - reluctant to stay with the adult, does
not seek him for comfort, and/or does not accept the adult's support and encouragement
when taking a risk.
10. Accepts comfort from others.
This is similar to item #9 but focuses specifically on the child's ability and willingness to
accept comfort when 1t is actually needed and genUinely offered by an adult or another child.
It is based on the idea that the ability to accept prosocial interactions is important as the
ability to give it. Children with good self-concepts allow others in emotionally, accept their own
occasional vulnerable feelings, and can rely on others to help them through difficult times. For
example: Ryan hurts his leg on the playground. He then lets another child look at his cut,
sympathize, help him up, and help him get an adult to clean it off. A child who does this
during almost ~II sl,lch situations would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Crystal is upset most mornings when left off by her parent. She curls up in
her CUbby and cries softly to herself while holding her teddy bear. After ten minutes another
child comes up to her and asks if she wants to race cars together in the block area. She
shouts out for the child to go away. This is a typical response to either children or adults who
attempt to comfort her.
11. Makes eye to eye contact (providing this is a cultural norm).
In mainstream U.S. culture, looking directly at another while communicating is considered
respectful and an indication 01 an adequate sell-concept. Children who have a difficult time
looking directly at others usually have low self-concepts, except those form cultures where not
looking directly at another is a sign of respect. If the child does not make eye to eye contact
due to cultural norms against this, make a note about this in the comment area. To help such a
child achieve biculturalism, expect that the child would eventually do this in public situations
(classrooms) but not in family situations. Inform parents about the eye to eye contact norms In
U.S. culture and assure your respect of their cultural norms w/lile helping the child understand
U.S. norms. A child who in typical interactions with others looks them in ttle eye almost all ttle
time would be given a 5.
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Example of a 2 - Roberto looks down or away, rubs eyes, hides face in arms, etc. when
interacting with others, most of the time. If the child does this only when in stressful or new
situations or only with a stranger would be given a 4 and this information would be recorded
in the comments/examples section.
12. Shows appropriate ~autlonwith strangers.
Children who are show no caution of strangers often have a strong desire to please or be
Iik~d beyond what is emotionally healthy. It can indicate an insecure sense of self much like
the opposite behavior (not trusting adults who are trustworthy - item #9). A child who typically
takes a few hours or days to warm up to a substitute teacher or a visitor and acts a little shy
when directly addressed by this person would be a given a 5. Another healthy approach
children can take is to ask a visitor to the classroom appropriate questions such as "What are
doing here? or What's your name? And then they go abcut their usual activities without undue
attention or concern (if the visitor does not interfere with their activities).
Example of a 2 - Teeka is not very cautious - sat on Jenny's lap immediately after meeting her
and cuddled up to the substitute teacher right away. She showed some caution, however,
when observer came to the classroom.
- or-
Julio paid a great deal of attention to observer who came to spend the day in the classroom.
He tried to involve him in activities and showed him various things in the room while ignoring
his usual playmates and foregoing his typical activities.
13. Requests help from adults & peers verbally, politely, & when actually needed.
For example, Michael tries to remove his finished painting from the easel. He struggles with
the clamp but cannot squeeze it hard enough to remove the paper. He walks around the other
side of the easel and asks the child painting there, "Will you help me take off my picture,
Jonah"? A child who acts this way regularly, with few exceptions, would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Suzanne typically demands help after only one failed attempt. When doing so
her requests are more like orders: "Open this!" "Fix it!'
14. Can take turns with others (delays gratific<ltion for a short period).
Young children cannot be expected to wait for more than a minute or two without getting
impatient or bored. However the ability to take turns with one or two others while playing a
simple board game and staying engaged in the game. for example, is an emerging skill for
preschoolers. A child who can do this in most situations would be given a 5. Other examples
of a 5 include: Andrew often desires a particular trike to ride. but when another child is riding
it he puts his name on the waiting list and plays happily in the sandbox until it is his turn.
Example of a 2 - When involved in a small group activity, Corey usually chooses not to take
turns. He typically leaves the activity to play in another area of the room where there is less
structure, like the water table.
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15. Accepts responsibility for own actions.
Examples of this include cleaning up spilled milk without being told to do so and without
blaming another for it, helping another child fIX a block structure that she accidently knocked
over without being told to so by an adult, or giving up her trike when the bell on the timer
rings after agreeing to do so. "Saving face" is an important value in a number of cultures. A
child from such a culture who is expected to "fess-up" when confronted may not do so because
of this value. Help that child to follow through on actions by showing or gUiding her to the
appropriate behaviors, rather than blaming the child or focusing on what she did not do. A
child who takes actions that indicate she accepts responsibility for her previous behavior most
of the time would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - When asked to clean up a certain area of the room after free choice, Sarah
will usually say that she did not play there, even though she did.
16. Stands up for self assertively when engaging In a conflict with others.
"Assertively" means that the child stands up for her rights in a reasonably polite, socially
acceptable way that helps to solve the conflict fairly and in a way commensurate with the
conflict. For example, if a another child takes a toy that she has momentarily set down, saying
"Give it back to me - I wasn't done playing with it" is appropriate. However, if another child
starts to grab a toy out of his hand, saying loudly "Hey, don't take it away" (while attempting to
hold on to it) is an appropriately assertive response. This is opposed to "aggressively" where
the child either makes clearly unreasonable demands or seeks her due in a manner that will
escalate the conflict. An aggressive response to the first situation described above would be
to yell at or hit the child who took the toy that was set down. Some children will be from
families or cultures where confrontation is to be avoided if at aI/ possible. Cohesion and social
harmony are highly valued. If this is the case make sure it is noted in the examples/comments
space and that strategies to help the child be more assertive in the classroom are done in a
way that values the child's own culture. Please see pages 3-5 for more information about
cultural sensitivity. A child who acts assertively, as described above, in most conflicts or
potential conflicts would be a given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Jena often says nothing when wronged. He just walks away.
- or -
Misty typically hits during conflicts but is beginning to use the word ·stop· with a great deal of
help from the tcachl3rs.
17. Moves easily through transitions (such as circle to snack).
Children with low self-concepts can have trouble during transition times when there is much
movement, several directions have to be remembered and followed, there may be little direct
guidance from teachers, there are many attractive distractions (toys on shelves to play with,
friends to wrestle with), and self-direction is required. A child who, when moving from free
choice to lunch, can pick up thoroughly, wash hands with little delay, and sit at the table
(assuming these are the required steps) with few or not reminders would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - When Celia comes in from outside she typically throws her coat down on the
floor and starts playing with puzzles or blocks unless reminded just before coming in to put
15
her coat in her cubby and sit on the rug for story time.
18. Has a realistic sense of own abilities, strengths, weaknesses.
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Children with good self-concepts know their limitations as well as strengths. They will, for
example, choose puzzles that are not too difficult or too hard, or choose to climb on outdoor
equipment that is challenging but not so far beyond their capabilities that they will put
themselves in physical danger (or will ask for an adult to be a "spotter" when using such
equipment). A child who does these most of the time would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Sean has no confidence in his own ability. He often asks for an teacher to
help him on even simple tasks, but seems fine once he gets started.
- or -
No matter what the activity, Srian says he can do it and refuses help or initial directions from
the teacher. Often he then requires intervention from the teacher to do it right or safely, or he
has to be told directly to listen to everything bE?fore beginning.
19. Can 'evaluate own actions or behaviors without being too hard on her/himself.
Children with good self-concepts accept the limitations of their skills and appreciate what they
do well or the process of improving. Such a child may write her own name and say "I make
good "SiS but I'm just learning how to make the "e"; or after completing a puzzle say "That
puzzle was too hard for me. It took me a long time, so next time I'll pick an easier one" (rather
than blaming her own lack of ability). This goes beyond item #18 which assesses the
knowledge of strengths and weakness, by assessing the child's attitude towards her own
strengths and weakness. A child who is not overly frustrated by her lack of ability and can
take some pride in her abilities would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Emelia tears up her paper after drawing a picture and cries, "' hate it. It
doesn't look at all like a bird".
20. Respects adult authority and classroom rules, but can assert own opinions, ideas, and
personality.
This item assesses if a child possesses a healthy balance between obedience and
assertiveness. Mentally healthy individuals will question authority (appropriately) without
necessarily defying it. See item # 16 for the definition of assertiveness. For children from co-
cultures where obedience to adult authority is highly valued, adjust your expectations
accordingly, and note this in the examples/comments section. This item assumes that the
classroom rules and directives are fair and reasonable, and that adult authority is responsive,
caring, and democratic rather than arbitrary or authoritarian. Examples of this healthy balance
include: a child who asks the reason for a rule or directive or requests an exception to a rule,
rather than just breaking it, a child who requests that a rule be applied equitably (i.e., the
teacher has to follow it too), a child who wants to create a new rule or modify an existing one.
a child negotiates with the teacher rather than blindly accepting a directive. A child who can
do any or all of these would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Ian follows rules with many reminders and before an infraction is likely to
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occur - such as being reminded to walk in the room just before going inside. He does not
verbally negotiate or question the rule.
SOCIAL
21. Interacts with a variety of children.
A child who, over the course of a week, plays with children of both sexes (although not
necessarily equally as most young children prefer to play with children of the same sex),
different ethnic backgrounds, and with a variety of personalities and interests would be given a
~ .
Example of a 2 - Ella spends most of her time with Leanne. They will prefer to sit together at
circle and meals and be with each other during free choice, unless specificaliy separated by Ci
teacher. Occasionally they join other girls in dramatic play activities.
22. Negotiates effectively with others.
Children with good social skills will negotiate fairly during a conflict or potential conflict until a
satisfying solution for all involved is obtained. It requires good listening skills. For most young
children negotiating is an emerging ability. An example of good negotiating skills: a child
wants a tum "driving the car" in the dramatic play area. He asks for a tum, then engages in a
discussion with the child using the car until they agree to set a timer for 4 minutes, sets the
timer, and takes his turn when the bell rings. This child would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - David does not take the time to listen to others when there is a conflict. With
much adult help and support he is beginning listen and will stay and suggest an idea if it can
happen quickly.
23. Displays flexibility in roles· can be a lead~r and a follower and does not adhere rigidly
to a sex role.
Children who are well liked and socially skilled are flexible. They might be the "good guyS" one
day and "bad guys" the next day in cooperative dramatic play situations. A boy might be the
Daddy one day and the Mommy the next day without feeling threatened or embarrassed. Not
adhering rigidly to a sex role, includes any sex role, even if it is not the child's own. For
example, a boy who identifies himself with girls and does so rigidly and often, would score low
on this item because of the stereotypical, non-flexible behaviors exhibited.
Example of a 2 - Zoe has a strong need to be the leader during cooperative play and to win
and during games. She threatens not to play if she doesn't get her way. She will only play
other roles if the teacher takes an active part in the activity.
24. Verbally expresses feelings and needs during interactions with others.
A requisite of good social skills and being liked by others is the ability to use words and use
them expressively to get needs and desires met. A child WllO can say· Let's playa different
game, tllat one is too scary to me' (ratller than screaming to stop or running from tile group)
or can say ·I'm tired. teacher, can I just rest a little' (rather tllan staying behind or crying)
17
would be given a 5.
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Example of a 2 - When William didn't want to go pet the goat during the field trip to the farm,
he pouted and looked away from the group with his arms folded.
25. Forms and malntal"!s friendships.
The ability to make and keep a friend is an important social skill. A child who can form a
particularly close connection with at least one other child, where interests are shared, the time
they spent together is mutually satisfying, it is sustained over at least a month (this may have
to be done by parent report for the first assessment), and they can argue and make up, would
be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Polly does not pursue other children for friendships. Although she seems to
enjoy Tina's companionship when they play together. she lets Tina make the first move almost
always.
26. Displays positive relations with adults, Including a balance of
dependence/Interdependence/independence.
The ability to use adults as a resource, to see relationships with them as potentially mutually
satisfying as well as a way to get some needs met - is what is being assessed in this item. For
example, a child starts conversations with adults who he trusts, is curious about them, and
expects them to be interested in him, while not depending on those adults to meet completely
meet his needs for approval, attention, and affection. This child knows how to access other
resources such as other children and his inner capabilities (such as looking at a book to calm
himself down). Such a child would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Joachim prefers peers and tends to limit contact with adults and shy away if
they make an initial contact.
27. Shows acceptance of people who are different from her/himself (disabilities, gender,
skin color, etc.)
A child iTlay show knowledge of differences, make judgements, and ask frank questions about
the differences and still show acceptance. Acceptance of differences means that judgement
about others, if they are made, are based on actual characteristics (friendliness or lack of,
mutual interests or lack of) rather than presumptions based on appearance. A child who
shows acceptance by willingly playing with a suitable playmate who is different than herself
would be a given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Tara said 'I don't want to play with that kid in the thing (walker)' before
getting to know her, but was willing to join a group game she was in when the teacher was
involved.
18
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LANGUAGE/COMMUNICATION
PLEASE NOTE: Ail language items must be assess~d when the child is speaking his first
language to a listener who also speaks that languag/3 (inCJ:luding sign language), unless the
child is nearly fluent and feels ve/}' comfortable in h~r se¢ond language.
28. Ustens to and contributes to group discussions at mealtimes & sharing times.
A good time to observe for this is during mealtimes or small group times when 4-6 children
are together and there is a casual. relaxed atmosphere. This item assesses a child's ability to
use language socially. For example. a teacher might ask: the children about their favorite foods
while eating lunch and the children enthusiastically contmbute their individual opinions and
respond to the opinions of others - April: "I love hot dogs, especially at the beach". Josh: "I
only like hot dogs if they're barbecued and have ketchup on them. but I like any kind of pizza".
A child who usually enjoys contributing to the discussion at these times and whose responses
are logical and based on what others have contribl1ted would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Cinda will contribute to group discussiqns when she is feeling happy. but if
she is upset, sad, or angry (which is more often th~n not) she stays silent.
29. Tells experiences or simple events in a logic<;tl seClJuence.
This item assesses a child's ability to use language to rEiflect the ability to keep events
ordered in sequence. Children should not be quizz\~d directly and individually, but it should be
observed when children are talking about things th~t arEt meaningful to them (they initiate the
discussion) such as a recent family camping trip or a recently viewed movie. For example, a
child who can describe at least 5 events of a field trip in: the order in which they happened
(very soon after the trip), or can retell at least 5 events fwm a favorite storybook in order
would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Zhou talked about two or three evsnts in a row when telling about his family's
trip to see firewo.rks. With' prompting from the teacher hEl was able to tell a few more things
that happened.
30. Enjoys reciting fingerplays and singing song~.
This item assesses the child's disposition towards ~Jsing language rhythmically and playfully.
The disposition can be determined by the child's epthusiasm when participating in singing
and reciting finger plays, requests for everyone to ~ing o:enain favorite ones, doing them at
home, and spontaneous singing or reciting during whilel doing puzzles, riding trikes, or other
activities. A child who usually does any or all of the.se would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Mai listens to songs and fingerplays but does not join in. Her mother reports
that she sometimes sings songs she learned at settool when playing with her dolls at home.
31. Communicates so s/he is understood by oth~rs. I
A child's ability to get his message accross to others is !assessed in this item. II the cllild is
usually easily understood by peers and adults, even if his language is limited or Ilis
articulation is difficult to comprehend (and therelor\~ uses facic:1 expressions, body language,
etc. to communicate). would be given a 5.
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Example of a 2 - Manuel leaves off final consonant sounds making it difficult understand him
much of the time. Has not yet developed pther strategies for communicating.
- or-
Uam talks very softly and quietly. It is oft~n difficult to hear his words and we regularly ask him
to repeat himself and speak in a big voice.
32. Responds to commimlc:atlon from others.
This item is assessing receptive languager ability. A child who, almost all the .time, shows that
she understands what is being said to h~r by responding verbally or acting on a request or
nodding her head, if not abll~ to give a verbal response, would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Keisha will typically turn laway and not respond when you speak directly to
her in small or large group situations. ShH is more responsive in one on one situations.
33. Initiates & sustains conversations. 1
Uke item #28, this item aSSE~sses social language but in one on one situations. A child who
regUlarly begins conversations with another and can keep them going for several minutes by
responding to the other person's responses would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Kelly will begin conversations quite often by asking other children questions
such as ·Where did you go'l'·, Why did you do that?·. But after they reply she'll usually walk
away, attracted to somethin!J else.
MOTOR
34. Actively engages In and enjoys fine' motor activities (drawing, painting, puzzles,
cutting, using manlpulatlves).
This item assess the dispos:ition to engage in fine motor activities rather than skill level or
ability. A child who chooses on his own at least 3 different fine motor activities over the course
of 5 days and engages in some fine mot~r activity 4 out 5 days would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Juan rarel~1 chooses fine motor activities (about twice a week) except for
playdough & easel painting.
35. Freely runs, jumps, hops, climbs, ri:des without frequent falling or imbalance.
Observe for these skills during typical oUltdoor or gym activities. Do not test children on them
directly or individually. Setting up a fun obstacle course can be an efficient way to observe a
number of children for sevelral of these at once. A child who can do all the above mentioned
skills with little difficulty would be given al 5.
Example of a 2· Lydia tends to run awkwardly and climbs very cautiously.
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36. Willingly challenges o\l\l'n strength and agility (fine and/or large motor),.
I
Examples of this include: A child makes many attempts to cross, hand over hand, the full
length of a horizontal ladder; a child climbs to the top of an outdoor climbing structure using
appropriate caution and/or Ihelp allthough it is difficult and a little scary; a child perseveres with
a puzzle that is difficult for l:1er; and a child strings small beads t() make a necklace although
stringing each bead requir~!) cond:entration and attention to detail. This is done willingly,
without coercion, pressLire, I or rewards. If a child challenges herself in fine motor but not gross
motor (or vice versa) give al score Iof 3 and explain this in the comments/example space. A
child who challenges herselll, as elXplained, in at least two areas IOf fine motoll' (i.e., cutting and
stacking blocks) and at least tWo areas of large motor (i.e., climbing and jumping) would be
given a 5 (even if you obs~rile each example only one time).
I
Example of a 2 - Although Amara :does ctlallenge herself with manipulatives,lsh~ avoids other
fine motor activities and is yrary cautious and timid on the playground.
DISPOSITIONS
Engages In and enjoys crc~;ative ,~ctivities & expression such <iIS (37-41): I
I
For these items (37-41) the child's positive disposition towards these activities is being
assessed rather than ability level. Positive dispositions can be dEltermined b~' the child's
requests for the activity ('Wihen arie we going to act out a story agair.?·), eagerness to
participate, amount of time Ispent doing the activity, and/or facial expressions during the
activity (i.e., smiling, intense conc~ntration)
I
37. Creative problem solving
I
Examples of this include: a child who tries many ways to balancl~ blocks to make a tower,
generates a unique and satisfacto,ry solution to a conflict when negotiating, <determines a way
to climb a high playgroundl struct~Jre, finds a way to change a dramatic play scenario to
include another child, or similar prroblem solving skill. A child who takes pleasure in doing at
least one problem solving activity lin a week (does so voluntarily and spontameously) would be
given a 5. I
Example of a 2 - Michael will engage in problem solving with puzzles if a teacher sits with him
and talks him through it. I I
38. Art
A child who chooses at least 3 diHerent art activities (painting at an easel, making a collage,
drawing on blank paper with markers, etc.) and stays engaged in the activities for at least 5
minutes, over the course 01. 3 days would be given a 5.
I
Example of a 2 - Lydia seldom chooses art activities, prefers blocks or dramatic play. Will
occasionally paint at the eqsel fori a minute or two.
I
39. Drama
A child who chooses to plaY' in dnamatic play scenarios either those develop:ed by clllldren or
facilitated by a teacher (act,ing oull familiar stories) and actively participates in tllem at least
21
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two times in a 4 day period would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 ~ Noah will e;ngage in Pizza Restaurant play if there are only a few chilpren
involved who he feels comfortable with. He does not want to be involved in other kind13 of
dramatic play.
40. Movement
When creative movement ac;tivities are offered (such as free dancing with scarves to rj3corded
music), a child who always or almost always eagerly participates in them would be gh(en a 5.
Example of a 2 \. Uchendu watches during group creative movement activities. He enj9Ys
watching the ottlers and willi occasionaily free dance to music playing during free choice time
if he senses tha~ no one is watching.
41. Music
A child who alrnost always sings enthusiastically during group singing times, participa.tes
eagerly in creative rhythm sessions, and shows other signs of enjoying music (i.e., as~s for
certain songs, sings while ~'orking during free choice) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2- Indra sits quietly during group singing and usually won't sing. At tim~s she
moves her han~ls. I
42. Displays c4rloslty.
Some ways tl1al this can be assessed include: asks questions, likes to investigate, when
introduced to s9mething new or -unique shows a strong interest by listening or watching
intensely, sustains a fascination with new things, words, or ideas.
A child who do~s any of the above often would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - When a hamster was brought into the room for the first time, Marco showed
little interest. HE~ preferred to play with the familiar toys and equipment.
43. Is willing tq try new activities.
When an activity that is new to a child is introduced, particularly if it involves something a little
out of the ordinary (making I footprints with bare feet in paint, holding a rabbit, making fish
prints, etc.), a qhild who eagerly participates almost all the time would be given a 5. _
Example of a 2 - Zoe needs lots of encourage to try new things. She tried on the firefighters'
clothes with a weat deal vElrbal support and physical assistance from the teacher.
44. Enjoys taking risks While maintaining safety of self and others.
Examples of this include: climbing up the ladder of high slide while holding on firmly and
asking for the t~acher to w;3it near the bottom. jumping from a 2 1/2 foot ledge but n-Iaking
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sure the mat is positioned correctly first, and sledding down a hill but first making sure no one
is below and that he is seated securely. A who almost always eagerly participates in
somewhat risky activities while taking adequate safety precautions would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Daniel tends to ride his trike as fast as he can with little regard for his own or
others' safety. He is more cautious if reminded before hand and given several reminders while
he rides.
COGNITIVE - PROBLEM SOLVING
45. Asks questions: "How, why, where, when, who?" of adults and children.
A young child should be asking many questions such as - 'What does that word mean?',
What does that sign say?', 'When will we go on the field trip?' 'How does this game work?',
"Why do we brush our teeth?' 'Who is that man?' 'Why is his skin that color?' - as a primary
method for solving problems about the nature of the world and her place in it. A child who
asks questions often, asks about a variety of different topics, and shows a deep interest in the
answers by listening intently and asking follow-up questions would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Latisha seldom asks questions. She mostly watches and listens.
46. Approaches tasks with confidence - doesn't say '1 can't".
It assumed that the tasks are not very difficult or complex for the child, but present a
reasonable challenge, such as a cooking project that involves following a picture recipe card,
an obstacle course, or pouring juice from a pitcher. A child may not be able to do the task
independently (particularly a child with a physical disability), but has the confidence in his
ability to access his resources, which may include asking for assistance. He believes in his
problem solving skills. Children without this confidence will often avoid challenging activities,
refuse to participate, or say '1 can't· before attempting it: A child who typically approaches
most tasks with confidence would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Max approaches tasks. especially new tasks, with caution. Will proceed if
given a great deal of encouragement.
47. Perseveres through a difficult task despite setbacks such as difficult puzzles or Lego
constructions.
This item assesses a child's ability to apply problem solving skills (rather than her confidence
in those skills as assessed in #46). To persevere with a challenging activity a child must use
problem solving skills and access internal or outside resources. Outside resources (teachers,
other children) are accessed for assistance but not to take the task over. Perseverance alone
is not enough, there needs to evidence that several strategies are attempted. A child who
regularly does this would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - After trying twice to make a ramp with blocks, Joy asked a friend to do it for
her.
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48. Chooses activities during free play and can stick with It for 10 minutes or more.
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This is an emerging ability for many 3 year aids and some 4 year aids. Important problem
solving skills are demonstrated when a child can select an activity from the numerous choices
available and stay with it for period of time. A child who does this on a regular basis would be
given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Nick tends to wander and dabble with many different activities unless he is
guided towards an activity and given assistance in getting started.
49. Displays resourcefulness when faced with problems or obstacles - can generate
several solutions/alternatives when asked questions such as 'What else can you do••.?'
This item assess verbal problem solVing skills in a dialogue. For example, if two children want
to ride the same trike and you ask for ideas about how to solve this problem, the child can
?rticulate at least three ideas. The ideas do not have to be ·good· ideas that will all lead to a
successful resolution. You are just looking for the ability to generate and articulate them. A
child who can typically do this would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Tamara can usually generate one solution, needs assistance to come up with
more.
COGNITIVE - MATH
As indicated on the assessment, these items are scored based on skill or complexity level.
Although the directions for scoring items 50-54 do not indicate to consider the amount of
assistance required, do consider this when scoring as with all other items. Do not consider the
child's age when scoring, as is indicated on some older versions of the assessment.
The examples in parentheses on the assessment tool are only used to help explain what is
meant by matching, patterning, etc., they are not to be used for scoring criteria.
When playing with objects In the environment such as blocks, pegs, dishes, etc.: .
This can also be assessed when observing children put away things on the shelves, counting
the number of times they ride around the track, setting the table for lunch, playing simple
games, or other natural routine or play situations.
50. Matches (I.e.; red ca!s into red container!
A child who can consistently match at least three different ways (Le., colors, shapes. pictures)
and can match things that are related but not the same (baby animals to mother animals in a
memory game or sounds to the corresponding pictures in a lotto game) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Alfredo can put the colored crayons in their proper containers on the shelf
(six colors) but needs assistance with other types of matching. Does not grasp matching
related items such as balls with bats or socks with shoes.
51. Sorts (Le.; red cars from blue cars)
A child who can consistently sort by three attributes from a set of items willl two dimensions
for each attribute (Le.. blue, small cars from a set of cars and trucks 1I1at are blue or red and
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big or smalO and/or sort by two attributes from a set of items with three dimensions for each
attribute (i.e., green, round beads from beads that are yellow, red, or green and round,
square, or rectangular) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Carmen can sort teddy bear counters color or size, but cannot sort by
more than one attribute even with assistance.
52. Serlates. (I.e.; lines up cars smallest to largest)
A child who can seriate 5 or more items in at least 3 different areas (i.e., 5 seeds by size, five
rocks by weight, 5 leaves lightest to darkest) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Lance can line up small, medium and large cars. Can do 5 by size with
assistance but cannot sort by weight or other area.
53. Patterns (I.e.; red car, blue car, red car, blue car)
A child who can pattern in sets of 4 with 3 different attributes in each set, such as: abbe, abbc
or abca, abca would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Srianna can follow a 2 set pattern - green bead, red bead, green bead, red
bead.
54. Quantifies (i.e.; counts cars)
Many young children quantify using one to one correspondence. For example when a child
giVes crackers to a group of 3 children at the next table, t:J~ would pick up one packet and
hand it to one child, pick up a second and give to the second child, etc. The ability to group is
emerging. A child who can group by three (pick up three packs of crackers at once to give to
the 3 children at the next table) and can count objects up to 15 would be given a 5..,
Example of a 2 - Willy can count objects to 3 before getting confused. Will count to 8 when
teacher points to objects with him and counts along. Does 1 to 1 correspondence.
COGNITIVE - LITERACY
As with language items, these items should be assessed for print and stories in the child's
primary language.
55. Listens to entire story during storytime.
The story must be age-appropriate for the child in terms of length and content. A child who
does this always or almost always would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Melissa will occasionally listen to a short story. after lunch. Will listen longer if
sitting on an adult's lap.
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56. Asks to be read to.
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This item is assessed not during a specific "book reading" time, but when a child, on his own
volition, picks out a book and asks an adult to read it to him or. It may be during free choice
time or during a transition, for example. Interest in the written contents of books is what is
being assessed. A child who does this at least one time every 2 days would be given a 5.
.
Example of a 2 - Joey only once asked to be read to, but is beginning to be interested in
listening to books at storytimes. Will occasionally come over to hear a story read when an
adult is reading to others in the book corner.
57. Shows Interest In print medium· enjoys looking at books, asks what signs say, etc.
Other examples include: asking for an adult to read children's names on a job chart. labels,
and words on tee shirts. A child who often shows interest in any printed material would be
given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Caryn looks for her own name, but does not express interest in printed
words or books.
58. Recognizes and names letters In environment, In print or when children's names are
dictated.
A child who can recognize his name when it is spelled verbally and can name three or more
letters or letter sounds when they see it in print would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Bryce cannot tell his name from other names that begin with "B" when
spelled. He recognizes and names "B", but no ottler letters.
59. Reads own name on drawings, charts, etc. and reads simple signs In the environment.
A child who can read her own name when placed with at least 5 other names (such as when
choosing her painting frt;m.others on the drying rack or on a job chart) and can read at least
two common signs when seen in their usual setting or titles of favorite books (I.e., exit, open,
stop. Corduroy, Caps for Sale) would be given a 5.
Example of a 2 - Maddy can recognize her own name only with a great deal of assistance
('Your name begins with M, look for the M·). Does not read signs.
60. Writes, draws, and/or makes things representationally, Le.; writes name on artwork,
imitates writing during dramatic play, draws pictures that are recognizable objects or
people. .
This item assess a child's desire to imitate common writing experiences that he sees adults do
and a child's ability to represent. For many three year aids and some four year aids, the ability
to represent is emerging. Representation may also be seen when the child is using clay to
make an animal, or blocks to make a ship. A child who does both (imitates writing and draws
or builds representationally) on a regular basis would be given a 5.
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Example of a 2 - Chris doesn't imitate writing, occasionally represents people in his drawings.
Examples
The following are examples of a completed first page of the assessment and an Individual
Child Planning Form. Three assessments for this child are included (fall, winter. and spring).
The high cost of printing this in color prohibited us from doing so, but it is easier to read if it is
color coded as suggested on the form.
The Individual Child Planning Form shows strengths and one goal as developed from
that page of the assessment - from the fall assessment for a goal to be met before the winter
assessment (about 3 months). The strategies for implementing the goal are based on the
child's strengths, interests, and learning style as obtained from the assessment. observation,
and parent input. More strengths would usually be included as they would be taken from the
whole assessment. Ordinarily there would be several goals on this sheet for helping the child
develop skills in several areas.
M
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Oregon Assessment for 3·5 Year Olds In
Developmentally Appropriate Classrooms
Name: be.rr,:j Blrthdate: 7-Ot6-g-=r ("f.::rs old)
Program: Columbio... Teachers: Fa..+ q Chris
PLAY DATE &COMMENTSfEXAMPLES
1, Engages In cooparaUve (dramatic) play 1 2 3 4~O.q1 -t=,:l1.rjd~,: fo.vorit~ nc..4ivj~ I· 'lot • €spt"'Q/j l,kes
durino free plav/chlld choiCe times. _ _ ~~~1"~ l-»!>ri~o.l S"-'l~. Plo.'js 0. w~d~ vQ.l"ieA~of roles
2. Actively engages In many different kInds of 1~ 5 10-'1 1- ~rtftrs drQY9lo.+ic. plo.4lll'Joicls fine. Motor o..c:I jvi-lie S
play activities. blocks, soclo-dramatlc play, 1- 'l;j),- chooSts c.rt ~.,Ir.jie~ "t' bfocl<:S ",Vol S'.q~. Con+inl.les
manlpuliltlv~s,-slmple_board_ciames. etc. 'io ori mnri 1M. c..f,oos(. drQMC.tic plo.u.. blocl<s~grt
3. Is a self.~ire~ted. motivated learner.. 1 2 3'~ Il>-q,· ~-;-~~",~vitiesI"os~-~;Q.iist~cfi":'- -I-q~": BrtrQ,dl1.,..a
shows 1000latlVe In finding materials fl\Imbcr of o..dill. t.~s- nt~S lifTl~ or-"O I-.e~.
or choosing activities s-q~ • Con-linwLS 1» b~ ~It -dir:c."'t(d in ;n'fo;ui~J. ~c.+;",jfie. 5
4. Puts materials in proper place 1 2 3~ /o-Ql . En~O'1S doil"l.c\ thiS.o"l~ l'ICed.~ 0. b:f- of o.ss;s~"'e. probQ.bl~
when finished ~ .;?-(,c~l.4se ,,:+;11 u",to:Mlli~r ...\clCl.~s~,Y"t\, J·q~-NtcJ.S I\() Assis+(LI'\~~
! .. 0. '&lcIC ~mg =to Ds:.r''j! "-9:t,· ~c::; ,.gspmsibfe - c.!eo.n-YD ere, mp !
5. Uses language skills to assist In 1~® 5 tl::~t: F"oll:.....,~o..~ost:1 +he+ime..~re.l'1.Co"it-ibutcs id~~s. J-q;:- Uses
directing cooperative (dramatic) play 5"-~a.~q,.c: h-I:eJ' ~cl ~ ~l"\+r'.bu-W: ,dCZ<>.s o.\l.o",-t- Y,., T~" +;,.,e..on I \:\ gs \ e..;s -n." I go C'c.bes pi 0,0 iMP r.te efQJ Cnr-+n~f'I' Iof ,....,Qn~ c.J~; Iii ru")
SELF·HELP
6. Takes care of personal grooming needs. 1 2 3 A~IO-q,. V'r~ ~t;dlo~> + +I-<lrou~h ,prtfc.rs; :>+f'l."~~j~ h~sc.:f +0 ! ht
washeshands,brushesteeth,dressesselt ~ o.skingfor n~\p. I-<\:l,- L;k~ ;-..·.show~ hol&.>T1:> (10 '+(\.5
appropriate to herthls age IBllel. S"-9a.· A l'fA!!S ±i 415 + !'Ieo.+. nlyd=enT "'" ~t.t mmlll-H,o~h.
~'D-ql- Ar~ of S+r4""'+\-'. -tltctts Vt~ soocl .,.!:>.Ltt self· hodp o.bili±ics·
7.Wantstohelpher/hlmselfandtakesprlde 123~ I-'l~· "Lool< 6~ ~'f'~c-t~. 1 brust-ic4 the.rn l-rd 1o
In doin so. - - '4 1'\ ' • ~r her.
10-~ I - Nt,)/U' I.lse4 sa..."t bUt before, huAs d...il~ l"eWli t"I u.s (p",n.n-tS
6. Cares tor personal safely· uses seat belt, 1~~ ""; II ''t1>.ro\- Q.l'Iforc:,,~ 400) 1-'1'" _ ~.L'" d.:1 • l
is not reckless on playground in 'I\C! . - __ n nee oS i'\ OCCClSIOI'lOo
classroom, and en field trips. • ra.M, ~,. .5"'.q,jl. - DeQ5r'I't {,/<e ~rj"S bUt; do~ it nJl.lc.n.I'lt~ L<Ji'{
'.r".1y or no,.,." 2-<>cu,/on.'1y or wHh much help 3-.boul 1(2 11m. or wtth 'om' h.,p 4-on.n or wtth 1/tIl. h.,p S..lmol! .Iw.y. or with no h.lp occo.si0 no.l
~rni ...ders
elock • ht ......m.nt Rod • 2nd ......m.nl Gro.n • 3rd ......m.nt
e Ill90 EARLY CHILDHOOD TRAlNINO CENTER
0 (2.(''-1.1Name: ;-\.
PIDy
. Coo(loll.O'--t~"e,
hoSf~\ pl~
Self-H.>fp
tJ~ ,+i~~;
likes. d4i~ t<K
N-<Stlf
INTERESTS & STRENG1l-fS'
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LnngIRJg4/
CommunJcalion
, 234
LEARNING STYlE: Active X Passive
Quiet X loud
Dependent 1 Independent
, 234
Slow X Quick
AudItory >< Not Auditory
VISUal X . Not VISUal
Tactile )( Not Tactile
GOAlS:
Include hoaIrh. safoty & nutrltJon-lI nocossaty
l.fen i+~w\ oU). ~ ~L((J
w~l\ ,~~ct~ in '('I\t1C<J..
c..c..t; v,' -M~ ~, :>tAc.(,.. c..S
bloc,.ks., r ..n ..~",,~, <to-rT
STRATEGIES:
( Q.. O~r" A vOor't.~ of ,..('\ ...c,..+illl+i~s Cl'\ lAJh ..\lL
~\N\(.S- c.o(f6~e., rri"ts \ vJ~ ..\t.~hAfC.&.. ~fer,
b. A".:>".:>i~;' """r i('\ ......4k,,..~ ()" "I'\\O-\-o-<~c\e.. "'f-(""'(l< ,.
vi -\1.-... b\ oc.k S I LIsa. -hi'j "'ator~c\c..s.
c. f"~ l;-\-t..t~ • \uha,\(;, .. \UA.'d,.,,~ $"kirs " MAlt "'r'\
\:'16c.L<..s .
d. ~"'"~ Who.\~ -!-oJ. S 1"\ W4.+c< 'tCL'o\e.. .'
/z.. "'f(,,~~:}.ot Mjfl.{'l..z-\tS {u-\ M"iv<~ck..
f'''''''1-'~ ;- (h\~ 'rV,'"" r"'''''1-\~ \<~ <:+'-'t.(
(..l(\.~~"'oovY\~
.f. .s ......~ I' UOl.-'" bj th.. B':j .. .oj o~ ~I>\.jS o.\'(~
p\~ ·\-..f~~ tA}....·,!t.. D'H~" c.~\+ fl~
--h.~(.-\l..... c.( ...\ blloC.ks 1 pl.4'n..l(.S'. t +c .
I
•As obtained Irom parent input and Irom the assessementI
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APPENDIX D
RUSSIAN AND SPANISH VERSIONS
OUEHKA)lETEI1 OT 3)lO 5 JIET 200
B PA3BI1BAlOUlE-060PY)lOBAHHbLX KJIACCAX
lllTaT OpcroH
==================================================
)laTa p0)l(JICHlrn:
nporpaMMa:
IiTPA
1. BOBJIC'iCHHC B COBMCeTHYJO /llPaMarn-
qCCK:'fIO/ HIllY BO BpCWI cB06011HOro
Bbl60pa pc6eHKa-
npCn0110BaTCJIH: _
llPliMEPbI/KOMMEHTAPlili
12345
2. AKnmHOC BOBJIC'lCHHC B HrPbI pa3llli'llIIllX
BHllOB H TImOB /COUHaJILHO-llPaMarn'lCCKliC, 1 2 3 4 5
06bIKHOBCHHI><C MaHHIIYmrnmHl>lC ill"pbl H T. 11.
3. llpomruICT JIH UCJIcycrpcMJICHHmI
yqanrn::lic.sr HHHlllianmy B nOHCKC MaTCpHaJIOB
HBHllOB llCSlTCJIbHocnt 1 2 3 4 5
--------._----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAMOOlidIYJIrnBAHHE
4. 3a.6onrrCR.caM 0 ce6e, O·CBOeM BHC1IIHCM BHllC,
'lHcnIT 3y6b1; MOer PYKli, OllCBaCTClI ·caM 1 2 3 4 5
5. )KeJlaCT 33.60TIfI1>CSl 0 ce6e Ii roplIH'I'OI 3TIIM 1 23 4 5
CAMOC03HAHlIE
6. L{oBcp~CT B3pOCJIblM, KOTOPblC nOC1IClIOBaTCJIbHl>l
H pa:3Y1-llihl: B CBOCt{ nOllllcplKKc 1 2 3 4 5
7. llpoCHT nOMolUH Y B3pOClThlX,
Koma 11ct{crmrrCJIbH0 B HCt{ lIY'KJIllCTClI, 1 2 3 4 5
HHTCPCCYCTOl B ClIOBaX, B BC)K}IHBOt{ <PoPMC
8. ilpIDHaCT H HCCCT OTBeTCTBCHHOCTh 3a
CBOH nocrynKli
9. Dblcrpo H JICrKO ncpcxomrr 'iCPC3
H3MCHCHIDl lICHTCJIbHOcrn /HanpHMCp OT
Kpyra K npHCMY rrnIllH/
12345
12345
10. YBa)\{aCT anTOpHTCT y'lHTeJUl H IIpaBIL'Ia
nOBcnCHIDl B K.'1aCCC, HO B TO )f(C BpCWl MO)KCT
H:mO)K}ITb CBOIO TO'UCY 3pcmrn, CBOH MblC-11l no
K:lJ<OMY-JIH60 nOBOlI)'. 1 2 3 4 5
I - Hem U/IU o~eHb peaKo 2 - peaKO U C nOAlO~bIO J . no,lOoUHy ope.wellu C l/e:/IIa~ume.1bJtOii nOJIOUlbl{)
4 . 4Qcmo c .'~l.oii no.\tDLUbJO 5 - no&4mu 8ceZaa UALI npaKmU4eCKU 0e:J no.,w~u
COlJ,HAJlbHblE
I I. AKnmHO 06waCTCli C
OKpy:K:UOlUllMH
12. llpom3JlllCT rn6KOCTh B
HcnOlIHcmm poncH, JIcrKO MOJKCT
6b1l1> JIHlICpoM H PllJIOBblM, HC
npHllepJKHBaCTCll CTpororo
nono5Oro pacIJpcJleJICmUl poncH
12345
12345
201
13. Ha'IHHaCT II q,oPMHPYCT
JIPYXCCIOIC cmomcIDUI 1 2 3 4 5 '
14. llOKa3blBaCT nonOJKIm:.1IbHoe
cmomcIDIc K 83p0CJIID{, 6aJIaHc
MCXJIY 3mmCl!MCCThIO! 1 2 3 4 5
'IaCIWIHOH 3aBHcnMOClDIO/
nOJIIIOH HC3aBKcnMOCThIO
15. JlcMOHCTpHPYCT TCPWIMOClD,
IJpHHlfMaCT JIlO.lICH, O'DIll'IalOlIIHXCll
or Hcro/HCC (IlBCT KOJKH, non, <maIO- 1 2 3 4 5
SCHHlt 8 pa3BHllIH H T.Jt.)
Sl3bIKjOlilI.(Elill.E
16. CJIymaer H npHHHMlICT axnmHoe
yqacrnc B 6cce.aax H .llHCKYCCIDDC BO 1 2 3 4 5
BpcMJI npHCMa mmm II ypoKOB 06mclIHlI
17. lbJIaraCT OWlcaHHC co6En1tii: H
co6cmcIDIOro om,rra JIOlWIHO H
nOeJIC)lO~O
12345'
18. llOJIY'IlICT yn050JIbCTBHC 3anOMInIall
H pacnCBall ncCIDI 1 2 3 4 5 '
19. CrpoHT CBOC 06wcHHc TaK, 'ITO
cro/cc nOIDIMaKrr 0KPYJKaKlWHC
,llBlffATEJlbHbIE KAQECfBA
20. JIclXO IJpHBJlCKaCTCll H aK'IlIllHO
Y'lallCTBYCT 50 BCCX .IIIillI'3TCJlJIIWCI
MOTOpHhlX BHlIax llCsrreJIl,HDCnI
/pHcoB;urnc, cocranJIClffiC M03:UIK,
BblpC3<UillCHT.Jt./
12345'
12345
2
J • h~m u..au O~H" ~KO 2 • pciJKo u c no.uou.¢K' J .. fta.JOcJWty 6J'UlCtU C lU'11fa,(U~lb110U nOMO~bIO
4 • 'UJcnUJ C MllAOU no.uo~bIO 5 . n{}'o(nIU M~..."'CJa UlU npax.1rW"I'rcxJ,J 6cJ no.wo~u.
I
I
202
21. JIcp<o H CBo6oID-IO 6eraeT, npblraeT,
JIaJacr/ e:J1D1T H npHccJlaeT 6e3 <JaCTbtX 1 2345
nanem,n1 H narepb PaBHOBCCWI.
------'"j'----------------- -------------------------------------
22. OX.OTIiO npoBepsteT CBOIQ'CWIY H
B03M0;.KH0crn I 1 2 3 4 5
-------,-- ----------------------
PACIQIA,lI,KA BM.lI.OB ).(IDITElILHOcrn
IIprnqiMaeT yqacrnC! H fiOJIY'IaeT y.uOHOJII>CTBHC or ClIC.nyIOIUHX COOHJIaTeJ1l>HblX 3allJI'I1tif:
23. M~o6pa3HTCJI!>!Icl~ l!cKYccrno 12345
---,-------,------_._----
24. -Ur!aMa/"reaTP/npeJlcrann:cHHc
25. .llr!IDKcHllc
12345
12345
26. II~)osmn:cHHc. ~60:3HaTeJIl>Hocrn 1 2 3 4 5
27. mlCT Ha pHCK, I'J B TO :iKc BpeMSI HC
BblXOJ\lIT 3a PaMlQi ()e3onaCHocrn CBOCt!
H JlPYJ;"m{ I 1 2 3 4 5
---,---
--------
II03~iABATEJIL~.l(EHTEJILHOCfbjPEIIIEHHE IIPOIiJIEM
28. IIpeoJloJIenaeT clcpbe3Hl>IC
npeIUjICTBWI Ha IIY1!'H pemcHWI 33JIa<JH,
Hanpl~CP B <:ocra.BfIcmrn: ClIO:lKHbIX 1 2 3 4 5
KOHClP)'KlJHii H pewemrn rIp" ClIoxcmlli
C0CTa1lHbIX KapnrnqK.
----,------- ----------------------------------
29. Bp BpeMSI Bb!60'pa BlUla BblUliPaeT H
npOll~)JDKaeT 3aIDiM:i!-"11>OI BHllOM JlCsrreJIbHOcrn
Jlcorrb MJrnyr H 6qJIce. 1 2 3 4 5
------,-------------~---------------------------------------------------------------
30. IIp0SlB.IDleT MHorocropoHHlfii
nOllX~)ll K pcmcHIDq 33JIaQ, MOXeT
npClQI0~ liCCKO,nbKO napHaHTOB
BblXO,na "3 C0311aBlI;IeiicSi cmyamm.
12345
-----,-------------~------------------------------------------------------------------
1 - Hem WlU o~e"b pealGo 2 - peaKO U C 1IlU'O/4bJO J - nOA08W<Y <lpeJo<ellu C 1Ie:JIUNume.1bIlOU nOMO/4b1O
4 - ~Fmo C MllJIOU nOMO/4b1O 5 - nO'UTUJ <laMa UIIU npaxtTlU'<eacu 6e:J nOMO/4U.
203
rr03HABATEJIhHAJI JI.EHTEJIhHOCfb - MATEMAUIKA
B mpe C TaI<HMH npelIMeTaMH KaK 1<IDO"li, nanO'lKH, TapeJIKH H T.ll.
31. Pa:meJIeHHe npClIMeTOB no
npH3HaKY jrorry6ble KapTO'OOI OT
KPacHLlXj 12345
----------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------
32. KOJIH'Iecrno jnon.cqCT npC,ID.{CTOB/ 1 2 3 4 5
----·--------------'-rr----------- _
n03HABATEJIhHMI ,lI.IDITEJIhHOCfhj rPAMOrnOCfh
33. C.'l}'IIIaCT paccKa:: OT Ha'!aJIa!I.O
KoHUa BHHMaTeJIl>HO 1 2 3 4 5
.---------------------
34. np05lBJUleT mrrepec K ·ne'larnoMY'
CJIOBy·, paCCMaTpHBlleT 1<HHI1I,
cnpannmaeT 0 3HaqeHllli 3HaKOB H
CHMBOJIOB U T.ll. 1 2 345
35. nmn~, pliCYeT, ~3D.aeT 'lTO-JIH60
npen.CTaBJllUI ce61I, noJI.IIl{ChIB3.CT
pa6oThI, m.nrrnpyeT HarnIcaHlIe
paCCKaJa B TC'lCIDIe cueHKU mrn:
npeJICTaBJIeHlUl, pliCYeT H306paxeIDl$I
H3BCCTHI>lX JIIOn.eUliJIU o6beKTOB. 1 2 345
======================================================
I - Hun U/lU O'leHb peal".o 2 -~IW U C TlOMO/llblO 3 - 1UJI/08UHY 6paieHU CH~bHOii nOMO/llblO 4 - '=
MaJloii no.MoUjblO 5 - no'UTtU 6caeQ UAU npQ1CmU'l~CJ(u 6a nOMOUju.
O.regan Evaluaci6n
para niflos .de ·3-5 anos e·n
clases para desarrollo apropiado
Version 1.4 agosto 1992
Early Childhood Training Center
Portland State University
School of EXtended Studies
P.O. Box 1491 .-:
Portland', OR 97207
(503) 725-4815
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Oregon Evaluaci6n para niiios de 3 a 5 aiios en c:Iases para desarrollo apropiado
Versl6n 1.4 agosto 1992
Fondo - Este documento se desarroll6 por los coordinadores de educacl6n de Oregon Head Start en noviembre·de 1989. EI proyecto fue concebldo,
dirigido. y preparado por Steffen Saifer del Early Chlldl100d Training Center, School of Extended Studies, Portland State UnIversity, P.O Box 1491, Pon
OR 97207. (503) 725-4815. EI Early Childhood Training Center tlene el derecho de autor y as el publicador.
Prop6sllo - Esta evaluacl6n fue desarrollada para que los(as) maestros(as) se enfoquen an los comportami13ntos y abllldades que son los mas Import
para el crecimlento sano y desarrollo de nll'les preescolaras. Por 10 tMtO, hay un lmfasls mayor en autoconcepto, abllldades soclales, comportamlent,
juego. actitudes. y disposici6nes y hay menos enfasls en la ejecucl6n de abilidades. Temas son escrltas para que maestros(as) puedan fAcilmente hE
metas apropladas para niflos. La Oregon Evaluacl6n provee tnformacl6n pertinente y lrtll sobre nlMs (y su progreso) para ser ~ompartlda con padre!
otros profesionales. La Oregon Evaluacl6n no es para selecclonar nl diagnostlcar nlMs. Es una herramlenta para: determlnar que tan bien funclonar
en clases para desarrollo apropiado. planiflcaci6n de currfculum, segulr el progreso de nll'los, proveer Informacl6n adlclonal a profesionales cuando SE
un nino, y conferenclas con padras.
Notas - Haga un c1rculo alrededor del numero que mas describe el comportamlento 0 abilldad del nino: 1 • Lo hace poco 0 nUflca 2 • Lo hace de vez
cuando 0 con mucha ayuda 3 • Lo hace castla mitad del tlempo 4 • Lo hace segldo 0 col) p'oca ayuda 5 • Lo hace casl slemprl! 0 sin ayuda. Solo er
tema 'Procesos Mentales ·MatemAtlca' se hacen las notas de una manera distlnta, como se muestra en la pAglna 5. Se debe u~ar segldo el Area
·comentario/ejemplos'. La evaiuacl6n se debe hacer una vez en la parte temprana del ano programado (0 pronto despu9s de que un nll'lo. enlre al
programa) y entonces de nuevo hacla los fines del ano programado. Una evaluacl6n a medlo aflo as buena Idea tambien, sl sa puede. Para guardar
dates de todo el aM use un formulario por nlflo, y distintos colores para los cfrculos y comentarlos como los slgul13ntes: Evaluacl6n primera • laplcero
negro, evaluaci6n segunda • lapicero 0 lapiz rojo, evaluacl6n tercera • laplcero 0 lapiz verde. Todos temas se deben evaluar pOI observar al nll'lo durE
clases, rutinas, y aetlvldades regulares.
Formularlo de Observacl6n • Se cebe usar este formularlo junto con la evaluaci6n para apoyar y aumentarlo. Se escriben relatos segido (por 10 men
cada mez por cada nino) de abilidades y comportamlentos observados en las clases. Escriba relatos en 2" por 3' 'Post It Notes' y pegelos al Formula
Observaci6n bajo el area apropiada de desarrollo (escriba el titulo por cada Area del formulario). Este sIstema da relatos se permite escriblr solo una
hay necesidad de volver a copiar:) y permite mayor f1exibllldad. La mayoria de nlr'tos tendrAn mas relatos en una 0 varlas Areas de desarrollo y pocos
ningun relato(s) en otras Areas porque se enfoearan mas observaclones en las Areas de Inquletud. Lo slqulente es un ejemplo:
Ana es una nina que evita aetlvidades de movimiento grandes porque liene dificultad can al equilibria y agllidad (ella saca un '1' en temas 34
y 35). La maestra hace varias metas para ella para que pueda tener exito y experlencias positivas mlentras haee aetivldades de movlmlento
grandes. Entonces la maestra hlzo felatos an 'Post It Notes' mlentras la observaba durante aetivldades planlficadas, dlsefladas para
alcanzar aquellas metas. DespuBs del 'Area de Desarrollo' en el Formularlo de Ouservaei6n, la maestra escribl6 'Movlmlento' y peg6 los
recados por debajo. Uno de los recados dijo: 2/10· Ana cruz6 la escalera horizontal dos veces colgada con sus manos mlentras me paraba
al lado de ella. Ayudamos dandolo aplausos Usa y yo. Una colchoneta bajo la escalera la hlzo sentlr mas segura Vea #34, 35.
Indlce - PAgina
Juego 1
Autosuficlencla.......................... 1
Autoconcepto 2
SociaL 3
Languaje/ComunicacI6n 3
MovlmJento .4
# de Tema
1·5
6·8
9·20
21·27
28-33
34-36
PAglna
Dlsposlclones 4
Procesos Mentales· Resolver Problemas 5
Procesos Mentales· La Matematica 5
Procesos Mentales· EI Alfabetlsmo................... 6
Formularios de ObservacI6n 7,8
# de Tem,
37-44
45-49
50-54
55-60
N
o
(J1
Nombre:
Programa:
JUEGO
1. Partlclpa In fuego socio-dramatico con
compal\eLO~S) ~_ufllnla Jue_Qo libra.
Oregon Evaluacl6n para nlnos de 3-5 snos en
clases para desarrollo aproplado
Fecha de nacimiento:
Maestros(as):
FECKA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPI.OS
12345
2. Partlclpa aetlvamenle en muchos dlstlnlos
tlpos de Juego • cubos (tablltas). juego socia-
dram~l1co, manlpulatlvos, fueQos de mesa, etc.
3. Es aU1odirlgldo(a) y motlvado(a) para
aprender • demuestra Inlelatlva para eneontrar
materiales 0 escooe~ actlvldades.
4. Guarda los materlales enlugares proplos
euando termlna.
5. Usa abilidades de lengua]e para ayudar a
dirioir el lueQo.
AUTOSUFICIENCIA
6. Culda sus necesldades personales • se lava
las manos, cepllla los dlentes. se vlste a 51
mismo(a) a un nlvel apropiado.
7. Qulere ayudarse a sl mlsmo(a) y esta
oraulloso(a) al hacerlo.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
8. Cuida la segurlda personal. usa el elntur6n 1 2 3 4 5
en el carrO, nO es 1mprudente en el campo de
lueQos, oLellla_clase, nl en excurslones,
1.raramante 0 nunc_ 2..ueUo 0 eon mucho ayuda 3-como medlo t1empo 0 con ayuda 4-muehae yeeea 0 eon poco a'(Uda 5-<:..1.Iempr. 0 .In _yuda
Negro· Prlmero evaluaclon RoJo • Segundo eVllluaclon Verde· Tercero evaluaclon
N
o
en
AUTOCONCEPTO
9. Conlia en adultos qulenes son rasonablemente
conslstenles V Que dal"lapovo.
10. Acepla consuelo de otros.
11. Hace contaeto, 0]0 a 010, presumiendo que
eSlo es una norma cultural.
12. No es demaslado(a) amlgable con personas
desconocldas.
13. Pide ayuda de adullos y compat'leros(as)
verbalmenle, cortesmer.te, y cuando
verdaderamenta la neceslla.
14. Puede hacar tumos da aetlvldad con OlrOS
(pospone Qratificaci61'LP1lLJJD corto Qlazo).
15. Acepta responsibllidades por sus proplas
acclones.
16. Se defiende a sl mlsmo(a) verbalmenta con
confianza cuando se mete en conflietos
con OlrOS.
17. Atravlesa facllmente translcl6nes entre
aetlvidades dlversas.
1e. TIene un sentldo reallsta de sus proplas
abllldades, fuerzas. v debllldades.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
FECIiA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPLOS
2
19. Puede evaluar sus proplas acclones 0 1 2 3 4 5
comportamlentosnslnltallarse mw duro 1"11 mw faci!.
20. Respeta la aU10ridad adulta y reglas de clase,
pare puede Imponer su personalidad, Ideas, y
opinlone"
1 2 3 4 5
t.raramente 0 nunca 2·lue"0 0 eon mucho eyuda 3.-como modla tlempo 0 con .yuda 4~ucha2 yoces 0 COil poco _yude 5-ealrllempre 0 lIn ayuda
N~gro • Prft:lero evaluation RoJo· S~gundo ~valuatron Verd~· Tercero ~valuatfon
N
o
-.l
SOCIAL
21. Trabaja Y Juega con una variedad de nil'los.
22. Hace negoclaciones con ntros con ~xlto.
12345
12345
FECHA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPLOS
3
23. Demuestra f1exibilidad al hacer papeles • p.uede 1 2 3 4 5
ser un Iider y un seguldor(a) y no queda bien filo a un
comportamiento estereotlpico de caulQuier sexo.
24. Se expresan verbalmente los sentlmientos y
necesldades con otros en su momento.
25. Hace amistades y las mantlene.
26. Demuestra relaclones positivas con adultos
incluso un equilibrio de depenclencia/
interdependencialindependencia.
27. No demuestra prejuiclo hacla gente
distinta de eVella (descapacidades.
o(mero. color de piel. etc.)
LANGUAJElCOMUNICACION
28. Escucha y contlbl.'Ye en discusiones del grupo
a la hora de cnmida v a la horil de companir.
29. Cuenta sus experiencias 0 evenlos
simples en una secuenciaJoj:lica.
30. Le gusta hacer canciones y poemas
infantiles dramatlcos.
31. Se comunica para darse a entender.
32. Responde a la comunicaci6n de otros.
33. Empieza y sostiene conversaciones.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
1.raramtnt. 0 nunc.l 2·,uoNo 0 con mucho .yud. 3acomo m.dla tlempo 0 con _yud. ~mucha. v,c" 0 con poco .yud. 5--e.aI.f.mrr.o .In .yud.
,
Negro· Prfmero evalueclon RoJa" Segundo evaluaclon Verde" Tercero ,:velu8cfon N
o
CXl
MOVIMIENTO
34. Participa aetivamente y goza de aetividades
-con-StiS-manos -{deotJjar, -pintar, -t'ompacabsl-as.
cortaro elc.)
35. Libremente carre, satta. trepa, maneja
sin caerse ni deseQuilibrarse.
36. Se desafia voluntariamente dA acuerdo a la
fuerza propla y agilidad (movimiento fino
v/o brusco).
12345
12345
12345
FECHA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPLOS
4
DISPOSICIONES
Part;cipa en y goza de aetividades creativas y expresi6n como las siguientes:
37. Resuelve creativamente prOblemas.
38 Elarte
39. La dramatica
40. EI movimiento
41. La muslca
42. Demuestra curiosidad.
43. Voluntariamente trata de
hacer actividades nuevas.
44. :"e gusta tomar riesgos mlentras mantiene
seQuridad de 51 mismo-'i de otros.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
1·r8f1Jmente 0 nunCIJ 2·suelto" con m.:cho ayuda 3-cama media tlampo 0 con syuda of·mucha, voce, 0 con poco eyuda s.cs,J ,'empre 0 :in syuda
Negro" Prlmero evaluacf~n Roja" Segundo evalueefC:n Verde" Tercero tv.lueelon
N
o
\.0
PROCESOS MENTALES· RESOLVER PROBLEMAS FECHA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPLOS
45. Hace pregunt<ls: 'l.Como,por Que, d6nde. 1 2 3 4 5
cuando, oulen?', a ildut!9_s V nll\os.
46. Intenta tareas con conflanza. 1 2 3 4 5
no dice 'No puedo'.
47. Es persistente 03n tareas diflciles a pesar 1 2345
de retrasos como rompecabezas dificites 0
construcciones de cubos 'Leoo',
48. Escoge active durante juegos tibres y 1 234 5
puede perslstir por 10 minutos 0 mas.
49. Demuestra habilidades cU3ndo encuentra 1 2 3 4 5
problemas U obstaculos • pueoe crearvarias
soluciones/alternatlvas cuando Ie hacen
preQuntas como 'l.QueJl1as puedes hacer...?'
1-,.,.ment. 0 nunca 2·luelto 0 con mucho .yud. 3-como m.dla tJempo 0 eon .yud. 4-much•• V'CI. 0 ccn poco .yud. S..c." ,'.mp,. 0 .In .yud.
PROCESOS MENTALES· LA MATEMArICA*
Cuando juega con cosas en el ambiente como cubos, clavijas, plalos, etc.:
5
50. Empareja Q.e.; carros rojos en caja roja) 12345
51. Clasifica (I.e.: carros 1 2 3 4 5
rojos de carros azules) ...
*P.,. Proceaol Mlntl'ea· U Mltl",ill..: 1-nun.. 2-muy mln/mo hlbllldid 0 con mucho .yud. 3-mldlo hlbllld.d 0 con ;yudl 4-hlbllldld 0 con poco .yud.
5-mucho h.bllld.d 0 .In .yud.
52. Arrcgla en serle (i.e.;hace cola de carros
desdeel mas peQuel\o hasta el masQrande)
S3. Secuencias (I.e.; carro rojo, carro azul,
carro roio,carro azul)
54. Cuantifica O.e.; cuenla 5 carras)
Negro" Primero evaluaclon
12345
12345
12345
toJo .. Segundo eVOluacl.~n Verde - Tercoro evaluaclon
N
~
o
PROCESOS MENTALES· EL ALFABETISMO
55. Escucha un cuento entero
durante la hora de cuentos.
56. Pide que se Ie lea
57. Demuestra interes en cosas imprentas • Ie
gustamirar libros, pregunta que dicen
los r6lulos, ·etc.
58. Reconoce y nombra letras en su ambiente:
imprentas, 0 cuando se dietan nombres de
-nli'los.
59. Lee su propio nombre en dibujos, tablas, {ltc.
v-lee-f6tu~os----s-imples en su ambiants.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
FECHA Y COMENTARIO/EJEMPLOS
6
60. Escribe, dibuja, y/o hace cosas con forma 1 2 3 4 5
representaclonal, i.e; escribe su nombre en
arte, Imlta al escriblr durante juegos dramaticos,
hace dibuios Que son-,::~saso Qenle reconocibles.
l·,."ment.o nunc. 2·,u.fto 0 con mucho .yud. 3·como medlo tl.mpo 0 eon .yud. ~much•• vee•• 0 eon poco .yud. 5-call,'.mpr.o "n .yud.
Negro. Pr/mero eva/uac/on Raja. Segundo eva/uac/6n Verde· Tercero 'eva/uac/on
Otros Comentarios 0 Observaciones:
N
......
I-'
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OREGON EVALUAClON PARA NINOS DE 3 A 5 ANOS EN CLASEPARA DESAHROLLO APROPlADO
FORMUlJ\JUO DE OnsERVACION
Nombrt':
Area de desarroUo:
Area de desarrollo:
Area de des:arrollo:
Ponga fcclta
de todo comentario
Art'lll JI JIWrrfllLJ: )ut').... ,. Aljl~IIJJicil,,(;a. Auw..·.~,.plo1. Surial. J.Ji",m.lIc.lfflu,u{/J{'i.)n, A(if"iminlw, lJi'I"Hi.ioJ""s, 1'n."f'IOS All'nLJlLl •
Ill'f.t»llu rl1;/lkm..1I, I'nKt'WI MtN'ttn . 141 .\f,Jlt"m,iti(l1. I'n.Ct'\.j'1 Ml'nJ<Jlu • 11 AIj..J1Jrlilm..J
APPENDIX E
VALIDITY SURVEY
Portland State University
P.O. Dox 1491 . Portland,OR97Z07·1491
October 29, 1993
I would greatly appreciate your help by completing the enclosed survey. You have
been selected as a well respected early childhood educator with great knowledge and
expertise. I highly value your opinions.
This survey is one part of my doctoral dissertation research to determine validity,
reliability and usefulness of the Oregon Assessment The survey will provide
information regarding construct, curricular, and item validity. Congruent validity, inter-
rater reliability and test-retest reliability will be determined by research involving the
testing of a djv~rse group of children: Usefulness will be determir18d with a different
survey sent to a diverse group of current users (teachers and administrators).
Enclosed is a copy of 'the assessment and a copy of the User Manual. If you have the
time, reading the first 8 pages of User Manual will give helpful background information
regarding the development of the assessment and its intended purposes. The rest of
the manual focuses on interpreting and scoring the 60 items in ten domains (play, self-
help, self-concept, social, language/communication, motor, dispositions, cognitive-
problem solving, cognitive·math, cognitive·literacy).
Please use the manual as you complete the survey to help you determine what each
item asks for and how to interpret the item. (Item explanations begin on the bottom of
page 8 of the manual).
I know you are busy and your time is precious, so I am deeply grateful for your
assistance on this project. Feel free to call if you have any questions - 503 - 725-4835.
(or 1-800-547-8887 x4835). Please return the survey by November 24,
Sincerely
(~
; / /
·~t· /........-
Steffen Saifer
Early Childhood Education Specialist
School of Extcndcd Studics
1-:3,1\ (:hildhood Training Centcr • /{CIOurCC Acccss !'rojc.:t
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Please circle the number that best describes how adequately each item -
reflects the theoretical is an important indicator
construct of develop- of the developmental
mentally appropriate domain it is under:
Domain Item # practices:
Play
1 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
2 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
3 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
4 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
5 1 2 3 '4 2' ... 4
"Self-Help
6 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
7 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
8 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Self-Concept
9 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
10 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
11 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
12 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
13 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
14 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
15 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
16 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
17 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
18 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
19 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
20 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Social
21 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
22 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
23 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
24 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
25 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
26 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
27 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
language/Communic.
28 2 3 4 2 3 4
29 2 3 4 2 3 4
30 2 3 4 2 3 4
31 2 3 4 2 3 4
32 2 3 4 2 3 4
33 2 3 4 2 3 4
1=not at all, 2=a little, 3=generally, 4=strongly
items continued on next
page
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Please circle the number that best describes how adequately each item -
reflects the theoretical is an important indicator
construct of develop- of the developmental
mentally appropriate domain it is under:
Domain Item # practices:
Motor
34 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
35 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
36 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Dispositio~s
37 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
38 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
39 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
40 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
41 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
42 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
43 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
44 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Cogn.-Problem Solving
45 2 3 4 2 3 4
46 2 3 4 2 3 4
47 2 3 4 2 3 4
48 2 3 4 2 3 4
49 2 3 4 2 3 4
Cognitive - Math
50 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
51 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
52 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
53 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
54 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Cognitive - Uteracy
55 2 3 4 2 3 4
56 2 3 4 2 3 4
57 2 3 4 2 3 4
58 2 3 4 2 3 4
59 2 3 4 2 3 4
60 2 3 4 2 3 4
1=not at all, 2=a little, 3=gcnerally. 4=strongly
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Please circle the number that best describes how adequately each domain reflects the
theoretical construct of developmentally appropriate practices:
Domain
Play 2 3 4
Selt-Help 2 3 4
Self·Concept 2 3 4
Social 2 3 4
language/Communic 2 3 4
Motor 2 3 4
Dispositions 2 3 4
Cogn.-Problem Solving 1 2 3 4
Cognitive·Math 2 3 4
Cognitive-Uteracy 2 3 4
Please circle the number that best describes how adequately all domains taken
together as whole reflects the theoretical construct of developmentally appropriate
practices
234
Please circle the number that best describes how adequately this assessment as a
whole reflects principles of appropriate assessment as outlined in the 1991 NAEYC
position statement: Guidelines for appropriate curriculum content and assessment in
programs serving children ages 3 through 8 (young Children, 46[3],21-38) (article
attached):
234
1=not at all, 2=a little, 3=generally, 4=strongly
Please write any additional comments you have below (continue on the back if
needed):
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Guidelines for appropriate
assessment
Assessment is the process 01 observ-
ing. recording and otherwise docu-
menting the work children do and how
they do It. as a basis lor a variety of
educational decisions that allect the
child. Assessment is integral to cur-
riculum and instruction. In early child-
hood programs. assessment serves
several different purposes: (I) to plan
instruction lor individuals and groups
and for communicating with parents.
(2) to identify children who may be in
need of specialized services Or inter-
vention. and (3) to evaluate how well
Ule program is meeting its goals.
The following ~uidehn...s first ad·
dress the primary usc 01 olSSt.osstllent
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lor planning instruction and com-
muaicating with parents. Guidelines lor
screening and program evaluation 101·
low. (For additional information on the
topic of assessment, see also NAEYCs
Position Statement on Standardized
Testing 01 Young Children (NAEYC.
1988) and Unacceptable Trends in Kin·
dergarten Entry and Placement
(NAECSlSDE, 1987), and Kamii (1990).)
Guidelines for planning instruc-
tion and communicating with par-
enls. Assessment of children's
development and learning is absolutely
necessary il teachers are to provide
curriculum and instruction that is both
age-appropriate and individually ap-
propriate. An initial ao;sessment is nec-
essary lor teachers to get to 'know
children and to adjust the planned
curriculum. The appropriate use 01
initial assessment is to lind out what
children already know and are able to
do and to use this inlormation to
adjust the curriculum to the individual
children. Too often. initial assess·
ment takes the lorm 01 "readiness test-
ing" with young children or -achieve-
ment testing" with older children, the
results of which are used to exclude
children Irom the program, track them
by ability, or otherwise label them.
How the initial assessment is conducted
will determine the accuracy and use-
lulness 01 the findings. To provide an
accurate picture 01 children's capa-
bilities, teachers must observe children
over time; information obtained on one
briel encounter may be Incomplete or
distorted. Ukewise, initial assessment
information must be used to adjust cur-
riculum and instruction. II assessment
data are ignored and no adjustments
are made. then the data should not
be collected. M:Jreovcr, assessmellt
data should be used to bring about
benefits for children such as more
individualized instruction: it should not
be used to recommend that children
stay out 01 a program. be retained in
grade. or be assigned to a segregated
group based on ability or develop·,
mental maturity.
The lollowing principles should
!,'Uide assessment procedures ler chil·
dren ages 3 through 8
t. Curriculum and assessmellt are
,"t"grated throll~hollt the program. as·
sessment IS congrut,.>nl with and rei-
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evant to the goals, objectives, and con-
tent 01 the program.
2. Assessment results in benefits to the
child such as needed adjustments in
the curriculum or more individualized
inslruction and improvements in the
program.
3. Children's devefopment and learning
in all the domains-physical, social.
emotional, and cognitive-and their
dispositions and leelings are inlormally
and routinely assessed by teachers'
observillg children's activities and in·
teractions, listening to them as they
talk, and using children's constructive
errors to 'understand their learning.
4. Assessment provides teachers with
tlsellll inlormation to successfully lulfill·
their responsibilities: to support chil·
dren's learning and development, to
plan lor individuals and groups, and to
communicate with parents.
5, Assessment involves regular and
pericdic observation 01 the child in a
wide variety of circumstances that are
representative 01 the child's behavior
in Ole program over time.
6. Assessment relies primarily on pro-
cedures that renect the ongoing life or
the classroom anll typical activities of
the children. Assessment avoids ap·
proaches that place children in arti·
licial situations, impede the usual
learning and developmental experi-
ences in the classroom, or divert chilo
dren Irom their natural learning
processes.
7. Assessment relies on demonstrated
performance, during real, not contri'/M
activities. lor example. real reading and
writing activities rather than only skills
testing (Engel, 1990; Teale. 1988).
8. Assessment utilizes an array 01 tools
and a variety uf precesses including
but nol limited to wllections 01 repre·
senlative work by children (artwork.
stories they write. tape recordings of
their reading), records 01 systematic
observations by teachers. records 01
conversations and inlerviews wilh
children, teachers' sununanes 01 clul·
dren's progress as individuals and as
groups (Chittenden & Courtney, 1989.
Goodman. Goodman. & Hood. 1989)
9. Assessment recogOlzes illdlviJu.d
diverSity o( Il'ilrne,s ~md allo\\'s 101 clll·
It.:u"l1ces III styles and l.llt'S 01 1l'':lJl1Im~
ASSl'SSIIlt-'nl la:':l'S Inl0 nHISltlt'f.lllull
children's ability in English, U,eir slage
of language acquisition, and whelher
they have been given Ule time and op-
portunity to develop proficiency in
their native language as well as in
English.
11/, Assessment support:; children's de·
velopment and learning; it does not
threaten children's psychological
safety or feelings of $C\l~teem.
II. Assessment supports parents' rela-
lionships with their children and does
not ulKknnine parents' conlidulce in
their childi~'~ or their own ability, nor
does it devalue the /angwge and cul-
ture 01 the family.
1%. Assessment demonstr;.tes chil-
dren's IJVeraJi !;tn.ngUlS anu prOhr~,
what children can do, not jnst their
wrong answer.; or what they cannot do
or do not know.
13. Assessment is an essential com-
ponent of :t.e teacher's role. Since
teachers can make ma.dmaJ use of as-
sessment results, the teacher is the
primary assessor,
U. Assessment is a collaborative
process involving children and teach-
ers, teachers and parents, ~l and
community. Inlormation from parents
about each child's experiences at home
is used in planning instruction and
evaluating children's learning. Inlor-
mation obtained from assessment is
shared with parents in language they
can understand.
15. Assessment encourages children to
participate in sclf-evaluation.
16. Assessment addresses what chil-
dren can do independenUy and what
they can demonstrate wiUI assistance,
since the laller shows Ule direction of
their growth.
17. Inlormation about each child's
growth, development, and learning is
systemalically collected and recorded
at regular intervals. Information such
as samples 01 children's work, descrip·
tlOns 01 Uleir performance, and anec-
dotal records is used lor plannmg in·
struction and communicating with
parents.
18. A regnlar process exisls lor
periodic information sharing between
teachers and parents aoout children',
gro\'o'U1 and developmC'llt and Ix-l1orlll-
anee. 11,e method 01 fl.'rur1ing to p.11-
enl5 d()(.'s 1101 rely on Idh~r (lr 1Il1llh'lI"
cal grades, but rather provides more
meaningful. descriptive information in
n..arrative form.
Questions to ask In evaluating a
program's assessmenl
procedures
I. Is the assessment procedure based
on the goals and objectives 01 the spe-
cilic curriculum used In the program?
2. Are lhe results 01 assessment used
to benefit children, i.e., to plan for Indi·
vidual children, Improve Instruction,
identify children's Interests an<\ nee<b,
and individualize instruction, rather
tllll" label, 1:'~cJ-.. 'Jr "'i1 childrc.:'
3, Does Ule assessment procedure ad-
dress all domains 01 learning and
development-social, emotional.
physical. and cognilive..:..as well as
child~en's leding~ ar.d dispQsitions
tnward leaming!
4. Does assessment provide useful In·
formation 10 teachers 10 help them do
a better job?
5. Does the assessment procedure rely
on teachers' regular and periodic ob-
servations and record-keeping of chil-
dren's everyday activities and perform-
ance so U,at results rellect children's
behavior over time?
6, Does U,e assessment procedure oc-
cur as part 01 the ongoing life of the
classroom rather than in an artificial
contrived context? '
7. Is the assessmenl procedure
performance·based, ra'ther than only
testing skills in isolalion?
8. Does the assessment rely OIl multi-
ple soorces 01 information about chil-
dren such as colleclions of their work,
results 01 leacher interviews and dia-
logues, as well as observations?
9, Does the assessment procedure reo
lIect individual, cultural, and linguistic
diversity? Is it free of cultural, lan-
guage, and gender biases'
10. Do children appeal comfortable
and relaxed during assessment rather
Ulan tense or anxious?
I I, Docs the assessment procedure
support parenls' confidence in their
children and Iheir ability as p,1fenls
father than threaten or undermine par·
4.'nl~· confidcnc('?
12. Dues till' dsscssmelll e.xamine chil-
df('n'~ ~tlt'ng(hs and c.Jpabilllies fath(',
th.m IU:;1 ttlt'll \lrwaklwsst'5 Or ~'hat
1111'\" .1'111111 L-nflh· ...
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13. Is the teacher lhe primary assessor
and are teachers adequately trained for
this role?
14. Does the assessment procedure in-
volve collaboration among teachers,
children, administrators, and parents?
Is information from parents used in
planning instruction and evaluating
children's learning? Are parents in-
fanned about assessment informalion?
15. Do children have an opportunity to
rellect on and evaluale their own
learning?
16. Are children assessed In supportive
contexts to determine whal they are
capable of doing with assistance as
well as what they can do
Indq>cndenUy?
17. Is there a systematic procedure for
collecting assessment data that facili-
tates its use in planning Instruction
and communicating with ~ts?
18. Is Ihere a r('j!Ular procc-dure for
communicating the results of assess-
ment 10 parents in meanIngful lari·
guage, rather than Ietier or number
grades, thaI reports children's indi-
vidual progress?
APPENDIX F
UTILITY SURVEY
Portland State University
PO Box 1491 Portland OR 97207-1491
Dear Friend,
I appreciate your help in my attempt to obtain information about the usefulness of the
Oregon Assessment. This is part of a research project that includes establishing
reliability and validity of the assessment. It is my doctoral dissertation research and is
funded by a Head Start research grant
Please complete all items on the survey and return it in the attached envelope within a
week of receiving it. It is completely confidential and you will not be identified by
name.
If you have any questions please call me at 1-800-547-8887 x4835 or (503) 725-4835.
Than~ you again for your help.and your prompt response.
Sincerely,
,
/i-ttlf'-,Y},:;!-
Steffen Saifer
Early Childhood Education Specialist (and doctoral student!)
Sdl+llllof 1·.'h·llIk~1 '\11Idl(.· .... l-:"JrI~' (:bildh.llld Tr.tllllll~ C'':lllct
1~1""lllt I' '\1 C c· ..... j'!tlICt I • '1 n hlllt;i! ,\ ...... i ... 1.lflll· SlIl'PUll (~\'Jlln
.l.:~ l~ .1~1', F.\\ ~f),'/7.':'" -1~·1(l
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Usefulness of the Oregon Assessment for 3-5 Year Olds
In Developmentally Appropriate Classrooms
Please circle the number that best describes your response to each statement:
1=5trongly Disagree, 2=Disagree 3=Agree 4=5trongly Agree
1. The results from the Oregon Assessment accurately reftect the skills, behaviors, and
abilities of my children.
234
2. The Oregon Assessment includes the most important behaviors to assess in
children.
2 :; 4
3. The criteria for the items as presented in the User Manual are clear.
234
4. The scOring system as explained in the User Manual is understandable.
234
5. The Oregon Assessment is effective for helping me write goals for children.
1 234
6. For individualized curriculum planning and tracking children's progress the
Oregon Assessment is an effective tool for me.
234
7. The Oregon Assessment is more useful than other Clssessment tools I have used for
individualized curriculum pla'1ning and tracking ~hildren's progress.
234
8. Parents respond favorably to the Oregon Assessment.
234
9. The Oregon Assessment is useful for helping parents understand their children and
set appropriate goals for them.
234
(please go on to tile back)
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1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree ~=Agree 4=Strongly Agree
10. The assessment is responsive to the diversitY (ethnic, cu~ural, ability, gender, etc.)
of my children and families. .
234
11. The completed assessment provides a rich ·fJnd in-depth :picture" of a child.
1 2 3 4
12. The average amount of time it takes to complete the asse,lssment on each child is:
223
____ Hours ____ Min/lles
13. I typically complete the assessment on one child over a period of days.
14. It takes a reasonable amount of time to complete the assessment.
1 2 3 4
15. The total amount of training on using the Oregon Assessment I received was
(check one):
[]none []Iess then 3 hours []3-4 hours []5-7 hours I []other
If you checked other, write the nU\11ber of hours here _
16. I am a (check one): []Head Teacher []~sistant Teactjer
[]Ed Supervisor or Coordinator []ather I
17. I have been using the assessment for __,_ years _-,-_ months.
18. The highest degree I have earned is (check; one); . I
[]none []CDA []M []BNBS []MA/MS []Other__
The number years I have been teaching preschool is (checklone):
[]Iess than 1 []1-2 []3-4 []5-6 []7-10 []11-15 []1('>-20 []more than 20
Please write any additional comments you hav~ below. Use fln additional page if more
space is needed.
APPENDIX G
THE OREGON ASSESSMENT FOR 3-5 YEAR OLDS IN
DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE CLASSROOMS:
SHORT VERSION
OREGON ASSESSMENT
FOR 3-5 YEAR OlDS
IN DEVELOPMENTALLY
APPROPRIATE
CLASSROOMS
SHORT VERSION (35 ITEMS)
Version 1.5 August 1993
Early Childhood Training Center
Portland State University
School of Extended Studies
P.O. Box 1491
Portland, OR 97207 .
(503) 725-4815
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© 1990 Early Childhood Training Center
All Rights Reserved
Published and Printed by the Early Childhood Training Center
School of Extended Studies
Portland State University
P.O. Box 1491, 1633 SW Park
Portland, OR 97207
Use RestrIctions 8n~ PrIcIng· Any photocopying of this Instrument (all or part) Is strictly prohibited unloss done so by a staff member of any
of the following Oregon Head Start programs (only for use within these programs): Columbia Pacific, Curry County, Deschutes/Crook Co"
Eastern Oregon, Kldco, Klamath Family, Malheur Co, Mld·Columbla, Portland Public Schools· ECE, Southern Oregon, Umatilla/Morrow Co"
Warm Springs Tribal. All other parties must purchase the Oregon Assessment for a cost of $5.00 for one form, $15.00 for a package of 10,
$25.00 for a package of 20 (add 10% or $1.00, whichever Is greater, to the total order for postage and handling). Licensing agreements can
be arranged for large programs or school districts. A User Manual Is available for $10. Order from the address listed above.
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Oregon Assessment for 3·5 Year Olds In Developmentally ApproprIate Classrooms
Version 1.5 August 1993
Background. This instrument was developed by Oregon Head Start education coordinators in November 1989. The project was concei·,ed, directed. and edited b
Stellen Saifer of the Early Childhood Training Center, School of Extended StUdies, Portland State University, P.O. Box 1491, Portland, OR. 97207. (503) 725·48:
The Early Childhood Training Center holds the copyright an~ is the publisher.
Purpose. This assessment was developed so th~t teachers will focus on behaviors and abilities that are the most important for healthy g~owth and development 0
young children. Therefore, there is a strong emphasis on self-concept, social skills, play behaviors, attitudes and dispositions and less ernph;,sis on the performam
01 skills. Items are ....Titten so that teachers can easily set developmentally appropriate goals for children. The Oregon Assessment provides pertinent and uselul
information about children (and their progress) to share ....ith parents and other professionals. The Oregon Assessment is !!.Q! for screening or diagnosing child rei
It is a tool for: Determining how well children function In a developmentally appropriate classroom, curriculum planning, tracking childrcn's progress, providing
additional information to profc:ssionals when refcrring a child, and conferencing with parents.
lNSTRUCflONS
A User Manual is available and highly recommended. It provides detailed information on the purpose of the tool nnd on interpreting and scoring items.
Scoring - Circle the number that best describes the child's behavior or ability: 1 - Does It rarely or not at all 2- Does it occasionally or with much help
3 • Does it about half the time or ....ith some help 4· Does it often or with little help 5· Does it almost always or with no help. Only Cognilive Math is scored
differently as indicated on page 5. The 'comments/examples' area should be used often. Assessment should be done once In the early part of the program year (
soon after a child enters the program) and then again towards the end of the program year. A mid-year assessment is also a good idea, if possible. To keep the
data from the whole year on one form per child, color code your clrcles and comments accordingly: 1st assessmellt • Black pen or pencil, 2nd assessme lit . Red r
or pencil, 3rd assessment· Green pen or pencil. All items should be assessed through observinl( the child during regular classroom routines and activities.
Obsenntlon Fonn - This form is to be used in conjunction with the assessment to support and extend it. Anecdoles are written on an on·going basis (at lea,l
monthly for each child) of skills and behaviors observed in the classroom. Write anecdotes on 2' x 3' Post.It Notes and slick them on the observation form undl
the appropriate area of development (you label the area on the form). This system allows you to write anecdotes only once (no need to recopy) and allows for
maximum nexibllity. Most children will have more anecdotes in one or seve'ral areas of development and few or no anerAotes in other areas because you will fOl
-mofJ:-Ohse!""atinos-Ol1-Area.s nLconeern. The followin~ is an example:
Anna is a child who avoids large motor activities because she has difficulty with balance and agility (she scored a 'I' on items 3·\ and
35). The teacher set several goais for her so that she can have some success and positive experiences doing large motor activities.
The teacher then took anecdotC3 on Post· It Notes while observing her during the planned activities designed to meet those go~ls.
After 'Area of Development' on the Observation Form, the teacher wrote 'Motor' and stuck the notes below it. One of the notes said:
2/10 • Anna twice crossed horlzont311adder hanging from her hands while I stood next to her. Helped by cheerIng from Lisa & me.
-- ---Grm-ma~under-!addefmade-her-!ee!-more-sel:l!re~See_'.34, 35.
Tobie of Contents • ~ Item#s
Play............................................. 1 1-3
Self·Help..................................... 1 4·5
Self-COncept............................... 1 6-10
Social......................................... 2 11-15
Language/Communication........ 2 16-19
Motor.......................................... 2 20-22
~
Dispositions................................ 3
Cognitive. Problem Solving..... 3
Cognitive· Math......................... 3
Cognitive. Literacy.................... 4
Observation Porms.................... 5,6
Item #s
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Name:
Program:
Oregon Assessment for 3-5 Year Olds In
Developmentally Appropriate Classrooms
Birthdate:
Teachers:
1
PLAY
1. Engages in cooperative (dramatic) play 1 2 3 4 5
durinq Iree plav/child choice times.
2. Actively engages In many dflferent kindS 01
play activities· blocks, soclcxframatlc play, 1 2 3 4 5
r.1anlpulatives, simple board aames, etc.
3. Is a self·directed, motivated learner·
shows Initiative In finding materials 1 2 3 4 5
or choosinq activities
SELF·HELP
4. Takes care or personal grooming needs· 1 2 3 4 5
washes hands. brushes teeth. dresses self
S. -Wa!"1!s-to-helpher/himself-and-lakes-pride -1 -2 -3 -45
in dolnq so.
SELF·CONCEPT
6. Trusts aduhs who are reasonably 1 2 3 4 5
consistent and supportive.
7. Requests help tram adults and peers
verbally, politely, and when 1 2 3 4 5
actually needed
8. Accepts responsibility fer own 1 2 3 4 5
actions.
9. Moves easily through transitions 1 2 3 4 5
(such as circle to snack)
10. Respects adult authority and classroom 1 2 3 4 5
rules, but can assert own opinions,
Ideas, and personality.
DATE COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
1·rar./y or nol.,.11 2-<lcetaSon.l/y or with muc,h h.,p ~.bou11121/m.or with tom. h.,p 4-o1l.n or wtth 11111. h.lp 5-.11'1001 .tw.y. or with no h.,p
BI.ck· ht.lI.llm.nl Red. 2nd .1I0llment Oroon • 3rd ",ollm.nt N
N
co
SOCIAL
11. Negotiates effectively
with others.
12. Displays flexibility In roles - can be
a leader and a follower and does
not adhere rloldlv to a sex role.
13. Forms and maintains
friendships
14. Displays pos~lve relation!! w~h adu~s,
including a balance of dependence/
Interdependencellndependence.
15. Shows acceptance of people who
are different from her/himself
(disabilities, aender, skin color. etc.)
LANGUAGE/COMMUNICATION
16. Lbtens to and contribU1es to group dis-
cussions at meallimes & sharlnq timos.
17. Tells oxperiences or simple events In
a loqlcel sequence.
18. Enjoys rec~lng fingerplays and
slnqlnQ sonQS.
19. Communicates sO s/he Is
understood bv others
MOTOR
20. Actively engages In and enjoys fine
motor actlv~les (drawing, painting,
puzzles, cuttlnQ, usinQ manlpulatlves).
21. Freely runs, jumps, hops, climbs, ridHs
withoU1 frequent fallinq or Imbalance
1 2 3 4 5
1 234 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 234 5
1 234 5
1 234 5
12345
1 234 5
1 234 5
DATE COMMENTS/EXAMPLES
2
22. Willingly challenges own streng1h 1 2 3 4 5
and aoility (line and/or laroe mOlor),
l-rar.1y or nor at all 2-ccca.lonslly or with much h.,p 3-sbout 1/2 11m. or wi:h 50m. holp I,-olron or with Imf. h.,p ~afmo" alway. or with no Iie,p
Br.ck • 101 ......m.nl Red· 2nd a..e..m.nl Oroen • Jrd ......m.nt Iv
Iv
\!)
DISPOSITIONS
Engages In and enjoys creative activities & expression such as:
3
23.
24.
25.
Art
Drama
Movement
1 2 3 4 5
12345
1 234 5
26. Displays curiosity.
27. Enjoys taking risks while maintainIng
safelY of self and others.
COGNITIVE· PROBLEM SOLVING
28. Perseveres through a difficult task
despite setbacks such as difflcult
puules or leoo constructions.
1 2 3 4 5
1 234 5
1 2 3 4 5
29. Chooses activities during free play and 1 2 3 4 5
can stick with lt for 10 minutes or more.
30. Displays resourcefulness when faced with
problems or obstacles - can generate 1 2 3 4 5
several solutlons/alternatlvas when
asked questions such as 'What elGe
can you do ."1'.
Hlrtly or nol II III 2-oce..'on.'1y or with much hllp :J.lbout 1/2 11m. or with .oml h.,p 4-o1l.n or wllh IIttI. h.lp 5-"molt IIw.y. or wllh no h.,p
COGNITIVE· MATH"
When playing with objects in the environment such as blocks, pegs, dishes, elc.:
31. Sorts (I.e.; red cars from
blue cars)
32. Quantffies (I.e.; counts
cars)
1 234 5
1 234 5
-For Cognlllv. Mllh "1... folio ...: t'nel 11.11 z..VI/}' low .klll !ov./IcompIOlIty :J.modlfll••1<1/1 '1ri/lcomplOllty 4·hllJh Ikllll.v.'fcomplo.1ty
5-v./}' hIgh .kllll.v./IcompIOlIty
BI...k· 1.1 ......m.nl R.d • 2nd a.....m.nl Or••n • 3rd a.....m.nl
N
("oJ
<:>
COGNITIVE· LITERACY
33. Listens to entire story 1 2 3 4 5
durinQ storvtime.
34. Shows Interest In print medium·
enjoys looking at book,>, asks 1 2 3 4 5
what slQns say, etc.
35. Writes, draws, and/or makes things repre-
sentationally, I.e.; writes name on art- 1 2 3 4 5
work, Imitates writing during dramatic
play, draws pictures that are recog·
nizable objects or people.
, -"reI y or not .t .11 2-occ.llonall y or wi th l!lJCh help 3-.bout 1/2 t I"", or wi th lome help 4-often or wi Ih II tt I. help ~••1""., always or wi Ih no halp
BI.ck· ,.1 ......m.nt Red· 2nd ......m.nt Or..,n· ~rd ....samonl
Other comments or obselVBtlons:
4
N
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It> OREGON ASSESSMENT FOR 3-5 YEAR OLDS IN DEVELOPMENTALlY APPROPRIATE CLASSROOMS
OBSERVATION FORM
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Name:
Area of development:
.Area of development:
Area of development:
Date all entries
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Ase•• 01 devolopment Piny, Sen-Holp, sen-Concopl, SociAl, lJInlluogoiCommuni<:otion, Motot, Di.po>itions. Cognitiv...Probl<>m Solving,
Cognrtrwo-Math, Cognitrv&-U1oracy
APPENDIX H
"ONE PAGE" FORMATS FOR THE FULL VERSION AND SHORT VERSION
OF THE ASSESSMENT
1·r.llty or nol .1 all 2·occasionaUy or with much help 3-about 112 time or with ~m. help 4--otten or with little htlp ~almolt lI.twayl or wilh no holp
·for C<>'Jnith" Math rat. at followl: 1·not af all 2·vlry low IkllllovlVcompllxity 3-modtralt IklllllveVcomplt.lt( ....high .kllllevlIVcompioll.ity
S.Vlry hIgh IklllllvlVcomplexhy
The dOlcrlptlonl In pallnthtlu abo"l ,,, JUI' I.ampl... For .ccurat, leoring UI \hI Uur ~.Anual
Or&gon Assessment for 3-5 Ye.r OIlJ. In Developmentally ,"pproprlatt Cla..rC'<)m.
t~ame: Olrthdate: Program: T.achtn:
PlAY 11. Mekel eye to eye conleC1 SOCIAl 31.CommunlCAt. 00 42. Oilpl.ys 51. Sorts Q.••; rtd CArl from
1. Engtllgea In cooper.ttv, (dremlltlc) (provIding this Is e cuhur.1 norm). 21. Interecta wtth e varle1y ar.-.. II understood by curloolty. bluDun)
play during hH pity/child choice of children. olhere.
tlmel. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
2. Acllvely engao" In many dtfforent 12. Showa approprlal. call1ion 22. Ne-gotlatH etre-c:1lvely 32. Rnpondl 10 U II willing 10 1:y 52. serial" Q•••; linn up CArl
klndl of pl.y .ctlv"l" - blocD••oclo- with Itranger. wt1h othere. communication from new ectM1ln. ImallM1 to ~argHt)
dramallc play. mlnipulatlv01l 1 etc. othlra.
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 i 5 1 2 3 4 5
J. II a sett-dlrKted. motivated learner 13. RM1uell. help trom adutta 23. Dllpl.ya nexlbility • cen be 33. Inttlate. & lUI lainI ce. Enjoys likIng rllka 53. Patt.rna (1.0.; rad CAr, blue elr,
. showl Inl1laU.... In finding materlale and pI,)re verbally. polttety. and a leader or tollower; doe. n01 converutlon•• whll. maintaining ufety of red car. btue c.ar)
or ehoollng aethlttl". when actually ne~ed. adhere rigidly to a efOX role. let1 and oth.rl.
I 2 3 • 5 1 2 3 • 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. PUll materlall In proper place 14. Cen take turn. with othe,. 2C. Verbllty .xprel.es MOTOR 34. Eng.g"·ln CO<H'flOIll..EN SOLVlNQ 54. QUlntffl... {l.• : courrta
"'hen finllhe-d. (delay gratification for a .hort teellng. end neede durIng and InJoys nne motor 45. Ash qu....lon.: -How. ear.)
period). Inter.ctlont with other•• aetlv"ln. ...ny• ...nar., ...n.n, ...no?"
1 2 3 • 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 • 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5. Usel language Ikllll to aU'll In t S. Acc.,pl. reeponllblllry for own 25. forma and malntDln. 35. Freety run., lumpa. 4S. Approach.. IIlkl w"h COGNlTlVE • IJTE1lACY
dIrectIng cocptratlve (dramallc) play. acUon•. frlendlhlp". cllmbe wtlhoutfraquonl conndence - dOfl.n't eay -. 55. Ustenl to enU,e GlOry
IllIIng.~rr:b.l.nc•• c.an"r. during IloryUm••
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 • 5 1 2 3 4 5
S(U'·IIELP 18. Standi up tor letl ....nlvety 25. 011plays polhlv. relatione 3S. Willingly chillong.. ..11. Perllveres through. 5S. Aska to be read to.
6. Take. car. or per.onal grooming- when engaging In a connlc' wtth wtlh .du"a • h,""hy belonc. own Ilrength and ~tf1Icutt lllk dn",he ul·
VotllShH, brulhes leelh. dre-ales letl. olhen. of dependenceflndependonce. • g~lIty. backa, Ilk. hard punl.l.
I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
-
7. Want, to help herfhlmlerr and 17. Movea .aslly through Iran.1- 27. Acelpta peopl• ...no tI. DlSPOSlTlOHS 4a. Can Ilick wtlh 57. ShOM In1llnl1n prlnl mtdlum·
lakol prld. In doing 10. lion. (Iuch a. circle 10 enack). dH1er.nt from h.rlhlmletf. Engag.. In " .nJoys IC1l'Vhln for 10 r.1lnu1ee or onJoys looking t1 bookl, ukl ...nIl
, croaUv. actlvhlea II mere. Irgnl ...y, etc.
1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 expr....lon .uch Ie: I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5
18. Hat a realistIc HnUl or own COMMUNICATION
37. Creatlv. problem
Cg. Can gen. rate .overl' S!. Recognlzl'I and nam.. lettera In8. Carci for ~r.onal ••fety. UI" loMn;
eeet bett, II not rltCkl"'l on play- abll1t1et, .trengthl, weekn".... 25. UII.n. 10 and conlrlbutes I 2 3 4 5 oolutlonl'a"arnatlv•• .nvlronm.n1, In print or wh.n naml II
ground, In classroom. and on trips. to group dl.cunlon•. 38. Art when ••ked. dlC1lttd.
I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 1 234 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 a
1D. ~n ev.luat. O¥m actlone or 21. Talll Ixperl.nc" or
Jg. Drama
COGNlT'l'iE· MATlfO Si. R.ade own name on drawfngl,SEl..f.COIiCEPT 1 23 4 5
i. Truel. adulU who arl roaaonabty bahtvlort without bolng 100 hard lImp'. honll In a Ioglcol 40. Mov,ment Vih1ln ptlylng wtlh oblodl charta. I1C. and read' Ilmpl, .Ignt
conliliont end euppontv•. on htrlhlm..!f. Mqulnee. 1 234 5 luch al blockI,~ •• In thl environment.
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 41. MUlIe ~Ilhn: 1 2 3 4 5
10. Accepte co~ror1 from athers.. 20. R"poelO .du" authority and 30. EnJoys rtc"I"II nngllpllYS 1 234 5 $0. UatcM-a: (1.•.• r&K! car. SO. Writ.... dtlWll. and/or ma!(H
cia.. ,ulos, but can be ....erttv•. and tinging longl. Ir.to red container) thingI repr...mltlon.rfy.
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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FLAY t C. R6;p&Cta ;:dutt :t.1hofttT 'e. E..,Jey: rcet1!ng 2!_u!!pl!~ ~, $h~ Inla,esl In prInt medium·
1. Engogel In eooporotlve (dramotlc) and cl"••room rulH, but can nnge,plays and Ilnglng curl~llty. enJoYI looking at bcok., lOki whll
ploy during IT ... ploy/child choice ••,on own opinion" Ido••, longl. ligna '.Y. etc.
lIrne •. poraonallty.
1 2 3 4 5 t 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 t 2 3 4 5
2. Actl .... ely engagM In many dttferent SOCIAL 1e. Communicate 10 27. Enjoys laking ,Ilk. J5. Writ". dr ........, and/or makM
kind. of play IctlyNI.... block., loclo- 11. Negotlolea ettectl.oly l/ha II untloralood by "hlle molntolnlng ..'oty 01 tnlngl reprelentat:onally.
drema!lc play. manipulative., etc. wllh olMra. othera. leH and other.,
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
SEl.F-HELP 12. Dllplays noxlbility In MOTOR COG-?ROBI.£M SOlVING COMMENTS:
... Takea care of perlonal grooming ... rol ..... can be • leader and I 20. Ac1lvely engagel In 28. P.r,ever•• through.
waahe., bruthel teeth, drell.' lelf. follower and doe. not adhere and .n)o'(l flne motor dlttlcull tuk delplle aol·
rigidly 10 e lex ,oIl. actlvlliel (drawing, bockl, like hard punlel.
paInting, punlOl, elc.)
I 2 3 , 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 t 2 3 4 5
6. Won1. 10 help herlhlmlon and 13. Form. and maintain. 21. Freety run" Jump., 29. Chootea actlvlt!e. and
takes pride In doing 10. 1,lendlhlpl. cllmbl wtlhout ITequonl cen aUck wltn thom 10' 10
lolling 0' Imbolonco. minute. or mor••
I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
SEl..F-GONCEPT 14. Dilpiovi polllive 'olaUona 22. Willingly challengu 30. Con goner.t•••veral
e. TrUitt aduha 'hho ar. reasonably wtth adulll • hoal1hy balonce own Illenglh and 10lutloniiallo,naUvea
contl'tenl And lupportlv•. 01 dopondoncellndepondonce. agility. when uked.
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S
7. ROqUOll1 holp ITom adulll and 15. Sho..... accopl.nce of DISPOSmOHS COOHrTlVE-MATlf9
peer. verbally, polt1ely, and wtlen p&Opla wIlo are dtlle,enlITom Engages In I. anJoya When playing wl1h oblec11
!C1ua!ly nMded. harlhlm..n (dlaabllllles, craatlve ac1lvl1les I. such I' block" peg,.
gander, 1~ln colo" etc.) erp,ullon auch 01: dllhea, etc.
t 2 3 ~ 5 ~-scm-{1~;;-red~...
\
1 2 3 4 5 23. Ar1 ITom blue cara)
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
8. Acceptt rOIp"nllblltty 10r own LAH<l.ICXJloIloIUHICAT10H 2., Drama 32. QUllntlna_ (1 •••: count.
IC1lon •. 16. Ulleno to Ind conlrlbutoa 1 234 5 cara)
10 group 11.cUIOlollJ.
, 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 25. Movement 1 2 3 4 6
12345
i. Move. oailly through lranahlon, 17. Talll ••perlonces 0' COGHrTlVE· l.IreRACY
t, .uch II cirCle to tnack), Ilmpla avenll In a logIcal 33. Ultana 10 entlr. atory
l&quanee. during aloryllmo.
t 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
l.roroly or not et oil 2·occoolonally 0' ... l1h much ho'p 3-obout 112 Urne or wl1h oomo holp 4-o11.n or wl1h Ilttlo holp 5-almotf otway I or "l1h no help
-Fer CCgnr!IVO Me.!h rate e.I tollows: l·not at all 2-very low IklJlleveVcomplexhy 3-moderate IklllleveVcomplaxtty 4-hlgh IklllleveVcomplexity 5 very high aklllleveVcomplp.;..it,.
The deacrlpUonl In parentheses abo",o are Juat exemplu. For eccurate Icorlng aee the Uaer Manual
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